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STRESS TEST TAPE LOG FORM
Analog Tape #
	
Subject Name:	 Subject #
Date:
	












5	 VCG-Y	 1 mV	 High:
7	 VCG-Z






6	 SPIRO. VOLUME	 0/8 liters
9	 TREAD. SPEED	 2/8 mph
BIKE SPEED	 20/80 rpm
11	 SYSTOLIC BP	 50/200mmHg
13	 DIASTOLIC BP	 50/200mmHg
10	 02	 0/	 %
14	 N2	 0/	 %
12	 CO2	 0/	 %
1	 TAPE REF. (Direct)








(Circle One)	 Bicycle	 Treadmill	 Treadmill
Ergometer	 (Modified Balke)	 (Modified Bruce)
Begin Rest:	 (10 min)	 Begin Exercise:





VCG, BPMS, Front Panel, and Analog Interface
BPMS SBP analog out put s., to analog interface SBP input
BPMS DBP analog output to analog interface DBP input
BPMS Korothoff Sounds output -----* ► to analog interface K-Sounds input
BPMS Pressure analog output (not used)
Sp rometer controller output
----i► to ana og interface spir.	 vol.	 input
Treadmill speed & elevation outputs .^to front panel
Bicycle ergometer speed & WL outputs} treadmill/bicycle switch
Treadmill/Bicycle switch outputs -_--jwto analog interface speed & work load/
elevation inputs
LSI-11 D/A outputs (0 or 1) ergometer work load control	 input
VCG system X lead output
VCG Y lead output m. to front panel VCG switch
VCG Z lead output
Front panel VCG trigger to ECG trigger inputs of BPMS and
select switch output cardiotachometer
Cardiotachometer output to analog interface HR input and to front
panel DPM switch
All analog interface outputs 	 _- am- to DPM/Scope Monitor switches
Front panel BNC OPM/Scope Inputs
DPM/Scope Monitor switches outputs._-.gp►to front panel DPM select switch and
oscilloscope vertical 	 inputs
Front panel DPM swtich outputs r._}
 to OPM
All analog interface outputs
Mass spectrometer interface outputs#
.op-to patch panel	 (see Chart)
T.C. generator IRIG-B code out -------O.-to analog tape chan. 8 record input
Tape recorder chan. 8 reprod. output _jw.to T.C. generator/reader code in
Abbreviations:
VCG	 Vectorcardiograph
BPMS	 Blood Pressure Measuring System (Sphygmometrograph)
WL	 Work Load (of bicycle ergometer)
D/A	 Digital to Analog output from LSI-11
T.C.	 Time Code
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CDAS MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE RETIREMENTS
Supplier Model No._ Description
MOB MLSI-KDII-HA LSI-11	 CPU
MOB MLSI-KEV11 Extended Arithmetic Option
MOB MLSI-MSVII-DD 32K x 16 bit RAM, on-board refresh
MOB MLSI-DRV11C Parallel	 Interface
ADB MLSI-SMU System Monitoring Unit/Line Time Clock/
Front Panel Controls/Bus Terminator
MDB MLSI-BPA84 Backplace - Card Guide Assembly
MDB MLSI-BA11-000 Enclosure
MDB MOB-250-T-5/12 Power Supply
MOB MLSI-OLVll Asynchronous Interface
MDB MLSI-KWllP Programmable Real-Time Clock
ADAC 1030-16PD-A- Analog Data Acquisition and Control
3PGA-2-A-P System
Data DSD 210-Lll-2 Dual Flexible Disk System
Systems





OUT 00 CALIB. Light
OUT O1 REST Light
OUT 02 EXERCISE Light
OUT 03 RECOVERY Light
OUT 04 PAUSE Light
OUT 05 END TEST Light
OUT 06 FVC Light
OUT O7 (Spare Light)
OUT 08* TEST TYPE 0
OUT 09* TEST TYPE 1
OUT 10 Decr. TM Elev.
OUT 11 Incr. TM Elev.
OUT 12 Incr. TM Speed
OUT 13 Decr. TM Speed
OUT 14 not used
OUT 15 not used
*See below






















CVDAS Input/Output Signals - Parallel Interface
Input Register - Address 167774
	
Output Register - Address 167772
Input Register	 Function
Lines
IN 00 CALIB. Switch
IN O1 REST Sw.
IN 02 EXERCISE 3w.
In 03 RECOVERY Sw.
IN 04 PAUSE Sa.
IN 05 END TEST Sw.
IN 06 FVC Sw.









Control/Status Register - Address
167770
Control Lines (used as outputs)
SR 1	 CSR 0 Operating Mode
0	 0 Normal	 (Operate)
0	 1 Low Calib.
i	 0 High Calib.
1	 1 Ambient Air/Standby





Signal Pin No. Signal	 Pin No.
Protective Ground 1
EIA Received Data In 8 Transmitted Data 2
Transmitted Data 6 Received Data 3
Signal Ground 1,2 Signal Ground 7
Data Set Ready 22 Data Terminal Ready 20
Data Terminal Ready 26 Carrier Detect 8












A/D Ch. 0 in 31 16 0
A/D Ch.	 1	 in 29 15 1
A/D Ch. 2 in 27 14 2
A/D Ch. 3 in 25 13 3
A/0 Ch. 4 in 23, 12 4
A/D Ch. 5 in 21 11 5
A/D Ch. 6 in 19 10 6
A/D Ch. 7 in 17 9 7
A/D Ch. 8 in 32 33 8
A/D Ch. 9 in 30 32 9
A/D Ch.
	 10 in 28 31 10
A/D Ch.	 11	 in 26 30 11
A/D Ch.
	 12 in 24 29 12
A/D Ch.
	 13 in 22 28 13
A/D Ch.
	 14 in 20 27 14
A/D Ch.
	 15 in 18 26 15
D/A Ch. 1 out 37 46 01
D/A Ch.
	 1	 ret. 38 45 (D1
	 Shield)
D/A Ch. 2 out 39 44 D2
D/A Ch.
	 2 ret. 40 43 (D2 Shield)
Amp.	 Lo in





Grd.) 34 49 N.C.
12
Related Equipment
Seperate reports are available on the following items,
which are used with the LSI-il CVDAS system for tests
in the JSC Cardiovascular Laboratory:
Microprocessor - Based Cardiotachometer
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PRETEST asks the user the
pretest questions about the
test subject and stores them




floppy" and NO	 blocks avvuil-







read-	 No	 Input target	 Test heart rate
mill tes
	
heart rates	 2-NO 9 max
Input Line YES	
NO
















flow Chart of STRESS
STRESS is the vain program that tests the COAS front pannel















Subroutine data performs all
Set up
	
the disk I/O for COAS one
variables
	




















Write out If OUT	 Test	 If IN	 Read in










r Set programmable clock status
mon ADCOMI	
register






























Calibration is accomplished three
phases:
Phase 1: low calibration
Phase 2: high calibration




































































This subroutine is used by CAL. PFT and EX subroutines to

























Set programmable clock status
register




























tton pus PAUSERouti ne
SUBROUTINE EX
The exercise subroutine collects
the subjects data during the
REST, EXERCISE and RECOVERY
















































The work adjustment subroutine
regulates the workload on the
EF	 Move current heart rate and work-	 argometer to meet the target










ATime-5 sec. rate & init . values & point
NO
men




480 <ti fre^ 40 C20<time
NO
YES Reduce work- Dtime >960 load by 15% L:
so	 NO
A
Calculate a 10 second averag
heart rate









late a slope for the
s tag es
slope y 	
















Make sure that workload
does not go over 300 wattsD









This routine prevents the A!0
interrupt routine from updating
the heart rate and workload
data to maintain accuracy while





Get the heart rate sum,
workload sum, heart rate
sample no., and workload



























This subroutine disables the clock interrupts by altering the program
status word then makes a copy of ADCO11 and GAS30. AOCOM', and GAS30
are zeroed and certain values in ADCa%il are reset in their original


























to EX SUBROUTINE BREATH
Subroutine BREATH is used to
determine the oxygen consump-
tion and carbon dioxide pro-
duction in each breath exhaled





This routine prints the 30
second reports for the collected
Set	
data and places the 1 minute
Comm	




















































	 Prints the correct headers
o EX for the 30 sec reports


















Set gas pointer a
gas buffer start-






This program is the interrupt
service routine which is
triggered by the programmable
clock 100 times a second to
collect the analog signals
from the lab equipment.










viousiy in reshold(SYTHRS)?progress? (EXHALE 0)
NO (EXHALE • 0) YES
NOEXIi HIGH1
P.M. Reset





































Reset EXHALE = 0































for a WL or
Elev.sample
	
R	 Add HR sample to double-
	
amp.	 word HR accianulators
	
























ai t unti 1
/D conver-
i on is done
0	 ADISR 4





































Get DBP sample &































This routine is used by subroutine CAL and EX to turn on the
appropriate panel lights to cue the operator to the functions





































This program reproduces n
number of copies of the one
minute summary report; and











This subroutine allows the user
to edit the data stored in the





























Scale the array data from
0to50
110
Print the plot choices and
read 1st pick
Pick n 0	 YES
NO
Pick • 1	 YES
NO
r























PLOT a 11 ows the user to
select various combinations
of the subject data and plot
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C ******** +****t+***t* 4**+t**********t****t**st*****#tttt*t:*****t*t**
C ***ttt*t**ttttt***t*+*t**ttt*t**ttt*t***********tt**t*****ttt******
C	 t
C	 * TECOKOLOGY INCORPORATED
C	 _* LIFE SCIENCE CIVISION
C
C
C__* PROGRAM NAPE:.....-............ 	 PRETES
C	 * AUTNORs ................a......
	
OCROT14 Y	 STEPHENS
C	 * DATE :......................... 	 2/NOV/78
C	 * MODIFIED: .....................	 A@hIJIT	 GADGIL	 ( DEC/197`)
C * . - - .. . • . . . .... .... ... i ... • - ... - .. - • .. .. - • i ..... - . i ...... i .....^ i ..
C	 * _
C	 * COMPUTER	 SYSTE M : .............	 DEC PDP	 1103	 "LSI-11"
C	 * OPERATING SYSTEM: ............. RT-11	 VOIC-03A
C
C
C	 * -CO MPILING SEQUENCE:
C	 ^►
C	 * .R FORTRA <CR>






C	 * RUN MODUAL LINKING SEQUENCE:
C
C	 * .R	 LINK	 <CR)o +




C	 * CALLING SEQUENCE:
C





C	 * ALLOWS THE	 USER	 TC	 CREATE	 A	 PATIENT	 CATA	 FILE	 OA, OXi:

















C	 PURPOSE! QUESTIONS NECESSARY FOR TREADMILL
C





















C ZERO OUT THE DATA BLOCKS (6 CF THEN)
0011	 DO 800 L-1,1536
0012 800	 ICRT M 20
C * * *_* *_ SETUP GLEUE ELE M ENTS FOR DISK 1/0
0013	 CALL LOCK





0018 400	 FORMAT(' PATIENT FILENAME :',S)
0019	 ACCEPT 410rNFILE








IF(ICHAN .LTOM STOP I NC AVAIIAdLE CHANNEL'
0025	 IF(IENTER(ICI-AN,FILE,6).LT. 0) STOP 'FILE ALLOCATION FATI.(IPE'
0027	 TYPE 199
0028 199	 FORMAT('	 PRETEST QUESTIONS ')
0029	 IF(IGOOF.GT.0) GO TC 121
0031 521	 TYPE 21
0032 21
	







0035	 IF(IGOOF .GT. 0) GC TO 121
0037 522	 TYPE i
0038 1
	
FORMAT(' 2, SLOJECT SEX(M=MALE,F_FEMALE):




0041	 IF(IGOOF.GT.0) GO TC 121
0043 523	 TYPE 23
0044 23	 FORMAT(' 3, SOCIAL SEC, N0.(NNN NN W I N) 1)
0045
	






























































IF(IGOOF.GT ,O) GO TC 121
TYPE 33
FORMAT(' 4, CATE OF RIRTH (OD- MMN-M: ')
ACCE P T 4,IOAY,IMONT4,IY0
FORMAT( I2,1X,A3,1k,I2)
DO 100 I=1,12







FORM AT(' ERROR IN DATE OF BIRTH. PLEASE RE-ENTER•)
GO TO 524
CONTINUE








65 _	 _ FORMAT{.'	 S,	 hEIGNT_(CN):	 '•5)
ACCEPT 5,	 CRT(1)
5 FORMAT(Fb,O)
IF(IGOOF,GT,O)	 GO	 TO	 121
526 TYPE 266







67 FORMAT('	 7.	 TEST DATE	 (CC-MMM-YY):•)
ACCE P T	 7,	 IDAY,IMCNTH,IYR
7 FORMAT(I2,1X,A3,1X,I.2)
DO	 500	 I=1,12





























FORTRAN IV VOtc-03A	 FRI 29 •FE8 -80 	 10101:22	 PAGE 003
'
0109 70 FORMAW	 10,_ CPID NO.(NINN):
0110 ACCEPT	 10,	 ICRT(10)
0111 10 FORMAT(I4)
Oi12 IF(IGOOF.GT.0)	 GO TO	 121
0114 530 TYPE	 71





0118 IFCIGOOF.GT.0)	 GO TO	 121
0120 531 TYPE 72 
0121 72 FORMAT	 ('.12. TYPE OF TEST	 :	 (2=TREAOMILL,1=ERGO METER)	 ',$)
0122 ACCEPT	 12.	 ICRT(12)
0123 12	 __ FORNAT(I2)
0124 IF(IGOOF,GT,O)	 GO	 TC	 121
0126 532 TYPE_ 73
0127 73 FORMAT('	 13,	 ANBIERT	 TEMP.(C)	 ',S)
0128 -	 _ _ ACCEPT 13,	 TMP
0129 13 FORMAT(F5,0)
0130 _ IF(IGOOF.GT.0)	 GO	 TC _121-__
0132 533 TYPE 74
0133 74 FORMAT(*	 14.	 AMBIENT PRESSURE(MMMG): 	 'PS)
0134 ACCEPT	 14,	 PRS
0135 14 FORMAT(F6.0)
0136 IF(IGOOF,GT.0)	 GO	 TC	 121_
0138 IF(ICRT(12)_.EQ,	 2)	 GO	 TO	 121_
a 0140 S34 TYPE	 75
0141 75 FORMAT('	 15.	 TARGET	 MR a 4	 NIN.(8P M ):	 •,$)
0142 ACCEPT	 276,	 ICRT(15)
0143 276 FORMAT(I4)
0144 IF(IGOOF.GT,O)	 GO	 TC	 121
0146 535 TYPE 277
0147 277 FORMAT('	 16.	 TARGET	 MR	 i	 F	 MIN.(BPM):	 •,3)
0148 ACCEPT	 278,ICRT(16)
0149 278 FOWMAT(I4)
0150 IF(IGOOF,GT.0)	 GO	 TO	 121
0152 536 TYPE 279
0153 279 FORMAT('	 17.	 TARGET	 MR 1	 12	 MIN.(dPM):	 ',S)
0154 ACCEPT	 280,ICRT(17)
0155 280 FORMAT(I4)
0156 IF(IGOOF.GT.0)	 GO	 TC	 121
0158 537 TYPE 281





IF(IGOOF.GT.0)	 GU	 TO	 121 
TYPE
	 191
0165 191 FORMAT('	 19.	 MAX	 TEST	 ?	 (I=YES,2=k0):	 ',S)
0166 ACCEPT	 19,ICRT(19)
0167 19 FORMAT(I2)









FORTRAN IV	 VOIC-03A	 FRI 29-FES-e0 14s01s22
	
PAGE 004
01711 121	 TYPE 122
0175 122	 FORMAT(• ALL INFORMATICN CORRECT 2 (Y=YES) •)
0176	 ACCEPT 222•JNUM
0177 222	 FORMAT(A1)










IF(INUM .LE. O) GO TO 33e
0187	 IF(INUM .GT.20) GO TO 33N
0189	 GO_ TO . 490 -	
-
0190 338	 TYPE 339




0143 490	 GO TO (521.522,523,524#525,526,527,31,52e,529,530
*,531.532#533,534.535,536,537,538),INUM
C








0195	 IF (ICQT(22)-ICFT(u0)) 666.664,663
0196 663	 ICRT(25)=ICRT(25)-1
0197	 GO TO 666
0198 6b4	 IF (ICRT(23).GT.ICRT(41)) GC TO 6b3
0200 666	 TYPE 667, ICRT(25)
0201 067	 FORMAT(• AGE: 1,I2)
0202	 IF(IGOOF.GT*0) GO TO 121
0204	 GU TO 31
C * * * * * * * * ARITING TO DISK FILE
0205 120	 IF(TARIT6(1536,ICRT,O,ICI-AN).LT.0) STOF 'CIS K WRITE FRRnP'









FORTRAN IV	 STORAGE MAP
_'NAME_
	 OFFSET ATTRIBUTES_
CRT	 000150 REAL*4	 ARRAY (10)
MONTH+	 006006 REAL*4	 ARRAY (12)
NFILE
	 006066 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (3)
FILE	 006074 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (4)
ICRT	 000006 INTEGER*2_ARkAY 01536)
YES
	 006104 LOGICAL*1 VARIABLE
JNUM	 010202 LOGICAL*i VARIABLE
IMONTM 010204 REAL*4	 VARIABLE
TMP	 000160 REAL*4	 VARIAELE
PRS	 000166 REAL* 4 	VARIABLE
I	 010210 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
LOCK	 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCEDURE
IOSET	 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCEDURE
IGOOF	 010212 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IRADSO 000000 INTEGER *2 PROCEDURE
ICHAN	 010214 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
66 IGETC	 000000 _._INTEGER*2 _PROCECURE__
IENTER 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCEDURE
IDAY	 010216 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
^-IYR	 010220 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
- INUM	
010222 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
__IWRITK 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCEDURE
UNLOCK 000000 REAL*u	 PROCECURE
CLOSEC 000000 REAL*4	 PROCEDURE
COMMON FLOCK /x1	 LENGTH 000060
__ MON	 000000 INTEGER*2_ARRAY (24)
65
C ♦**www*#***+rw#w+e+t*+r*wt*ww*w*w**wt*w*w *t *w*wt#*twww**www* *wtww**tww
C **w***w#*#w*w#*w*ww#ww#www*+tw*,rww#** *twww**wtwwtwww*t *#wwtww *t *w*ww
C
C	 * TECFhOLOGY INCORPORATED
C	 * LIFE SCIENCE CIVISION
C	 w
C	 w*wwww*w*ww*w*tw#+tw*#w*#t**#**w*w*w#w**w***wtwwfw *t** w**www**wwwtw*
C
C	 * PROGRAM NAMES.....•...........
	
STRESS
C	 * AUTHORS .......................	 ROY	 A.	 REED
C	 * .......................	 ChUCK	 MANN
C	 * .......................	 WILLIAM	 G.	 CROSIER
C	 * DATE: ......................... 	 2/NOV/78
C
C	 w
C	 * COMPUTER	 SYSTEM:.............	 DEC	 POP	 1103	 "LSI.11"




C	 * COMPILING SEQUENCE:
C
C	 * .R FORTRA <CR>
C	 * - *STRESS=STRESS,INITI,CATA/L	 <CP>
C	 * *CAL=CAL <CR>
C	 * *PFT=PFT <CR>
C	 * *Ex=Ex,RPTHOR,wRKADJ,BREATF,kPT30,TIME 	 <Ck>
C	 * *LIGHT=LIGHT <CR>
C	 * *<CR>
C	 * .R MACRO <CR>
C	 * *AUISR=AOISR <CR>
C	 * *TRSdUF=TRSiUF <CR>
C	 * *SNATCHsSNATCH<CR>
C	 t t <CR> #
C
C *......----•----• .....................••--- Waft—• --- - --- --• --- .....i
C
C	 * RUN MOOUAL LINKING SEQUENCE:
C
C	 * .R LIN K 	<CR> t
C	 * #STRESS=STRESS,CAL,PFT,Ex,CXC:SYSLIS/F/C	 <CR>





C	 * CALLING SEQUENCE:
C






C	 * A MICROCOMPUTER	 BASED DATA	 ACQUISITION AND	 CONTROL
C	 * SYSTEM FOR	 CARDIOPULNCNARY	 STRESS	 TESTING.
C
t# i#t**t*#*t*ttii##*t#t*ti*ti # *ttttit#tt *#**ii** *t*i*t *# #tiff*#i#i#
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' C PROGRAM:	 PROCESS,	 VERSICN 2.0	 29.AUG.	 1979
C FUNCTION:	 RUN CARDIOPULRCNARY STRESS STEST
C






DATA	 IN/'IN	 '/,OUT/'OUT	 •/
0006 COMW-ON /x /MO(20)
0007 DATA	 ND/'JA • , • N	 ', • FE • ,'e	 k , • MA • , • R	 ','AP','R
al'MA','Y
	 ', • JU','N	 ','JU','L	 ','AU', • G 	 ','SE','P	 ',
@'OC','T	 ','NO','V	 ','DE','C	 '/
0008 EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(13),MAJHEV),(ICATA(14),MINREV)
= C-- SETS THE MAJOR AND MINOR REVISION NtMBERS




C--DRViI PARALLEL INTERFACE AOCRESSES:
0011 DROUTRz 0 167772	 1	 "	 OUTPUT DUFFER	 (KATHY'S DRAI,DRRI)
:-0012 DRINax	 0 167774	 1	 "	 INPUT BUFFER	 (KATHY'S DRAO,DRBO)
C THE LOW ORDER TKC BITS OF CRCSR 	 WILL BE DINGLED
C BY PROCES FOR CALIBRATION
C
C
=- C--LOCAL PARA METER	 INITIALIZATION:
C






C--FOLLOWING SUBROUINE DATA 	 INPLTS SUBJECT DATA AnD CERTAIN OTHFR 	 INFO.
C
1'0017 CALL DATA(IN)






0025 IF(TOATA(43).GT.0)GC	 TO	 1000






0031 IF(ICALP8	 .NE.	 IRES).GO	 TC	 200
j	 0033 300 CALL	 CAI.
-_ 0 TYPE	 1
Ci FORMAT('	 AFTER	 CAL')
0034 I0ATA(43)=IDATA(43)+i
0035 CALL DATA(OUT)
- 0036 1000 CONTINUE
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0	 TYPE 2
D2	 FORMAT(' AFTER 1000')
C





0040	 IF(IRES A MENDT)GO TO 2000
C




IF(ICALPR .EA.IhES) GO TO 300 	 !REPE A T CALIBRATION
0044	 IF(IFVCPS .EG,IRES) CALL PFT	 1 FORCED VITAL CAPACITY TEST
0046	 IF(IR3TP8 .EQ.IRES)CALL Ex !EXERCISE TEST
D	 TYPE 3
U3	 FORMAT(' AFTER EX')
0048	 IF(IRSTP8 .NE. IRES) GO TO 1000
0050 2000 CONTINUE
D	 TYPE 4


























































3 COMMON BLOCK /PDATA/	 LENGTF 006000
IDATA	 .1 00000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (1536)
= MAJREY 0x0030 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
j .4INREV 000032 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
--COMMON BLOCK /X/	 LENGTH 000060
" MD	 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (24)
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C-- SUBROUTINE INITI (VERSION 2,0), USED TC SET THE TIMERS, CnUNTER3*





























































FORTRAN IV STORAGE NAP
C NAME OFF3ET ATTRIBUTES
COMMON BLOCK /AOCO M I/ LENGTH 000106
IOUM 1 000000 INTEGER*2 AFRAY	 (34)
GA30SP 000000 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
AMRCNT 000022 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
EXHALE 000002 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
AMR 000032 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
AMR1 000034 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
CWL. 000036 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
CWLI 000040 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
CWLCNT 000042 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
SECS 000066 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
BPTIME 000044 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
SPCNTI 000052 INTEGER*2 VAFIAP.LE
CSPD 000046 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
CSPD1 OOOOSO INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
3. CUP 000OS4 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
C38P1 000056 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
COOP 000060 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
CDOP1 000062 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
BPCNT 000064 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
3EC330 000070 INTEGE R *2 VARIABLE
AWL 000076 REAL*4 VARIABLE
A*Ll 000100 REAL*4 VARIABLE
AWLCNT 000102 REAL *4 VARIABLE
COMMON BLOCK /TI MCNT/ LENGTh 000014
COUNT 000000 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
CNT10 000002 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
3= CNT30 000004 INTEGER*2 VAkIAPLE
FLRCNT 000006 INTEGE R *2 VARIABLE
FLRFLG 000010 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
- EXHCNT 000012 TNTEGER*2 VARIABLE
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0001 SU®ROUTINE DATA ( IOSTAT)
0002 LOGICAL * 1	 IFILE(12)
0003 INTEGER FILE M
C
0004 INTEGER* 4 	IOSTAT,CUT
C
C
0005 COMMON	 /PDATA/	 IPATNT ( 1536 7 	1	 Th13	 IS PATIENT DATA.
C
C
0006 DATA OUTP OUT '!
0007 DATA	 IFILE/*D•,'x•.•i•.•	 .^.	 .^.	 .^.	 .^.	 .^.	 .^.D.^.A.^.T.^
C
0008 IF(IOSET(2).NE.C)	 STOP	 • CUEUE	 ALLCCATION	 FALIURE'
0010 IF(IOSTAT.EO.CuT)GO	 TO	 10
0012 TYPE	 tO25






0016 10 CONTI NUE
C
C--CONVERT ASCII	 FILE	 KAME	 TO RACIX	 50
C





0020 IF	 (ICMAN	 .LT.	 0)	 STOP	 'nC	 AVAILAPLE	 Co-ANNEL'
0022 IF	 (LOUKUP(ICO-AR,FILE)	 .LT.	 0)	 STCP	 ' F ILE	 ALLOCATION FATLUFF.'
C
C--k OW HEADS CR WRITES	 DATA:
C
0024 IF(IOSTAT.EG.CLT)	 GC	 TO	 1050
0026 IF(IREAOW(1536.IPATRT,O.ICMAN).LT.0)	 STOP	 'CTSK	 REAr FRRpa'
0028 GO TO	 1060
0029 1050 CONTINUE
0030 IF(IARITW(t536,IPATNT,O.IChAN).LT.0)	 STOP	 'CTSK	 W R ITE FRPCP'































000016 LOGICAL*1 ARRAY (12)
FILE	 000032 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (4)








IHE A DW 000000
IwRITw 000000
CLOSEC 000000
COMMON BLOCK IPDATA/	 LENGTH 006000
PAINT 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (1536)
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C--
	
SUBROUTINE.CALI2R A TION, VERSION 2.0
C--	 WRITTEN 8Yi . ROY A. REED
C-- DATE OCT 13,`,197E
C
C	 REWRITTEN HY's WILLIAM G. CROSIER
C	 DATES AuG 24i 1979



















































































DATA MO / • JA','N ','FE','B ',' !A A', • R • ,'AP O , O R '.
'MA', • Y ','JU','N ','JU','L ','AU','G ' ► 'SE','P
al	 'OC','T '0l'k0','V ','DE','C '/
DATA LOw,HIGh,AN8/' LCh	 ',' H IGt-	 ','AMBIENT
DATA CHAN /'SP. VOL. # , # OXYGEN ','NITROGEN','	 CO2
of 'HT.RATE • ,'NL/ELEV.',' SPEED ',' SYS. BP','DIAS. BP'/
IF(IDATA(12).EG.2) SLPS(6)=SLPST(1)
IF(ICATA(12).EG.2) SLPS(7)=SLPST(2)
READ IN THE CALIBRATION FILE, VYHTCH CONTAINES THE STANDAPn nATA
USED IN CALIBRATION OF SLOPES ANC INTERCEPTS.
CALL IRAD50(12,'DX0CALCONCAT•,FILE)
ICHAN-IGETCO	 :SET A I/C CHANNEL
IF(ICHAN.LT.0)STON 'CHANNEL ALLOCATION FAILURE IN CAL'
IF(LOOKUP(ICHAN,FILE).LT.0)STOP 'FILE ALLOCATION FAILUPE IN CAL.




!BIKE SPEED	 MIGH REF. VAL,
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0057 REFVAL(1.7)=CALPUF(17) 1TREADRILL SPEED HIGH
0058 REFVAL(2.7)2CALBUF(i8) 1 LOh
0059 6 CONTINUE
0060 REFVAL(1,8)zCALBUF(19) !SOP HIGH
0061 REFVAL(2i8)zCALSUF(20) 1 LOW
0062 REFVAL ( 1.9)mCALEUF ( 21) loop HIGH
0063 REFVAL(2.9)aCALPUF(22) 1 LOW
0064 7 CONTINUE
0065 IF(IDATA(11).E0.1)	 GO	 TO 10
C- INITIALIZE PRCGRAMMABLE GAIN CODE BITS IN A/D COMMAND
C • WORD ARRAY	 (LATER USED BY IKrERFUPT SERVICE ROUTINE)
0067 IADa"10










0076 LFLSHRz "l 	 !SET CAL LIGHT	 TO FLASH
C
C COLLECT LOW CAL DATA
C
0077 WODEz1 1	 SET LOh CAL MODE
0078 ISU8z2 1	 USE SECOND RCA OF CALDAT ARR
0079 DELAY=5.0	 ! SET CELAY	 AT 5 SECONDS
0080 LHA=LOW 1	 SET	 ALPHA	 IDENTIFIER	 FCR CAL
0081 ASSIGN	 162	 TO	 IRETRN 1	 ASSIGN RETURN LABEL
0082 GO TO SOOO	 1 GO TO CAL DATA COLLECTION/AVERAGING
C
C COLLECT HIGH CAL DATA
0083 162 MODEz2 1	 SET HIGH CAL MODE
0084 ISU821 1	 USE FIRST ROA OF C A LDAT ARRAT
0085 DELAY=5.0	 1 SET DELAY	 AT 5 SECONDS
0086 LHAzHIGH	 ! SET	 ALPHA	 IENTIFIER FCR	 CAL NODE
0087 ASSIGN 262 TO	 IRETRK 1	 ASSIGN RETURN LABEL
0088 GO TO 5000	 1 GU TO DATA COLLECTION/AVE9AGIkG RCUTI'
C--







0093 IF ( DENO M .NE.0 . 0)RDATA ( K)= (REFVAL ( 1,ICHAN)-REFVAL(2,ICrANi ))/DEN!CN
0095 KzK+l
0096 RDATA(K)zREFVAL(2,ICHAN) -ROATA(K-!)*CALCAT(?,ICHAN)	 !Y-TNT.
0097 265 KzK+1
C
C COLLECT	 AMBIENT	 AIR DATA
C
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PAGE 004
0098 MODE=3	 1	 SET AMBIENT AIR MODE
0099 ISU8 :1 	 t	 USE FIPST ROY	 OF CALDAT	 ARRAY
0100 DELAY=20.0	 ScT DELAY 20 SECONDS
0101 LHAaAMB	 i	 SET ALPhA IENTIFIER FOR CAL MOCE
0102 ASSIGN 370 TO
	
IRETRN	 1	 ASSIGN RETURN LABEL
0103 GO TO 5000	 1	 GO TO DATA COLLECTION/AVERAGING ROUTINE
C am
C•- PS2O 2VAPOR PRESSURE OF WATER AT AM8IEhT
C-- PRESSURE ANC TEMPERATURE.
Cam
0104 370 PH2O2.0369*AM8TMP*APBTMP-.4012 *AMBTMP+10.76
C-•
C-- STPDzFACTOR TO ACJUST VOLUME AT AN9IENT CONDITIONS
C-• TO VOLUME AT STANDARD TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE CORY).
C • - NORMAL BODY TEMPERATURE IS 310 DEGREES KELVIN
C--
0105 BTPS=310.0/(ANBTMP+273.0)
0106 STPD=( 273. 16/(ANBTMP+273.16))*((AMPFRS-PH2O)/760.)
C--
C-• CALCULATE THE PERCENTS
- C--
0107 RDATA(3)=CALDAT(1,2)*RDATA(S)+RCATA(10) 	 !AMBIENT	 02
0108 RD+-TA(4)=CALDAT(1,3)*RDATA(11)+RCATA(12) 	 1AMBIENT	 M2
0109 RDATA(5)=CALDAT(1,4)*RDATA(13)+RCATA(14)	 IAN-BIENT	 CO2
0110 ROATA(1)=STPO	 1STPD FACTOR
0111 KDATA(2)=BTPS	 !BTPS FACTOR
C--
C--








0115 999 TYPE	 1000




0119 1010 FORMAT(//,5X,'CFIC	 N0.:	 ',15,28x,'Lk'IOUE	 NO.:	 'A2,Ia,//,
%5X,'RETEST	 NO.:	 *,12,2@Xo'DATE:	 *,I2,lX,2A2pI2,//)
0120 1020 FORMAT(SX ► 'SlJBJECT	 NAME:	 '14A2,1X,'SEX:	 0,A2,//,
%SX,'SOC.	 SEC.	 NC.:	 ',I3,'•',I2,'-',I4)
0121 TYPE	 1030








0124 1040 FORMAT(/,5X,'TEMP.:	 ',F4.1,'	 C',16x,'SP.VOL'o5x#F9.5,3X#FS.3,
%/,SX,'PRES.:	 0,F5.1,'	 MM	 HG',12)(,'02	 0,F9.5,3X,
77
11
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XF8.3,/,SX,'STPO FACTORt- 	 ',F5.3,I6X,'N2 ',F9.5,3X,FP.3
















IF(RDATA(IS).LT.SMAk.AND.RCATA(IS).GT.SM'IN) GO TO 3000
PERER- ttROATA(18)- SLPS(IC)) /SLPS(IC))*100.0
LINE=LINE+2
TYPE2010,	 CHAN(IC),PERER
FORM AT(/1X,A8,'..CALIB.	 OUT - CF	 RANGE BY	 !,F6.1, 'X')
CONTINUE
LINE266-LINE


















































SET TIME OF DAY TINER IF SYSTEM CLOCK SHOWS LESS THAN;
S HOURS (11)000 SECS) SINCE M IDNIGHT CR SYSTEM BOOT, OR
IF WE ARE RUNNING PLAYBACK MODE (SINCE SYSTEM CLOCK TIME
W ILL NOT BE TEST TIME).
IF (SECNOS(0.),LT.IeOOO .,CR.IDAT A (11),Ea.2) CALL TIMSET
SET LIGHTS ON FRCNT PANNEL
CALL LIGHT("1)
ALL DONE RETURN TO PROCES
RETURN
ROUTINE TO COLLECT 8 AVERAGE DATA FRO U A/D CONVERTER
FOR CALIBRATION





IS TEST BEING RLN IN REAL TI ME(LIVE) ?
IF (IDATA(II).EG91) GO TO 5010
TYPE S007, LHA








0158	 IF-(IANS,NE.YES) GO TO 5006
0160 5010 CONTINUE
0161
	 CALL LIGHT ("1)
	
l TURN ON CAL LIGHT
0162	 CALL IPOKE(DRSRPMODE)
	
SEND CAL SIGNAL TO LAO EQUIP.
0163	 TI=SECNGS(0.0)
0164 5015 DELTA=SECNOS(TI)
0165	 IF (OELTA,LT,CELAY) GO T0.5015 l WAIT FOR SIGNALS TO STABILIZE
0167	 CALL IPOKE (PCCB•PCC)
	
1 SET PPOGRA MMAPLE CLOCK FOR 100
0168	 CALL IPOKE (PCSR•PCS)	 1 START CLOCK FOR DATA ACQUISITI
0169 5020 IF (BPCNTI,GT.0) GO TO 5020 1 WAIT UNTIL 4 SEC, OF DATA IS COLLECTEC
0171	 CALL IPOKE (PCSRPO) 	 l STOP CLOCK
0172	 CALL LIGHT ("I)	 1 TURN ON CAL LIGHT
C	 DO 5051 I=1•_ GASOSP,B
C	 TYPE 5050• It (GASBLF(J),J=IPI+7) 1 TYPE GAS 6UFFER CONTENTS
0173 5050 FORMAT t /1X.I4,.')',8(1XP26))
0174 5051 CONTINUE
C
C	 CALCULATE AVG, VALUE FOR EACH OF THE 9 CHANNELS
C
0175	 00 5080 K=1P9
0176 5080 CALDAT(ISUB ► K)20,0	 l INITIALIZE VALUES FOR SUMMING
0177	 SAMP=FLOAT(GASCSP)/4.0
0178	 00 6010 K=tr4
0179	 DO 6000 IAV=1, GASCSP,4	 1 CHAN. 1 -4 ARE GAS CHANNELS
0180 6000 CALOAT(ISUB,K)=CALCAT(ISUBPK) + FLOAT(GASPUF(IAV+x-1))
0181 6010 CALDAT(ISUB,K)ZCALOAT(ISUE,K)/SANP
0	 TYPE 6050,LHA,GASCSPPSANPP(CALOAT(ISUB,K),K=1,4)
0182 6050 FORMAT(/lXPA8•' CAL VALUES'/' GASUSP 	 SAMP	 SP VOL',6X,'02',
a 8X,'N2',7X,'CC2'/I10,5F10.2)
C
C	 CALCULATE AVERAGES FOR ChAN. 5-9






0191	 IF(IAJFLT(CSP0,TE14P).EQ.-2) TYPE 9999
0193	 IF(CALCNT,NE.0) CALDAT (ISU8,7)=TEND/FLOAT(CwLCNT)
0195	 CNT=FLOAT(BPCNT-BPCNTI)
0196	 IF(CNT.E0.0.0) GO TO 6055








0205 6060 FORMAT (/' AhRCNT CWLCNT P.PCNT RPCKTI
	
CRT•/Q17#F7.2/
i 5X,'HR # ,8X,'WL',6XP'SPEED',6X•'SBP',7X,'DEP'/5F10.2)
C
0206	 GO TO IRETRN	 1 RETURN
C
0207 9999 FORMAT(/,1XP'CVEkFLC0 IN INTEGER*4 TO REAL CONVERSIONf)
0208	 END
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MEAL*4 _ ARRAY (2,9) VECTORED

























































































COMMON BLOCK /AOCOM/	 LENGTH 000022
JCHAN	 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (9)











































GASHUF 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (2000)
COMMON BLOCK /AOCOMI/	 LENGTH 000104
ADCTBF 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (34)
GASDSP 000000 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
EXHALE 000002 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
SVTHRS 000004 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
FVC 000006 _INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
PFT 000016 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
AHRCNT 000022 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
HRTHRS 000024 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
AMR 000032 INTEGER *4 VARIABLE
CwL 000036 INTEGER *4 VARIABLE
CwLCNT 000042 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
BPTIME 000044 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
CSPD 000046 INTEGER *4 VANIAPLE
BPCNTI 000052 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
CSBP 000054 INTEGER *4 VARIABLE
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C-- SET UP VARIABLES
Cme
0002 INTEGER AGE
C-- 1PATIENTS 4GE AND HUGHT#	 TO bE USED
C-- ITHE CALCUL4TICKS OF	 T14E PREDICTC VALUESO
0003 1,4TEGER CPIO
C-- IPATIENTS CARDIOPUL M LN A RY	 IDENTITY NLMEER,
0004 INTEGER NAME(14)
C-- IPATIENT I S NAME.
0005 INTEGER SSNOM
C-- IPATIENT'S SOCIAL	 SECURITY	 NUMF3ER*
0006 INTEGER DATEM
C.-- IDATE THE TEST V^AS	 LONOLCTED.
0007 INTEGER RETNO
C-- IPATIENT I S RETEST NUPSER.
0008 INTEGER UNIGNOM
C-- IPATIENT'S UNICUE NUNBER.
0009 INTEGER M*FPSEX




C-- ICOMMON AREA FOR A/D COMNAND VARIABLES
0011 INTEGER GASBUF(iOOO)
C-- IA/D COMMON DATA OLFFER.
0012 INTEGER GASOSP
C-- IGAS 8UFFER DISPLACEMENT
0013 INTEGER	 SVTHRS
C-- !SPIROMETER	 VOLLMN	 TI-RESOCLO,
0014 INTEGER FVC
C-- !FLAG	 (z-IFOR FCRCEO	 VITAL	 CAPACITY
C !EQUAL
	




C-- 1CONTAINES	 I'S FCR OLTTCNS	 THAT	 ARE
C IPUSHED.
0017 INTEGER PCSR
C-- 1ADORESS OF THE PROGRAMARLE CLOCK
C !STATUS REGISTER.
oole INTEGER PCC8





FLAG	 SET	 bY	 TI-E	 A/C	 INTERRUPT
C :ROUTINE,
0020 INTEGER PCS
C-- lHAS	 To-E	 VALUE	 TC	 BE	 PLACEC	 INTO	 TlmE
C !CLOCA	 STATUS REGISTER,
0021 INTEGER OCC
C-- !HAS	 THE	 V4LUE	 TC	 RE PLACEC	 INTO	 THE
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0022	 INTEGER OLD
C-- IVARIABLE TO HOLC THL OLD VALUE OF EXNAST.
0023	 INTEGER OROUT6,CRIN8
C-- IVARIbLES THAT CONTAINS THE ACORE33 OF THE
C-- IORII PARRELL INTERFACE CARC INPUT AND OUTPUT
0024	 REAL HIGNT#HPTS
C-- 1PATIENT 1 3 HEIGHT IN CM,
0025	 REAL SLOPE,YNTRCP
C-- IVARIEBLES THAT CONTAIN INFORMATION PASSED
C-- !THROUGH GENCOM COMMCN BLCCK TO CALCULATE THE
C-- ISPIROMETER THRESF+OLC,
C-•
C-- SET UP THE COMMON AREAS.
C--
0026	 COMMON /PDATA/IOATA(1536)
C-- 13ET UP THE COMMCN BLFFER FOR PATIENT DATA
C-- IALSO, CGNTAINES ThE PATIENTS INFORMATION.
0027	 COMMON /GASCON/GASBLF
C-- IDATA BUFFER_COMMON, AREA.
0026	 COMMON /ADCOMI /ADCTBF




C-- 1CONTAINES THE SLOPE FROM CALIBRATION RCUTIN+E.
0031	 EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(L7),YNTRCP)
C-- 1CONTAINES THE Y-INTERCEPT FROM THE CALIBRATInN ROLTINE.
0032	 EQUIVALENCE(ICATA(3),SSKC(!))
C-- ITHESE THREE DATA WORDS CCNTAIN
C-- lTHE PATIENT'S SCCIAL SECLRITY NUMBER.
0033	 EQUIVALENCE (IDATA(7),UNIGNC(i))
C-- !THIS DATA wURC CONTTLNES TFE PATIENT'S
C-- 1UNIQUE NUMBER.
0034	 EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(9),RETNC)
C- • !THIS DATA MORC CGNTAINES THE SUBJECT'S
C-- !RETEST NUMBER.
0035	 EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(10)',CPIO)
C-- !THIS DATA NORC CGNTAINES ThE PATIENT'S




C-- ITHESE THREE DATA IRORDS CCNTAIN TFE
C-- !PATIENT'S TEST CATE.
0037	 EQUIVALENCE (IDATA(2b)oNANE(1))
C • - !THE 14 DATA WCRCS CCNTAIN ThE
C-- !PATIENT'S NAME.
003E	 EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(?),SEX)
CC	 !THIS DATA NORD CGNTAINES ThE PATIENTS SEX.
0039	 EQUIVALENCE (IDATA(25),AGE)
C-- !THIS DATA wORC CGNTAINES ThE PATIENTS AGE.
0040	 EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(50),hIGhT)
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EQUIVALENCE (ACCT@F(2) ► EX0ALE)
!DONE FL AG SET BY THE A/D INTERR(PT ROUTINE.
EQUIVALENCE (ACCT8F(3) ► 3VTmPS)
13PIROMETER VOLUPN ThRESHOLO ►
 MU::f BE CALCULATED.
EQUIVALENCE(ADCTPF(4) ► FVC)
(FLAG EQUAL TO -1 FCR FORCEL VITIAL CAPACITY.
EQUIVALENCE (ACCTBF(7) ► P014 3)
ICONTAINES 1'S FCR BLTTORS TrAT ARE
1PU3HEO BY PROCESS.
EQUIVALENCE (ACCTbF(8) ► PFT)
!FLAG FOR THE PFT TEST• MUST BE SET TO -11
EQUIVALENCE (ACCTBF(30) ► LFLSHR)
!CONTAINS LIGOT TO FLASH
EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(129) ► RFVC)
1 CONTAINES ThE FORCED VITAL CAPACITY Ih' THE
!PATIENTS DATA @OFFER ►
 whlCh WILL EF STORED
ION Tol FLOPPY CISK,
EQUIVALENCE(IDATA(131) ► FEV1)
ICONTAINES THE.FCRCEC EXPIRATORY VOLUNN IN i SEC.
EQUIVALENCE (IDATA(133).PEFR)
ICONTAINES THE PEAK EXPIRATORY FLOh FATE.
EQUIVALENCE (IOATA(135).FEF)
1CONTAINE3 THE FORCED EXPIRATORY FLOA BETWEEN 252 AND 752 MAX FVC.
EQUIVALENCE (IOATA(137) ► FEF212)
ICONTAINES THE MEANS FORCED EXPIPATOFY FLOA BETwEER 200Mt. AND 120C
EQUIVALENCE (IDATA(141).FlFP)
ICONTAINES THE % FEV1/FVC.
EQUIVALENCE (IOATA(145),PFVC)
ICONTAINES THE PRECICTED FCRCED VITIAL CAPACITY,
EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(147),OPFVCP)
ICONTAINES THE % OeSERVEO F VC/ PREDICTED FVC.
EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(149),PFEV1)
ICONTAINES THE PRECICTED FCRCED E;^PIRATOPY VCLUMN IN i SEC.
EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(lSj)sCPFEVl)































C	 DATA MO/'JA' t *N *, *FE # , • e • .. k. A . , • R •# • Aft *, • k •,
85
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C	 d'MA'f'r ' ♦ ' JU ' I' N ' # ' JU't'L '• "AU I t ' G ' ♦ 'SE I t'P 'I
C	 Ai	 'OC'r'T ','hO'#'V '•'CE'•'C '/
C •• !OCTAL VALUE TO eE LOADED INTO THE CLOCK STATUS
C	 !REGISTER. BITS 0.1.3. AND 6 ARE TURNED Oh.
C	 1	 BIT 6 • A LLOMS CONE TO CAUSE AN INIERRUPT,
C	 1	 BIT 3 • SELECTS REPEATED INTERRUPT NODE,
C	 1	 8IT 1 • SET CLOCK RATE TO IOKMZ.
C	 1	 SIT 0 • STARTS TOE CLOCK.
X066	 FVC=•1
C•• !SET A/0 FOR FORCED VITAL CAPACITY DATA ACQUISITION,
0067	 PFTs•1
C•• 1INITILIZE THE PFT FLAG.
0066	 SVTHRS=IFIx((0.1•YNTRCP)/SLCPE)
C •• iCALCULATE THE SPIRC N ETER THRESHCLC
Co:•• SET UP CLOCK STATUS AND CCLhTER BUFFER,
C•-
0069	 CALL IPCKE(ORCUTe.0)






C •• 13ET TI MERS TO INITIAL VALUES.
0072	 EXMALE80
0073	 ULU:e
C •• :SET FLAGS TO 0
0074	 CALL LIGHT ("100)
0075	 LFLSMR:"100




C •• !SET CLOC K COUNTER FrR 100 INTERRLPTS PER, SECCND.
0077	 CALL IPCKE(PCSR•PCS)
C•• !TURN THE CLOCK Ch, IPOKE PUTS TrE VALUES INTP THE
C	 13PECIFIED ADDRESS,
C





C•• !SET START TINE TO 0 FOR ELAPSED TI ME CHECM.
0079 100	 DELTA:SECNOS(TI)
C•• :GET THE ELAPSED TINE.
0080	 IF(EXHALE.EQ,0,ANC.0LO.EG.•l) GO TO 10M0
C ••	 1TE3T FOR DUNE FLAG FROM THE A/C.
C•• 16RANCH TO RETLRN Ch SUCESSF'.L CUNPLETICN.
ooe2	 OLD-EXHALE
C•• !SET OLD EQUAL TO TOE CURRENT VALUE OF EXOALE.
0083	 1F(DELTA.LT.10,0) GC TO 100
C •• 1CHECA FCR 10 SECONCS OF ELAPSED TI N E. IF NOT GPEATEP Tr-A,%
C•• 110 BRANCH TO 10 TC RECHECK.
0085	 TYPE 200
0OC6 200	 FORMAT(/rlxi'FORCEC VITAL CA P ACITY TEST TI V ED OUT',
%/,lx,'PLEASE RETEST SUSJECT',o4(/))
0087	 CALL IPOKE(PCSR,O)
L•• STURN THE CLOCK CFF.
OOAE	 GO TO 2200
86
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__ C•-_ 18RANCH TO 10r FVC TEST TINED OUTr TRY IT AGAIN*
0009 1000 CONTINUE
0040 CALL IPOKE(PCSR,O)







0095 1001 FORMAT(/r1Xr'EXPIRATION BREATH TOC SHORTI'r
%/riXr'PLEASE RETEST SUBJECT'rbv(/))
0 TYPE	 1002	 --
0096 1002 FORMAT(/,'a TYFE IN THE S.	 VOL. ThRESkOLO	 ')
0	 . ACCEPT_1003rSVTFRS_-
0097 1003 FORMAT(lb)
0098 GO TO 2200
0099 1050 CONTINUE
0100 -_ CALL.LIGHT("100)
C-, •• GET	 THE... FVC,
cm-
^- 01.01 GASAVG=0
C-- INITILIZE THE GAS AVERGER TC 0,
0102 IPKVL=-2047
C •- !SET PEKK VALUE TO 01
0103 00	 1100 IP921PGASCSF








L Y 0111 DO 1150	 IAVG=IPEAK-3,IPEAK
C-- SET UP TO GET 4 VALLES
0112 1150 GASAVG=GASAVG+FLOAT(GASSLF(IAVG))
C TYPE	 1151,IPEAK,GASAVG
0113 1151 FORMAT(/,iXr'	 IPEAK	 GASAVG	 ',I5v5x,Fi0.2)
0114 NFVC=((GASAVG/fit.)*SLOPE+YNTRCP)*EPTS
CC-- LGET THE AVERAGE OF THE FVC
C-- LAND NORMALIZE TFE FVC,





13 EQUAL	 TO	 THE
	
100	 T^4.
C-- 10ATA KORD, NORMALEZEO,
C--




	 INITIAL	 VALUE	 TO	 ZERO.
0117 pU	 1200	 IP=i,IPEAK
C-- !ANALYZE
	
i	 SEC,	 CF	 DATA,
0118 TAN:FLOAT(GASEUF(IP+4)-GASBLF(IP))/0.04
C-- !CALCULATE	 THE	 TANGANT	 FOR EACH	 TINE	 INTERVAL.
87
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11 DATA POINT `REPRE$ENTB<_10 MSEC. REAL TIME.
IF(TAN, T.PEFR)PEFRsTAN
IF:IND T"E MAXINUP TAPGANT VALUE*
ITNIS 13 THE PEFA,
 CONTINUE
PEFR=(PEFR*SLOPE+YNTRCP)*EPTS
ISTORE TME._PEFR VALUE IN_ThE CORRECT BUFFER LOCATION.
GET THE FORCED
-
EXPIRATORY FLOW BETAEEN 25% AND 752 MAX FVC,
(FORMERLY MMEFI-
FEF 25X= i 75%
- ITI75-!
ITI25xI
ISET INITIAL TIMES FCR THE 25% AND 75%
!VALUES TO-0
FVC754(RFVC*0.75)
!C-ALCULATE 75% OF FVC.
FVC25*(RFVC *0.25)
_!CALCULATE 25% OF FVC.
DO 1300 IFx1,IPEAK
ISET UP TO ANALYZE I SEC. CF TIME.
RNUM-FLOAT(GASBLF(IF))*SLCPE+YNTRCP
IF(RNUM.LE.FVC75)ITI75=IF
IGET THE TIME 614EN ThE FVC IS 75% MAXIMUM.
IF(RNUM.LE.FVC25)ITI25xIF
IGET THE TI ME oHEN T14E FVC IS 25% MAXIMUM,
CONTINUE
TYPE l30l,FVC75.FVC2S,ITI75,ITI25
FORMAT(/,l y e' FVC75 FVC25 '.2(2X.F10.2),




!CALCULATE THE FEF 25% • 75%
1BY CALCULATING THE SLOPE.
ISTORE TOE EFE VALUE IN THE CORRECT BUFFER LOCATION.
GET THE MEANS FGPCEO EXPIRATORY FLOW 6ETWEEN 200 ML. AND 12000 ML.




ISET THE INITIAL TIMES-FOR Tt+E FVC'S AT 200
LAND 1200 MLS, TC 0.
CC 1400 ITI=I.IPEAK
ISET UP TO ANALYZE 1. SEC CF REAL TINE.
RNUMxFLOAT(GASOLF(ITI))*SLOPE+YNTRCP
IF(RNUm.LE.0.2)ITI2=ITI
IGET THE TIME WHEN THE FVC IS EQUAL TO 200 NL.
IF(RNUM.LE.1.2)ITI12=ITI
!GET THE TIME WREN ThE FVC IS EQUAL TC 1200 NL,
CONTINUE
88
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- 0 - -TYPE	 1401•ITII2#ITI2	 _..




C-- ICALCULATE THE FEF 200 - 100 MLS.
C-a _ISY_CALCULAT-ING_-THE SLOPE BETWEEN THEM.	 _	 _-
C •- 13TORE TMR FEF212 VALUE IN THE CORRECT BUFFER LOCATION.
Cam
C=- PREDICTED FORCED VITAL CAPACITY AND FORCED VITAL
_-_-_ C•• CAPACITY_.. AL_ L MIN. ARE CALCULATED LSING THE FORMULAS REFEREMCEG
C-• BYt
.	 - C•- -	 _.._._REUBEN._M.._ChERhIACK. 	 NC.
C-- INt
C-- -PULMONARY FUNCTION TES-TING	 -





C-- GET THE X FEVi/FVC
C..
0149 FIFPsFEVI/RFVC *100.0
C•- (CALCULATE-THE % FEVi/FVC
C-• ISTORE THE FIFP IN THE CORRECT BUFFER LOCATION
C-•
C- • GET THE PREDICTED FVC
C--
•- 0150 IF(SEX.EU .M)PFVC=0,06584*FIGHT-0.02954*AGE-5.12451
C • - IFORMULA FOR CALCULATING TrE
C-- (PREDICTED FVC FCP MALES.
0152 IF(SEX,E(1.F)PFVC =0.04071*NIGHT-0.02147*AGE-2.56958
C-- !FORMULA FOR CALCULATING THE
C-- 1PREDI. CTEO FVC FOR FEMALES,
C-- ISTORE THE PFVC VALUE IN THE CORRECT BUFFER LOCATION.
C • - GET THE PERCENT CF TFE OBSERVED FVC TO THE PREDICTED FVC
C--
y 0154 OPFVCPsRFVC/PFVC*100.0
C • - (CALCULATE THE RATIO % OF THE
C- • 108SERVEO TO PREDICTED FVC.
C-- !STORE THE OPFVCP VALUE IN THE CORRECT BUFFER LOCATION.
C • - GET	 THE PREDICTED FEV1,
C • -
0155 IF(SEX,E9,M)PFEV1=0.0425*NIGHT-0.03509*AGE-2.SgQ46
C-- !FORMULA FOR CACLLATING THE
C- • !PREDICTED FEV1 FOR HALES.
1 0157 IF(SEX,E9.F)PFEV1=0.04071*14IGHT-0.02147*AGE-2.56958
C-- !FORMULA FOR CALCULATING THE
,- C-• 1PREDICTE0 FEV1 FOR FEMALES.
C-- !STORE THE PFEV1
	 VALUE_	 IN THE CCRRECT PUFFER LOCATION.
Co:c o - GET THE PERCENT OBSERVED FEV1
	
TO THE PREDICTED FEV1,
C WM
0159 OPFEVI=FEV1/PFEV1*100.0
C-- ICALCULATE	 THE	 % OF	 THE OBSERVED
89
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C-- S¢FV1 DIVIDED @Y TOE PRECICTED FEVI.
Cam S;iTuC T14E UPFEV1 VALUE IN ThE CORRECT BUFFER LOCATION,
Cam
C-- PRINT OUT RE.'ORT
C•-
0160	 IMMs2*(CATE(1))




0164 2000 FORMAT(//32X, • FVC kEPORT • ,/36X, • CCAS - V2.0•,t/
%SX, • CPID NO.:	 • .15,28x, • UNIOUE NO,: •,A2 ► I4,//,
%SX, • RETEST NO,:	 0 ,12,28x, • DATE:	 •,I2,1X,2A2•I2, //)
0165 2050 FORMAT(Sx,'SUBJECT NAME:	 • 14A2,iX, • SEx: 	 •,A2,//,
%SX, • SOC. SEC. NC.: •,i3.'•',I2,•••,i4)
0166	 TYPE 2100•RFVC,FEVI,PEFR,FEF,FEF212,F1FP,PFVC #OPFVCP,
_ %PFEVi3OPFEVI
0167 2100 FORMAT(////,SX, • FVC (L)	 •,FE.2,//,
XSX,'FEV1_(L)	 _,F8.2,//,
%SX, • PEFR (L/SEC)	 •,F8.2,//,
%5x, •0MFR (L/SEC)	 •,F8,2,//,
%SX, • MEFR ( L/SEC)
	
•,F8.2,1/,
_ %SX, • x FEVI/FVC
%SX, • PREO FVC (L)	 •,F8.2,//,
%SX, • X 09S/PREC FVC • ► F8.2,//,
%SX • PRED FEVI (L)	 •,F8,2,//,
%5X, • X CBS/PREC FEVI •,F8.2, ///,
%SX, • ALL PFT DATA BTPS•,//////1/1/////////////////)




FORTRAN IV STORAGE NAP
NAME OFFSET__ ATTRIBUTES
M 000014 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
F 000016 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE_
PCSR 000024 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE




PCC 000030 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
OLD 001560 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE









IPOKE 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCEDURE.
INITI 000000 INTEGER *2 PFOCEDURE
LIGHT 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCECURE
TI 001562 REAL*4 VARIAELE
SECNDS 000000_ REAL*4 PROCEDURE
DELTA 001566 REAL*4 VARIABLE
GASAVG 001572. REAL*4 VARIABLE
IPKVL 001576 INtEGER*2 VARIABLE
_
IPIK 001600 INtEGER*2 VARIABLE
- IPEAK 001602 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
IAVG 001604 INTEGER*2. VARIABLE
FLOAT 000000 REAL*4 PFOCECURE
IP 001606 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
TAN 001610 REAL*4 VARIAELE
IT175 001614 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
ITI25 001616 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
FVC75 001620 REAL*4 VARIABLE









ITIl? 001636 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ITI2 001640 INTEGER*2 VARIAQLE
ITI 001642 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IMM 001644 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IMM 1 001646 INtEGER*2 VARIABLE
I 001650 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
COMMON BLOCK /POATA/	 LENGTH 006000
IDATA 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (1536)
SLOPE 000250 REAL *4 VARIAELE
YNTRCP 000254 REAL*4 VARIAQLE
SSNO 000004 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (_)
UNICNO 000014 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (2)
RETNO 000020 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
CPID 000022 INTEGER*2 VARIAQLE
DATE 000116 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (3)
NAME 000062 INtEGER*2 ARRAY	 (14)
SEX 000002 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
AGE 000060 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
MIGHT 000142 REAL *4 VARIAELE
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FORTRAN IV	 STOW—F MAP
NAME	 OFFSET ATTRIBUTES
8PTS	 000224 REAL*4	 VARIABLE
RFVC	 000400 REAL*4	 VARIABLE
FfVi	 000404 REAL*4	 VARIABLE
PEFR	 000410 REAL*4	 VARIABLE
FEF	 000414_ REAL*4. ._VARIABLE
FEF212 000420 REAL*4	 VARIABLE
F1FP	 000430 REAL*4	 VARIABLE
PFVC	 000440 REAL *4 	VARIABLE
OP_FVCP 000444 REAL *4 	VARIABLE
PFEVI
	
000450 REAL *4 	VARIABLE
OPFEVI 000454 REAL*4	 VARIABLE
COMMON BLOCK /GASCON/	 LENGTH 007640
GASSUF 000000 INTEGER *2 ARRAY (2000)
COMMON BLOCK /AOCOMI/	 LENGTN.000104
AOCTdF 000000 INTEGER *2 ARRAY (34)
GA3C3P 000000 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
EXHALE 000002 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
3VTHR3 000004 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
FVC	 000006 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
PUSHES 000014 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
PFT
	
000016 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
LFLSHR 000072 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
COMMON BLOCK /k/	 LENGTH 000060
MO	 000000 INTEGER *2 ARRAY (24)
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SUOROUTINE AD?30
t VERSIONS 2	 DATE: 06/20/74
s -	 AUTHORt BILL CNOSIEF
t
PURPOSE:
	 SAMPLE SELECTFO A/C CHANNELS,ChECK FRONT SWITCH PANEL
(THRU PARALLEL INTERFACE), FLICFER OR FLASH SELFCTED FRONT
s PANEL LIGHTS. AKO MAINTAIN ONE-SECOkO AND 30-SECONn CMUNTERS
s FOR TIMING APPROPRIATE TEST ACTIVITIES.
SUMMARY OF ROUTINEt
s ADISR IS CALLED EACF TIME THE K%Vii-A PROGRAMMABLE CLOCK REQUESTS
_ AN INTERRUPT,
	 THE INTERRUPT RATE SHOULD 8£ SET RY THE MAIN
_
-PROGRAM AT THE START OF EACH TEST AT 	 100 HZ,
EACH TIME AGISR IS CALLED,	 A SCAN
s COUNTER (COUNT)	 IS CECREMENTED AND ANALOG CHANNEL 0 	 (SPIROMETER
VOLUME)
	
IS SAMPLED ANP CnMPAREC TO A THRESHOLD VOLUME ( SVTHRS)
WHICH IS AN INTEGER VALUE PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED BY THE MAIM
t PROGRAM WHICH CORRESPONDS TO A PARTICULAR AMOUNT OF SPTPCMETEP
s DISPLACEMENT SUCH AS 0.2 LITERS --	IF THESAMPLED VOLUME IS LFSS
s THAN THE THRESHOLC, NOTHING IS CONE WITH THE SAMPLE, 	 AND THE ROUTINE
s STORES O IN THE EXHALATION FLAG (FXhALE) AND THE N GOES TO HEAD
:
TFE FRONT PANEL SNITCHES.
HOWEVER•	 IF THE SAMPLED VOLUME IS GREATER THEN OR EQUAL TO THE
s THRESHOLD,	 "EXHALE" IS SET TO -1,
	
THE SAMPLE	 IS STORED IN THE
GAS RUFFER - (GASSUF)	 AND	 ITS POINTE R IS	 INCREhENTEF.	 (THE POINTEP
s iS GENERATED 9Y ADDING THE STARTING ADDRESS OF GASRUF TO
-_ s A RELATIVE CISPLACE M ENT,	 GASOSP,	 ACCESSIPLE TO	 THE MAIN PPOGPAm.
s AT	 THE END OF THE GAS SA MPLING THE UPDATED VALUE OF GASOSP	 I4
STORED AGAIN,	 THIS ELIMINATES ThE NEED	 TO ADD AN	 INDEX VALUF
= TO THE BUFFER STARTING ADDRESS FOR EACH GAS VALUE.)
IF AN FVC IS NOT	 IN PROGRESS,
	
TFE PROGRAM THEN SAMPLES
s ANALOG CHANNELS	 1	 (G2),	 2	 (N2),	 AND 3	 (CO2),	 AND	 STORES	 EACH
s SAMPLE IN SUCCESSIVE LOCATIONS	 IN GASRUF.	 AFTEkwARDS,	 THE UPDATFP
s GAS BUFFER OISPLACE NENT POINTER IS STORED IN G A SOSP,	 IT THEN
POINTS TO THE NExT AVAILABLE LOCATION IN GASRUF.
NEXT,
	 THE SCAN COUNTER	 IS CHECKED TO SEE	 TF	 IT
= EQUALS 0.	 IF NOT,
	
TI-E PROGRAM
RESTORES THE REGISTERS AND RETURNS.
	 IF COUNT	 IS = A,	 THEN! A
NUMBER OF ACTIVITIFS TAKE PLACE
	 AS FOLLCKS:
: 1.	 THE A/0	 IS	 TRIGGERED	 TO SAMPLE	 C H.	 4	 (HR),
2.	 COUNT	 IS RE-INITIALIZED TO	 10.	 THIS DETEPMTNES POW




3.	 THE FRONT PANEL SWITCHES ARE	 READ,	 ANA P ITS FOR
s SWITCHES	 THAT WERE JEST PUSHED,	 i&HICH wERF NOT
s PREVIOUSLY RECOGNIZED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM, 	 ARE SET
IN "PUSHES".	 THE WAIN PROGRA M SHOULD	 ACKNOWLEDGE
RECEIPT	 CF	 THIS	 INFOR M ATION	 BY	 SAVING	 THE CONITFKiT.1
OF PUSHES AND
	 THEN	 IM M EDIATELY CLEARING
= PUSHES	 P. Y	 STCRING	 C	 IN	 IT,
4,	 THE PFT FLAG
	 IS CHEC K ED ANC	 IF	 NOT =O, 	THE PROGRAM
BRANCHES TO FND.
= 5.	 HEART	 RATE	 (HR)	 IS	 SAMPLED	 AND	 IF	 IT	 IS GRF- ATF Q	TWAr^
HQTHRS,
	
AN	 INTEGER	 VALUE CCRPESPONDING TO	 A	 0n1+1FP
HEART RATE
	
THRESHCLr	 ANO PREVIOUSLY	 DETER M INED AY THE
_ MAIN PRCGPAM.	 THEN	 THE
	
SAMPLED VALUE
	 IS	 ARCED TO THE
s CURRENT	 HR	 (CHR)	 AND	 AvERAGE	 HP	 (AHR)	 ACCu NULATOP lq ,	 AkD	 THEM
CORRES F CNDI N°G	 COUNTE Q S	 (CHRCkT	 K	 AHPCNT)	 APE	 IN!CFFNFN!TFD.
b.	 'AORK LOAC	 0wL)	 OR ELEVATION	 (ELEV)	 AND SPFFD	 APF NExT
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SAMPLED. TOESAMPLED DATA IS ADDED TO THE APPROPRTATF
ACCUMULATORS (C%L I C3PO) AND THE WL •ELFV-SPEED COUNTER
(CwLCNT)
	 13 INCREMENTED.
OPTIME,	 THE PP ` TIMER,	 18 OECRFMENTEO,	 AND AT THE START OF
THE 55 -TOSECOND OF EACH MINUTE AN INTERNAL PP COUNTER
s 1.3 SET TO COLLECT W AND 08P SAMPLES DURING TOE NFXT
i 10 PASSES TMRU THIS PORTION OF AQISR	 (EVERY 0.1 SEC).
i IN ORDER TO kORK PROPERLY, BPTI ME OUST BE IAIITIALItFD BY
THE MAIN PROGRAM AT THE SEGINNTNG OF THE EXERCISE TEST,
r -	 JUST'BEFORE	 THE PROGRAMMABLE CLOCK IS STARTED,	 TO
s 10*(55-3EC3), W14ERE SECS IS THE NUMPER OF SFCONOS PAST THE
i BEGINNING OF THE CURRENT f0TN1rTE. OTHERWISE THE ALOP0
i PRESSURE COANNELS RILL NOT PE SAMPLED AT TOE CORRECT TIME.
s T1rE W AND DeP VALUES ARE ADDED TO THEIR RESPECTIVE
t ACCUMULATORS# CSRP ANO COOP, THE MAIN PROGRAM SHOULD
i DIVIDE	 the SUMS BY	 10	 (RATHER	 THAN, PY	 A VARIA R LE C(NUN:TER
AS FOR 0FtWL •ELEV, AND SPEED)	 IN ORDER TO GET THE AVERAGE
s BLOOD PRESSURES FOR THE MINUTE,
8,	 AFTER SPEED
	 13 SA MPLED	 (AND CONDITIOKALLY,	 88P & MP.P),
r A O,t SECOND COUNTER IS DECRF MENTED,	 AND EVERY i SECOND
i SECS IS INCREMENTED BY ONE, APPTHER 1-SECOND COUNTER IS
i =ALSO DECREMEN'TED, AND EVERY 30 SECS. SEC30 IS INCREMENTED
RAY t. SECS 9 SEC930 MAY eE USED 8Y OTHER ROUTINES TO TIME
s OTHER A CTIVITIES AND MAY EITI-ER BE LEFT TO RUN CONTTN•
i UOUSLY, CR T1•EY MAY eF RESET TO ZERO PE R IODICALLY PY OTHER
ROUTINES. THESE
	
tIMER3 WILL NOT WORK PROPERLY 1)NLFSS THE
r KAVII -A 	 IO SET TO PROVIDE	 IkTERRUPTS EVERY	 10 1ASEr.
NOTES: 1, THE ACCUMULATORS FOR CURRENT 1+R (CHR), AVERAGE HP (AHR),
AL-ELFV (ChL), SPEED (CSp D), S?P (CSRP), AND MPP (CDAP)
s ARE DOU M-b• GRD INTEGERS, ALTF-VUGH THEIR COUNTERS APE
SINGLE •KCRC INTEGERS. EACH ACCUkULATOP AND TTS RFSPECT-
:	 IVE CUUkTFR (EXCEPT FnR $R p A 06P) MUST PE RESET TO 0 BY
THE MAIN PROGRAM EACh TIME ONE DESIRFS TO START A A,Et&
s	 AVERAGING INTERVAL. THIS IS FnRNALLY DONE EAC H TI ME SECS30
IS INCREMENTED, EXCEPT FOR CL"RRFNT hit, W H IC H P AY AE RESET
EACH TINE SECS IS INCREMENTED.
r	 2. GENERAL REGISTERS L`SEO:
00 -- POINTS TO AID COMMAND 8 STATUS REGISTER
R1 -• PCINTS TO ONE OF SAMPO THRL I SAMP8 ( A /C TRIGGFR
COMMAND wf"ROS)
s	 R2 •- POINTER FOR SAMPLED A/C CATA ANr OTWFP rALCIiLATE
PARAMETERS
R3 •• USED FCR SCAN COUNTER (RESET EACH TIDE FPMNT PANFI.
SwItCNES AND SLOV AID SAMPLES ARE FEAO),
t	 ACKNOWLEDGED FRONT PANEL S&ITCOS, V-0 CTGk
EXTENSIONS OF A/0 SAMPLES FOR HR,AL-ELFV,
s	 SPEED, SAP, AKC CEP.
RU -• CONTAIkS A/p SAMPLED DATA TFMPOPARTLY
(EXCEPT O2,N2, ANC CO2), AND FPONT PANEL
t	 SWITCH CONDITIONS
kS •- CCNTAINS MASK FOR V ECKING AID rONE FLAG.
s
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ABLER •Tell MACRO VMot-12 140►EP-PO 14t12t1A PIN 1
t 411ILE AMR
2 t PFCGRAMt AOIIR.i+A[
3 t VEFSIC&I 2.0












13 '17070 .. ACSE:171774 ....	 t A/0CONTROL i STATUS REGISTER	 ..	 ..---__,_ —.•--
14 176772 ACIw=176772 t A/0 INPUT DATA DUFFER
Elf -
is 17#4764 OAC16176760 t 0/A r1 OUTPUT DATA SUFFER
i6 176762 CACl2171762 1 O/A 62 OUTPUT DATA PUFFER
17 107779 C4C012167772 t FRONT ► ANFL OUTPUT RUFFER cLIGMTS)
to 167774 CwIAS4167774 1 FROM PANEL INPUT SUFFFR (SUITC013)
-- 14 171540 ^'.. CLKCSR:172140 ._. t PROGRAMMARLE CLOCK CONTROL S STATUS RER..
	
_.....
A t0 00000 010046 401041 MCV R0,-(SP) t SAVE AEGISTERS ON STACK
21 cocoa 010146 MCV R1,-(1P) t
22 00004 011704 MCV 4ACS0004 t PUT ACORESS Of A/C CSR IN RO
176770
23 00010 912701 MCV 0SAMP0011 t ►4T AID TRIGGER WoPO POINTER IN at
000000•
+24 00014 012110  MCv ' (P11•,(RO)
^.	
1 TRIGGER AID FOR CMAN. 0 (SPIN. VOL.) ~ - - --	 -
29 00016 030246 MCV R1,-caP) 1 SAVE OTHER REGISTERS
26 00020 030346 MCv P3,0cSP)
27 00022 01 0 446 MCV R4,-(aP)
as 00024 olos46 MCv . Rs, • t!P)
^_ 24 00026 01170; „ _ Mtv	 _.. •200045 1 STORE A/D DOME MASK IN RS
000?00
3o 00032 012702 MCv #GASPLF,Rt t PUT GAS DATA RUFFER STARTING AOR. IN 42'
000000•
31 00036 016743 MCv GASCSP,R3 t PUT GAS DISPLACEMENT POINTER (WORD COUNT) IN R3
000000•
.32 00044 020327 ^.. COP 43,82000.
 ISE[ IF CAS DATA PUFFER IS FULL
	 .._.
003720
33 00046 100405 101 GETCSP ttF NCT, GO CALCULATE CISPLACEMENt POINTER.
U 00650 005003 CLR 13 tPESET 03 TO 0.
is coast Mot. ? CLR GASCSP tRESET GAS DISPLACE MENT TO 0.
e000^o • .
_... 36 00016 005267. I11C	 _. G ASCVP —...tINCREVENT GAS DISPLACEMENT OVERFLO1 1 FLAG,
000074'
ST 00062 006103 GETCSPI Aft 03 1 MULT. 03 B y 2 (CnNVERT WORD TO BYTE CCUAT)
34 00044 060302 ACC P3042 / t ACC OIL. OIS OLACEMENT TO M ERATE POINTER
34 00064 01&703 MCv COUAT,R3 t LOAD SCAN CCUNTER
000000•
40 00072 005303 OEC	 ... 43
 1 DECPEME NT CCUNTE4
41 00074 010347 MCV 03,CCLKT 1 t STOP[ IT (LE AVE IT IN 03 FOR LATER USE)
000000•
42 00100 0.31005 LOOP01 SIT (00),AS t SEE IF A/C CONVERSTOM 18 DONE
43 00102 001776 BEG LOOPC t If NOT• WAIT
a4 00104 013704 MCv i4AC10i.14 1 PUT A4 SAMPLE IN R4)76772 .._ :.




	 PT oll MACAO V++Ola t2	 :4•iE0 .20 14122130 PAGF 19
46 OOt l 4 041431 FE4 "file i IF kht • GO to f oplod
47 00110 024467 Coo R4•IVIOAS t is SAMPL E .GT. T0401 1<MCLO?
444044•
N octal 10110 1 3 opt NI61.1 t IF No GO RESET LOCMT R CHECK PVC /LAG
44 00124 OOSS61 DEC LOW t IF SAMPLE OLEO TMRISNCLO# 4ECRENENT LCCRTODOM
s0 00130 002013 Got MIST t IF LOCNT Ill STILL .GE. I• GO TO FVCTST
st 06132 005067 CLA E116SLE 1 OT"ERNISE• SPT E114ALE FLAG • 0 (PAL111
. 000002• 	 ..  •
$I 00116 049207 IAC INIOC47 t ACOFNIN T rho Of NPIATM ExtALATION COWIN
000912•
s3 00142 012767 MCV 4S•LCChT i RESET LOCNT TO s
400005
DOOM
S4 $0110 000450 Is REAOIN 1 40 READ FRONT PANEL SMITCIMES
ss Ools2 012767 "141011 MCV' N5•LCCNT f RESET LOCNT TO 3
Moos
040940 .
_ S0 0®!60 005707 FVCTSTI TIT	 0000_ PVC	 .. t IS THIS AN PVC TEST?
	 ..^	 .	
_.._.000006 0
-,	 S7 00164 001430 SEC Eft" t.If NOT• 40 TO Eu"
s0 00166 010422 STORSVI MCV *A.(Ra )• t IF FVC •
 STORE SP, VOL. SAMPLE IN GAS OUPPER
94 00170 012761 MCV $010E1"ALE t SET 11"ALE • a t (TRUE)
177717
000002!
60 00170 000443 IA REAOSM
 f 40 READ FRONT PANEL SMITC"ES
61 06200 020467 NO901 CMP 44030MRS f Iii SAMPLE 94T. TMPES"OLO?
000004•
62 00204 100004 IPL 14I010 t IF 800 40 TO 010"	 m
63 00206 012747 MCV 49.FIChl t OTMERwISE• RESET MICNT TO S060405
000906
64 0021 4 000434 IR PEAOSP t GO READ FRONT PAMEL SMITC"ES
6S 0021* 009767 MIC01 TIT PVC t IS THIS AN PVC TEST?
_ 444446•
66 00222 001361 SAE STORIV f
__
IF 10. GO MNI SPIR. VOL. SAMPLE
._..._*7 00224 009367 DEC. MICNT	 _ . .1 OECREMENT "ICNT
000472
64 00230 092026 far REACIO t IF MICNT IS STILL .GE. 0. 00 TO REAOIM	 _.
64 00232 012767 MCV 4.1.E114AL(, t OT"ERNIS[• SET MALE 9 a t (TRUE)
.. 177777
000002•
— 70 00240 012767 MOV ... «5•MICNT	 00,00. i RESET MICNT TO S	 0 000	 _..	 ^_
000009
access
71 002 4 6 010422 E ><Mt MCV R4.( R 2)• t STORE SPIRO. VOLUMF SAMPLE IN GAS SUFFER
_..	 72 OOtso 012110 MCV (41)#000) t TRIGGER A/0 FOR CM. 1
	 (08)
73 00292 031005 LOOP11 ITT (NO) O RS f SEE IF CONVERSION n00NE
„M 74 co2s4 001776 !EC LOOP)	 ._ t IF NOT NAIT
7S 0025* 013722 MCV INACIAr (02)+ t STORE A/0 DATA (02)
=. 176772
76 00262 012110 MCv (R1)+004) t TPICCI N A /0 FOR C", 2 (MR)
77 00264 031005 LOOP21 !IT (PO)OAS t SEE IF CONVERSION 0011E
70 00266 001776 SEC LCOP2 f IF POT WAIT
74 00270 013722 0000,.., MCV	 ... S sA02A .tR2)t._. L.ITORE A/0 DATA (1 2)
176772
SO 00274 012110 MOV (41)0•00) f T9I44EA, A/0 FOR CM; 3 (COs) 	 t
96
40110	 41• 1t MACRO V941• t2 o-Ftlefi 141!2! 0:	 3 PAGE to
_ Si 0027! 431001 LOOP31 SIT (16)041 t 111 IFCONVt1110N 0002	 _	 ..
It 00300 041770 Sit 1,00013 1 If OOT %AST
13 00302 013722 MCv S440th•(Mt t STORE At0.0ATA (COM
N 64306
176772
012711 0140861 MCV, 8110'4.41 t PUT CPO 4 4/0 TRIGGER tMRO POINTER IN 41
4404!0•
I1 00512 162701 11,1 04ASSLF 0 112 t SVITRACT Gas OUF. STARTING &OCR• poop .
468006•
.. 16 t GAS POINTER
07 0031# 000202 All A2
.. of 60310 010107 MCV 4206010801 t STORE NEN GAS DATA RUFFLR OISPLACEPINT
600000' '
. _.-- • 60 00324 663703	 . 111 A3	 ...... ! SCAM COtlkTEA • 0 7	 ^.... __ ..^...
00 40326 bill6S HT FtNt1h i IF NOT. GO TO INC
of 04330 012 167 MCV 010.000LNT t RE-lbtTIALIZ9 SCAN COUNTER
660412
. 086400'
02 t MCV 1004141.014 t PFAO FRONT PAM SWITCHES
•--.-_- 03 04336 011702	 ._. MCv ._.. R►FTONI t PUT OAT& POINTFO IN OR
466016•
04 ! MCV 9MAIN042 ! PUT POINT94 TO MAIN IM 41
01 ! sic (01) +•44 t * A IR CUT UNWED fm
06 t CCM H4 t COMPLE MENT Of CUR1tNT iktTCM CONOITICkS	 _.
oil 47 t MCv (42).03. t PUT PREVIOCS SwI?CH CONOITIORi IN 03
., of	 ... ..	 .	 t	 .._.._. eta _ -	 0 1J 0 8 3 ^..._....._ t CLEAN BITS IN 43 FOR SwtTCMEI THAT
0o i t ARE OFF (NOT PUSkFV).
too t CCM 44 t RISTCNF CURPENT SkTTCM CONOSTIONS IN 14
101 t sit 43.44 t CLEAR BIT$ IN 44 FOR PREVIOUSLY RECCCNIZIP
102 ! t SkITCO PUSOfs. NOU 44 HAS 1'$ ONLY FOR NEW
103 f t PU110E0 11NiTC14E40 too
104	
. t	 ,._ _. t 1142PRESINT 3%1TCw('3.ANO'(.M.OT.POEvsk)	
--
tas ! M *4.43 t SET /ITS Ik 43 FOR h9 % SWITCO PUS1413.80
g 106 t t $3 NOO OAS PRESENT SMtTCH CMITIONS
107 t t	 (SAME As INCRIMe)
lot t NCV 410(ol)o t MAI PRESENT IMITCM CORNTIONS IN PREVIN
too ! III /40(R2)o / Mot AEw 1%1TCM PUSH INFO 1% PUSHES
_ Ito 0362 0411721 TIT tell• t Is PFT IN 010409113 7
111
	
0344 6Ott36 E&E FLIC" t IF so, 60 TC [he
112 03at Ottito MCV (21)#0(00) t TolcotR AEC FO• CN. a (011)
113 4330 OPS222 10C (22)• t I & CPE MEkT ctnor +T OR POIRTEA
114 4342 0011212 the (42)♦ t IkMEMENT 30 • SEC AVG. MN Ct1U4111	
.
ti s 0314 031005 LOOP41 SIT (06),11 t SEE IF A /o CONVI RITAN DONE
^,_.. 116 0314 001776 EEC LOOP4	 .. t If NOT KATY
I` 117 0360 013704 MCV S4ACIA,44 f ►41 hO A/O WOLF IN 44
176772
'£ i t8 0304 006703 • 11IT 013 t 10100  M%INTO 03
Ito flat OitltO MCV (R1)o.tRO) t TA266E 1 A/0 FOR CM. S (wL-ELIV)
120 0370 Olia" Copp (42)0004 / OR 10118001.9 .G1. S&MP0 7
_ 121 6372 10 4407 1&1 A000R t W01 IF NOT	 .
112 0374 405367 Ott CMRCAT t DECOE MENT 04 COUNfINI 1109E hR
000624•
123 0400 805367 DEC AwNCAT f #AMPLE SAS INVALID C OLT. THRESHOLD).
004022•
124 0404 012702 MCV 4CML0112 t PUT PUMP TO CML IN 42
_ 000036'
IRS 0410 606406 1& LCOPS t G(• OF&O wL-FLIV AA MPLEO VALUE




ADISO	 *fell w4clo v1pose ll 140p1e•pf 14111114 PROF	 to
111 4414 MSIR #cc call I Sep CARRY
let felt *still set alf(II)s I At" $O laf-eftecto PANT of Coo114 cast tboall set I ACClovkLATI 31-SIC Me 04 SUP
Is# fail evstol #cc AS t Ago CARRY
131
ease 0#0111 see Ist(41) ♦ I ADD "160004010 PANT CF A"o
In 0426 031049 LOOPS# It? (WAs I off ifan COWNSION ow
133 $434 001176 116 LOOPS I If Not OUT134 fail 613704 1wcV sak0th#04 t ft? VL efLIV A/C 3410PLI IN 04
176771
139 940 411010 W as M% I&TO AS
136 0441 MM vcV 1116610 A/c FOR C", 6 ($Pilo)
137 fees 860441 Act 04,ANL 1ACCUM All CURRENT fm pup
M 4646 00167 ACC SIM 00 WAY
ISO 9498 060367 see 410MALI late 101900040re PART OF AML
140 014 cost*? the &%L;kf Ithcal"VINT CulpW C(Vukyte
tat 0462 000422 Act 40002)♦ 1 ACCUOUL01 30 SIC AVG KeILIV $UP
Is? 0466 OGIS43 Act as I A10, CARRY
143 cut* 00322 &cc 440,081• 1 Act "2G"-ORDER PART OF COL
144 0470 0MR1 the tat)# I thcolvehT If SIC AVG AL OCLIV COUNTER
149 W& fqs32i tic tolls t VICnI00T AP T1v1A a
146 0474 100006 IPL LOOP# 1 SK IP If NOT TI NE TO START It READING
147 4476 012767 vCV 8400001PTIVE t RISC? ep
 11094 TO 64 SIC a 10 sawpisiccalls@
000044•
144 0504 016707 Nov lockyollIc"TI t RISE? sp
 COUNTER POP 8PCNT laoftgl
000064•
1 49 #Sit OSIQQS LGCP61 If ? (00)OSS M IF A/c Cahvt p$loh 0041
114 4114 091 1 76 fig Loops IF NOT MALT
Ill OS16 $13744 vcV 48&Cjh#44 f OUT 6 /0 SAMPLE (SPfFftl IN 44
170112
Ill 0122 006703 Sill As I Mcke Pick IN TO AS
IS3 Me 0002 ACC Ad* c ps)* I ACCCLIVULATF CUONFNT SPEED SUM
114 CSP* OOSS03 W as t W CANNY
M ollo 0*0322 see 43*(A2)# t 411 OIGH-oacre PANTS
156 GSJI OCS322 1.1c (a&)# CICAMNT IF COUNTFP
IS1 file locale lot ?TWIN owtv If ALPEADY OW ROCUT SAMPLES
ISO OS3* 012119 vcV (:04006) TRIGGER tic Pon
 Ck* 7 (14P)
IS4 ciao 031009 LOOPTI #IT C	 6) * Al t sit IF A/o cohvfalloh DONE
160 41142 001776 etc LOOP? t	 IF hot bAIT
101 OS44 011704 WcV #84CI4044 1 Put W A/C WPLE IN as
161 also 406703 Sir 03 1 gifthe SIGN 
INTO
 P3
its OSSO Mils vcV I To t oci p &it FOR CH. 1 (010)
164 #&Is 064421 ACC 94#01)* t ACC1#wtL A Tt CUPOF4? SAP SUN
16S Mt QQSS63 &cc As I &to CARRY
166 osto Will ACC 430(p2)* 1 
Ago
 WIG"-aloft PARIS
167 95*47 611005 LOOP61 $It (x4),xS 1 Sir I F
 Sic CONVERSION DOW
Is$ GS*4 001776 etc LOOP! t If hoy
 WT
169 6566 013704 1vcV SRAC14#14 PlAt SA14ftI (CIP), IN NA
176772
170 4172 886763 SIT as S:61% Ibro 11
171 4ST4 860412 ACC 4400S)o t ACCMLAt1 CURRENT DIP SUN
98













174 OAO2 14S3oT TM41 DEC cAtt4 f CECRt«ENT 0,1 SECOND COUNTER
000042•
ITS 4606 foists 841 FLIC114 1 N IP IF ! GEC. "AS Prot ELAP6Ea
t76 4610 WW PCv . RS4,•Chtlo t PLSET CN110 FOR to COUNTS
.._. -, oioolt
O4oYO2•
177 461. #Oslo? tot etc$ t IRCRIP141 Stca"os COUNTER/FLAG
f 174 4022 005361 DEC Wit t OtcPEMENT 3408EC CoUNttR
_ F lit 0620 octal% Pat FLIC190	 ..... t SxiP IF 30 SECS HAVE NOT ELArtto. ^._.—^._...`...




lit 0636 045267 I&C 8tC130 t tNCREMtNT 34011t, COUATtR/FLAG
• 4001T0• •
142
M 0641 405367 PLtCK4 1 SIC FLPCLt t DECNEMth? FLUNIP CCUATtN
004400•
144 0646 003015 PIT F106111. t SKIP IF NOT TI ME TO FtICKtP LIONTS
Its 0054 411767 MCV 420FLIC&T t NESll FLNCN? TO CNAKst LIONT STATUS
. 000001•
^,., . 000440• ^_ ..._ ^. .,.....,^,.,,..,_
f00 t EVtRb all Stc. (FLICKIP RATES Res"?)
ti? 4656 001167 cco FL11FL0 t COMPLEMENT FLIC Kto FLAGS
04+1414•
100 04#2 locos• e0L 1,11E0► t tVtRV OTNtR TI Mt, So TURN Mitts ON
140 0664 046737 ate M300,890110UT6 t IVNN OFF APPROPRIATE LIGNTS
....__
004012• ... , w	 _..^....._
16?772
t oo 0672 alarm so FtAtlp t 60 TO ENO
1 4 1 067. 056717 LITtONt 011 01104 • 84011CUTi t TUBA ON APPROPRIATE LIGNTS
00007t •  ,.	 _
167772
top
••°	 __. ...._.__1 4 f 0702 01260% FtNIS"1 MCV (SP)OOPS lPEST0111 416187[111
1 44 0704 011604 MCV (8P)*,114
1 41 0704 011643 MCV (80)0.113
too 0710 Wool MCV (SP)40112
to? 0711 612601 &CV (SP)00111
_. 1 04 0714 012640 MCV (SP)O•NO	 _.. ..	 _.	 ...	 ...._	 _ .	 _
1 44 0716 006002 11Tt t of TURN
too t
lot 4720 604aes LOWS * %C4C S
202 t. ?12 Access olc%ft , p coc S
lot t
•	 204 MOW ,CSICT TI«CNt _ .........	 ^.
-_ 261 We 000011 COUATt .%Cia /0. t SCAN COUNTEN
206 0002 000412 C41101 ,%ONO 109 t 0,1 SEC, COWIN
207 0004 000616 C67)Ot .%C RC 36, t i lit, COUNTER
too 0006 cocoa# FLACNTt .%C$o 0 t FLIC K IP COUNTER (FO0 LIGNTS)
204 colt 600060 FL4FL61 ,%CRC 0 f FLICKIP Ft+f
210 0012 00600% 1110011 ,0040 0 1111061,01001 CCUNTtN.
all t
212 466000• ,CSICT SaW
AOISP Rl •il VACOC Vy02. 11 24-010000 1412213" PAGE	 10
_	 213 2000 600010 S"POt .MCRD 2n t CM. O (SP. VOL) AM START COMMAND
216 sett 006420 340Pis .MCRC 420 # Cr. f	 (02)
its 0006 401020 SAMP1t .*CAC 1020 t Co. 2 (0)
216 0006 401420 SAVF31 .*COC 1410 1 CM. 3 KIM
217 4Y)O 4 02420 34"P4t .MCRD 2024 1 co. 4	 (MR)218 4012'002490 3 Ai#PSt ' ficsO 2424 t CM. S iMl•ELEY)
21 4 4014 403020 SAPP61 .NCRO 3020 _	 1 CM. 6 (SPEEn)
220 0016 001620 SAMP71 .MC RD 3420 1 Coe 7 (SNP)
22f 0020 004020 SAMPet AM 4024 1 Co. B (08P)
222 1
223 000000• ,CSECT AMPS
224 0000 000000 GASCSPt ,MCRD 0 t GAS BUFFER CISPLACE MEK? (SUBSCRIPT)Its 0002 ,000040 1X"ALE 1 0 1►C R O 0 _ ._ :.	 1 FLAG (80 FOR 14MALATIRNev- 1 FCR	 ....^_ _
226 1 E14ALATIAM)
227 0004 404440 SvIoRSt Arno 0 1 SPIROMETER VOL, TORESHOLO
228 0006 040004 PVC1 .MtRn 0 1 FLAG (8-f FOR FVC. 0 ALL OTNFPS)
224 oafs 177444 "AS91 evicoe 177404 t MASKS OUT UhU3fP WS ON PARALLEL
?30 t IATFPFACE IKPUT LI VES (UPUSEC SWITCME3)
._._. 231 0012 400000 PR EVSM # .%CFO ._ 0 1 CCOATAINS 1'S FOR SWITCMES TORT HAVE
-	 232 1 ALREADY BEER RECOGNIZED AS BEING PLANED
_.	 233 0014 000000 PUVESt .MCRD 0 t CONTAINS I'S FOR BUTTONS THAT ARE PUS14E0
234 0016 000006 PVT: .MCPO 4 t FLAG (49f FOR ALL PFT'S• 0 OTFERMISE)
23S OC20 000000 CNPCNTt .%COD 0
236 00222 000000 A"0CNT1 .*C RC 0
_ 237 0024 060000 00TFPS1 ,MCRC 0
23l 00?e 000000 0041 .*CFo 4 --._---
_	
239 0430 000000 CMR it .Mc ce o
240 0032 e0O000 A1.41 .1kC0O 0
_ .	 241 0034 000000 A"11 .*CRC o
_.	 ..	 ...	 .. _
242 0036 000000 CML1 .11CRD 0
243 0060 000000 C► L t t .MC R C 0
244 046? OU0000 CALCNTt .MCRD 0
24S 0064 001046 9P TI MEI .ACFC Me
246 0046 001044 C3 PCt ,11CFO 0
247 Ocso 000090 C5PC11 .MCRD 0
_	 ._..
24e 0012 000080 e*CKTit .MCRD 0
244 0056 000000 CS G Pt .MCFC 0
?SO OOS6 000000 CSlPtt .MCRC 0 --	 '
2S1 0060 004000 Cn9Pt .*CRC 0
2S2 0062 040000 CCsPEt .MCRD 0
2S3 0064 400012 rpC%ff .*C;C to.
2S4 0062 000000 SECSt .*COO 0.
_.	 2SS 0070 000000 3EC3301 .#C O O 4
---	
• -_^. _.. _ _._	 __.._ _._256 0072 000000 LFL3 ►+ 4 t .MCRO 0 ;	 —	 __
257 0074 000000 GA5CVF1 .*CFO 0
251 0076 000000 A*Lt .MCRD 0
__..	 2S9 0100 000000 A*Lit .PCRC 0
_.
260 0102 000000 AMLCNT1 .00RO 0
^._ 261
---262 0000000 .CSECT GASCCM




_ 267 0104 000000 • _	 _... .MCRC AOISR _ _,__.- iKMI l •P INTERRUPTS VECTOR TO





ADi30 0,0"MAC4o vM0?• 12	 2+-FE0.0a 1.122:34 PAaE t•
lrMSOL TAPLE
ADO" 0004120 AM s 176772 AM* 4004040 .^_.....
ADS*	 8 176770 Ate 0000320 000 "PCNT 0000220 000
A«P l 0000340 000 AML 000076P 000 AALCNT 0401020 000
AoLl 0001044 400 BFCAT 0000644 040 9PChTl 060OS20 000
WINE 0004404 000 Ccep 0OOO6eR 044 Ceep t 0000628 000
C140 0000260 000 CMRChT 0000204 400 CMRS 0000304 004
CLPCS08 172544 CAT10 0004020 002 CNT30 000004R 002	 ._....__.	 ^..... _ . _ .	 .'
COLNT 0044004 002 CIEP 0000944 000 MID I 00009b4 000
CSPC 0000464 000 CSPCI MOM 400 CNL 0000364 000
CNLChT 0000420 044 CNL1 0000400 Oe4 OACl' 8 176760
OAC2	 8 176762 COIN! • !67170 O1:CUTen 167772
ExM 0002460 III-ALE 0000024 000 ExhCMT 0000124 002
{ w . FINTSIO 00070?R FLICK4 0046420 FLRC%T 0000064 002
FLPFLG 0000100 002 FVC 0000064 000 FVCTST 0001600
A GASEUf 4000000 OOS CAMP 0000ceR 404 6ASOVF 000074# 000	 -
GIUSP 0400624 M IthT 640722N MIBM 0002160
"Icol 0001510 ONTr08 0000248 000 LFLSNP 000072P 000	 _._.	 .._
LITEOh 0006748 LCChT 0007208 LOOPO 0001000
_- _ LOOP! 0002424 _._. LCCF2 0002644 .__	 ._ LOM 0002768 __, _•.. _ ,_	 _	 _	 __
LOOP4 0093540 LCCPS 0008268 LOOP6 000512#
LOOP? 0065400 LCCF! 000S620 IIA39 OOOOIOR 000
NOEAM 0002-004 PC	 81000007 PFT 000016R 004
P41vs* 0000110 004 FLOES 0000140 004 PEAOS6 0003060
00	 82004000 Rl	 810000c1• R2 21000002
43	 81000403
_
00	 81000000 as :1000009
$AMP4 0000000 003 SAMP1 0000020 003 3AMP2 0000044 003
SAVP3 0004064 .003 SAMP4 0000100 003 3AMPS 000MR 003
3AMP6 OCOU140 003 SA&F7 0000160 003 SAPP$ 0000204 003
SECS 0000664 004 SEC330 0000700 000 SP 81000006
STORSV 0001660 WOW 0000004 000 TIMER 0006021
09482.+ 000110 000
000724 001
TI VCNT of-0014 002
WOW 000022 003
_.




FREE CCREs 17S67. MCROS
•LP1sA0130
101
FORTRAN IV V01C-03A FRI 2Q-Fee-e0 14129121
C--	 EXERCIZE SUBACLTIN,E, VERSION, 2,0
C--
C	 PRITTEh 9Y1 ACV A, REEC
C	 DATEt	 OCT, 197e
G
C	 REARITTEN SYt AILLIA W G. CROSIER
C	 DATEt
	 ALG- 24.1979








C-• SET UP VARIABLES
C--
0002 -_	 LOGICAL*1 RETI(e), RETIX(e)
C-- 1CONTAIhES THE REAL TIME
0003	 INTEGER EXHCRT,TIMCLF(E)
0004	 INTEGER SECS.@FCNT,2PCNTI,BPTIME,SFCS30
C-- 130 SECOhO TIMER. FFCM ACISR
0005	 INTEGER*4 OUT
0006	 INTEGER AGE
C-- !PATIENTS AGE, TC eE USEC IN,
C-- ITHE CALCULATTCNS CF THE PFECICTC VALUES,
0007	 INTEGER CPID
C-- !PATIENTS CARCICFULkLNARY ICE PU TITY NUMBER.
0008	 INTEGER NAME 04)
C- • IPATTENT'S NAME.
0009	 INTEGER SSNO(3)
C-- !PATIENT'S SOCIAL SECURITY NLMSEF,
0010	 INTEGER DATE(=)




C-- IPATIEN,T'S RETEST RLkSER.
0012	 INTEGER UNIGNC(2)
C-- !PATIEN'T'S UNIGLE NLNOER.
0013	 INTEGER M,F.SEX
C-- !SUBJECTS SEX TC eE LSED IN CALCLLATICNS.
0014	 TNTEGER AOCTEF(34)
C-- !CO WWON, AREA FCF A/C COMMA N C VARIABLES
0015	 INTEGER GASRUF(j000)
C-- 1A10 COMNON DATA PLFFER.
0016	 INTEGER GASOSF
C-- !GAS ALFFER DISPIACEMEN+T
0017	 INTEGER EXHALE
0018	 INTEGER SVTHRS
C-- ISPIROMETER VOLL N E TFRF.SHCLO.
0019	 INTEGER__FVC
C • - IFLAG (=-!FOR MiCEC VITAL CAPACITY
C	 lEGUAL TC 0 FCR-.ALL CTHERS).
0020	 INTEGER PFT
C-- IFLAG 2
-1 FOR FLL W CRARY FLKCTIQN, TESTS
C	 I	 e-0 FOR ALL CTFERS
0021	 INTEGER HRTHRS




FORTRAN IV_. VOIC-03A	 FRI	 29 •FEe-QC	 I422S:21	 PAGE 002
C IPUSWEO.
0022 INTEGER PCSR
C-- IADORESS OF THE FRCGFANA@LE CLOCK
C ISTATUS REGISTER.
0023 - _ -- INTEGER PCCB_
C-- IADDRESS OF THE FRCGFAMABLE CLOCK
C !COUNTER BUFFER.._
0024 INTEGER PCS
C-- !HAS THE VALUE TC @E NLACEC'INTO TPE
C ICLOCK STATUS REGISTER.
0025_ INTEGER PCC
C-- !HAS THE VALUE TC PE PLACEC	 INTO TFE
C !CLOCK CCUNTER eLFFEF.
0026 INTEGER OLD
C-- IVARIAeLE TO HCLC TFE OLD VALUE OF EkFAST.
0027 INTEGER OROUTe,CRINe
_. .. C-- IVARIBLE.S..THAT_CCNTAIN.•TFE ACORESS CF	 ThE
C-- lDkil PARALLEL
	
INTERFACE CARC	 IN'FL'T	 ANC CUTPUT BUFFERS.
0028 REAL MIGHT
C-- IPATIENT'S HEIGFT	 IN CM.
0029 REAL WT
0030 REAL SLPYCP(1A)
C-- IVARIESLES ThgT.CONMN TNFCRNATTCN FASSEO
C-- !THROUGH AOCOMI CCNNCN BLCCK	 TO CALCLL A TE TrE
C-- ISPIRO N ETEQ TFRESHCLC	 (SLCFE 8 Y- INTERCEPT
C-- IAFRAY -- CALIO. FACTORS FCR ALL 9 CFAKKELS
0031 REAL*8 SECTN,RST,Ex,REC	 !ALPI-A	 LAeFLS FCR SECTION OF TEST






0034 COMMON /FDATA /ICATA(153E)
C-- ISET UP THE CCNNCN BUFFER FCF PATIENT DATA






C-- IDATA eLFFER CCNNCN	 AREA.
0036 COMMCN	 /AOCOMI/ACCTEF








T- 0037 EQUIVALENCE	 (TINEUF(6) ► ExFCNT)
C-- ICONTAINES THE ENO CF	 BREATF FLAG,
0038 EQUIVALENCE	 (ICATA(e5),SLFYCP(1))
C-- I	 CONTAINES	 THE SLOPE	 AND	 Y	 TNTERCEFTS.
a 0039 EQUIVALENCF_(ICATA(3),SSNC(l))
C-- !THESE	 Ti-REE DATA	 VCRDS CCNTAIN
C-- !THE	 PATIENT'S	 SCCIAL	 SECLRITY	 NLNEER.
t 0040 EQUIVALENCE	 (ICATA(7),UkIGNC)
C-- ITHIS DATA	 KORC	 CCNTAINES	 TFE	 PATIENT-S
C-- 1UNIQLE NUMBER.
0041 EQUIVALENCE	 (ICATA(S),RETNC)
} C-- !THIS	 CATA	 NORC	 CCNTAINES	 TFE	 SUBJECT'S
C-- !RETEST	 NUNSER.
T. 0042 EQUIVALENCE	 (ICATA(10),CPIC)









C-- !THESE THREE DATA Y003 CCNTAIN THE
C-- IPATIENT'S TEST CATE.
0044	 _-- EQUIVALENCE_ ( ICATA ( 26),NAME(1 )1
C-- ITHE 14 DATA NCRCS CCNTAIN TI-E
C-- iPATIENT'S NAME.
0045	 EQUIVALENCE (ICAT6(2),SEX)




C-- !THIS DATA *ORC CONTAINES TI-E PATIENTS AGE.
0047	 EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(50),HIGHT)











C--	 GAS BUFFER DISPLACEMENT
0053	 EQUIVALENCE (ACCTBF(2),EXfALE)
0054	 EQUIVALENCE (ArCTEF(3),SVTHRS)
C-- ISPIRON ETER VCLLMN TNRESHCLC, MUST PE CALCULATED.
0055_
	 EQUIVALENCE(ACCTBF(A),FVC)
C-- !FLAG EGLAL TC -1 FCF FORCEC VITIAL CAPACTTV,
0056	 EQUIVALENCE (ACCTEF(7),FLS-ES)
C-- ICONTAINES 1'S FCP BLTTONS Ti-AT AGE
C _ IPUSHEO BY OPERATOR.
0057	 EQUIVALENCE (ACCTEF(8).PFI)




C-- ICONTAINES THE ACISR 30 SEC. TIMER.
0061	 EQUIVALENCE (ACCTEF(30),LFLSHR)
_C-- ICONTAINES THE




0062	 DATA RST, EX, REC/'* REST *', 'EXERCISE', IPFCOVEFY'/
0063	 DATA N /'M'/,F/'F'/
C-- !SET V A I A ALES N AND F EQUAL TO THEIR ACSII VALUES.
0064	 DATA CRCUTB/"16777;/








C-- IOCTAL ACDRESS CF THE PRCGRA N APLE CLCCK(Kwil-P)
C	 !STATUS REGISTER.
0067	 DATA PCC9/"172542/
C-- IOCTAL ACDRESS CF TI-E PRCGRANA9LE CLCCK
C	 ICOUNTER BUFFER,
0068	 DATA PCC/"144/
C-- ISET CLOCK TO GET 100 INTEFRLPS/SEC.
0069	 DATA OCS/"113/
104
FORTRAN IV_ ..	 VOtC • 03A_.	 FRI	 24 •FE8 • 80	 14129121	 PAGE 004
C•• IOCTAL VALUE TC EE LCAOEC INTO THE CLOCK STATUS
C !REGISTER.	 BITS C,1,3r	 ANC	 6	 ARE TLRNEC ON.
C I	 PIT 6 • ALLCOS CCNE TC CAUSE AN 	 1PTERRUPT.
C I	 8I7 3 • SELEC T S REPEATED	 INTERWLPT ROOF.
C I._.	 SIT ..1	 -	 SET_CLCCK	 RATE	 TC	 1091-Z.
C I	 BIT 0 . STARTS TFE CLCCK.




= - C-- - I.INITIALIZE _ FVC .FLAG.
0074 PFTv0
C•• IINITILIZE-THE	 FFT FLAG.
D TYPE 5
CS FORMAT(' BEFCRE CLELE')
0075 IF(IGSET(5).NE.C)	 ESOP	 'CLELE	 ALLLCCATION FAILURE'
CWW
- 0077 100 CONTINUE
I= C•• -





OOt+2 LFLSF+RS "2 	 ISET	 REST LIGHT	 TC	 FLASH
0083 IDATA C64)=0
0084 ICATA(62)=0
0085 KCNTsg	 IINITTLIZE RECCRC	 COUNTER.
Y o08l+ ASSIGN	 130	 TO	 IRET4n	 !ASSIGN RETU 0	 LAPEL FOR	 STARTa 0087 GO TO 520	 IGO TO	 INITIALIZE & START RCUTINE.
0088 130 CONTINUE
0089 IF(E)(HCNT.E0.0)GO	 TC	 135













= 0099 CALL RPT30
0100 145 CONT INLE
0101 IRES=IPEEK ( 0RINF)	 !CHECK	 CrNTPOL	 P019 L	 P11SHPUTTC^
0102 IF(IRES.EC ."2)GC	 TC	 1001FESTART	 REST
0104 IF(TRES.EG."20)GO	 TC	 160	 :PALSE
0106 IF(IPES.EC ."4)GC	 TC	 200	 !START	 EXFPCISE
0108, IF(KCNT.GE.20)GC	 TC	 200	 1NAX	 RECOROS	 REACHFO
Otto GO TO	 130	 1GET	 NEXT	 30.SEC	 RECORD
0111 160 ASSIGN	 145	 TO	 IVAITI	 IAESIGI	 RETURN	 LABEL	 FCC	 CAUSE
0112 GO TC 5E2	 IGC	 TC	 FALSE	 ROLTINE
105
1







0114 CALL IPCKE(PCSR,O) 1STCP CLOCK*
0115 IOATA(60)3(KCA7+1)12
0116 CALL OATA	 (OUT)
0117_____ IF(IRES.EA.4).GC
	 TC.220
C WAIT UNTIL Ex @LTTCN	 IS PLSFEO
0119 205 IF(IPEEK(ORINE)•.NE. "4) 	 GC TC 205
0121 207 IF(IPEEK(ORIKP.).NE.0)
	 GC	 TO 2+17	 1wAIT TILL FX RELEASED
C--
C-- SET UP EXERCISE FAFT
0123 220 CALL_.IPCKE(PC8F.0)
0124 SECTNaEx






0130 KCNT20 IRECCFC COW
0131 MRECz2*(60-ICATA(64))
0132 ILASTaO--	 --
'	 0133 ASSIGN 230 TO







0134' GO TO 520 __	 1GO	 TC INITIALIZE	 R START ROUTINE











01 9 4 235 _ CONTINUE





0151 IRESziPEEK(ORINE.) IC14ECK	 LSER RESPONCE
0152 IF(IRES.EG ."4)GC
	 TO 220 !RESTART	 EXERCISE
0154 IF(IRES.E9."20)GO
	 TC	 260 !FALSE
0156 IF(IFES.EM."10)GO
	 TC	 300 ISTART FECCVEPY
0159 IF(KCKT.GE.NFEC)GC
	 TO	 300 !EXFRCTSF	 CONE,	 M AX	 x OF	 PECPPCS
0160 GO TO 230 IGET	 NEXT	 RErOlin
0161 260 ASSIGN	 245	 TO	 INAITI !ASSIGN	 FETLRN	 LAPEL	 FOk	 PALSF
	 FOLTINE
0162 GO TO 562
	 !GO TC FALSE	 FOLTTNE
0163 300 CONTINUE
0164 CALL	 IPCKE(PCSP,O)
0165 - .IDATA(6P)z(KCNT4t) /2
0166 CALL CATA(OUT)
0167 IF(KCNT.GE.VREC)GC
	 TO	 40C 1NAX READ-FC,
	 GO	 TO	 EEC
C--







FORTRAN IV	 V01C.-03A	 FRI 29-FEF-80 14:29121








0179 ASSIGN	 330 TC	 IRETRN	 1ASSIGN^ RETLRk LABEL FOR START ROUTINE







0187 _	 ._	 .	 _ .. i4LsO -
018th ASaO,
O1P9 CALL. TRSBUF. _
0190 KCNT=KCNT+1
0191 CALL RPT30
01 42 345 CONTINUE
0193 IRES=iP-FEK(ORIh2)
	 !GET LSEP RESPCECE
0194 IF(IRES.EQ."10)GC	 TC	 310	 !RESTART	 PECCVERY
0196 IF(IRES.EQ."20)GO	 TC	 360	 !PAUSE






0202 GO TO 330
	 !GET	 NEXT RECCRC
1
0203 360 ASSIGN	 345 TO	 IO-AIT1
	 !ASSIGV RETURN
	 LAPEL FCR PAUSE
0204 GO TO 562
	 IGO TC PAUSE POLTINE
0205 400 CONTINUE
0206 CALL	 IPCKE(PCSP,O)	 !TURN OFF	 CLOCK
4w 0207 900 IDATA(72)2(KChT+i)/2
C TYPE
	 1
C1 FORMAT(*	 BEFORE	 LIGFT')
-




	 TO	 INITIALIZE	 P	 START EACH SECTION	 OF EXERCISE	 TFST

















0220 SPTINEs550	 -	 (1C*ISEC)













































ISET PRCGPAMMASLE CLOCK TO 100 HZ
CALL IPCKE(PCSR,PCS)	 13ET STATUS IN CLOCK (START)
CALL LIGHT(LITES) _ ITUAN ON -APPROPRIATE PANEL LIGHTS
IF(IPAUSE.NE .-1) GC TO 5i6
IF(SECTN.EQ.RST) CALL RPThCP
TYPE 525,3ECTN,tNR.IMIN,ISEC
FORMAT( /SX, • * * * • ,AB, • * * *	 REAL TIME: •,I2,•:•,
@I2,•:•,12/)
IF(IPAUSE.EQ.0) TYPE S27,J0F,JMIN,JSEC
FORMAT(/ • CONTINUE AT •, i2,•s•,i2,•:•,i2i)
IF(IPEEK(ORINE).NE.0) GC TO 528
	 110,AIT TILL SWITCHES ARE RELEAS.
GO TO IRETRN	 IRETUFN
PAUSE ROUTINE
IF(IPAUSE.EQ.i)GO TC 570	 IENCING PAUSE PERIOD?
CALL IFCKE(PCSR,O)
	 ICSTANT OF PAUSE) STOP CLOCK
IPAUSE;i
TYPE 564
FORMAT(!' * PALSE *•)
CALL LIGHT (LITES)	 ITURN ON APPROPRIATE LIGHTS
IF(IPEEK(ORINE).NE.0) GC TC 565 IaAIT TILL SWITCFES ARE RELEASED
GO TO t*AITl
	 IGG WAIT FOR ANOTHER @LITTON PU`





IENC CF PAUSE ROUTINE
ENO
108
_.FORTRAN -IV_	 .STORAGE MAP
NAME OFFSET ATTRIBUTES
RETI 000014 LOGICAL*i ARRAY	 (8)
RETIX 000024 LOGICAL*1 ARRAY	 (8)
OUT 0001.04 INTEGER*4 VARIAPLE
M 000064 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
F 000066 INTEGER*2.vARiAeLE
PCSR 000074 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
PCC8 000076 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
PCs 000102 IN7EGER*2 VARIA@LE
PCC_. 000100 s_ INTEGER_*2 VARIABLE
OLD 000314 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
DROUTS 000070 INTEGER*2 vAFIAPLE
DR INK 000072 TNTEGER*2 VAFIAeLF
SECTN 000316 REAL*8 VARIABLE
RST 000034 PEAL*8 VAPIAeLE
_EX	 _	 _w __000.0.44. REAL*8 __ VARIABLE
REC 000044 REAL*8 VARIAFLE
IFIX 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCECUR£
IOSET 000000 INTEGER*2 FFOCECURE
LIGHT 000000 INTEGER*2 PFOCECURE
LITES 000326 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ICT _000330 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
I{ IRETRK 000332 INTEGE R *2 VARIAFLE
BREATH 000000 REAL*4 PFOCECURE
TRSBUF 000000 REAL*4 PFCCECURE
RPT30 000000 REAL*4 PFOCECURE
IRES 000334 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IPEEK 000000 INTEGER*2 PPOCECUQE
IWAITI 000336 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IPOKE 000000 INTEGER*2 FFOCECURE
DATA 000000 REAL*4 PFOCECURE_
MREC 000340 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ILAST 000342 INTEGER*2 VARIAFLE
WRKADJ 000000 REAL * 4	 . FROCECURE
IPAUSf 000344 INTEGE R *2 VARIABLE
1 TIPRO 000000 KEAL*4 PFOCECURE
IMF 000346 INTEGE R *2 vARIAELE
I M Iti 000350 TKTFGER*2 VARIABLE
ISEC 000352 INTEGER*2 VAFIAPLE
I INITI 00 1, 000 _INTEGER *2 PFOCECURE
RPTheDR 000000 REAL*4 FFCCECURE
JMF 00035+ TNTEGER*2 VARIAFLE
ilA IN 000356 INTEGER*2 vARIAeLE
JSEC 00036n INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
T
A	 COMMON eLCCK /fsA330/
	
LENGTH 00001E
v42 000000 REAL *4 VAPTAELE
VCC2 000004 REAL *4 VARIAFLE
VOL 000010 REAL *4 VARIABLE









COMMON BLOCK /TTNCNT/	 LENGTi 000014
- _ TI MBUF_ 000000 INTEGE R *2 ARRAY (6)
ExHCNT 000012 TNTEGFG*2 VARIABLE
COMMON eLGCK /PDATA/
	 LENGTIF 006000
IDATA	 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (1536)
SLPYCP 00(1 250...REAL*41	 ARRAY (1m)
SSNO
	 000004 INTEGER*2 ARRAY C3)
_UNIQKO 000014 I N TEGE R *2 ARRAY (2)
RETNC	 000020 INTEGER*2 VARIAPLE
__CPTC	 000022 INTEGER*2 VARIAeIE
D A TE	 000116 .INTEGER*2 ARRAY (3)
F
N it 	 000062_ INTEGER*2 ARRAY (14)
SEX	 000002 INTEGER*2 VARIAPLE
AGE	 00.0060 INTEGE4*2 VARIABLE
HIGt+T	 000142 REAL*4	 VARIAELE
PT
	 000146 REAL*4	 VARIAPLE
K.CNT
	 000216 INTEGER*2 VAkIAeLi
COMMON BLOCK /GASCOa/	 LENCTl- 007640
GASBUF 000000 INTEGER*2 AFRAY (2000)
COMMON eLCCK /ADCCMt/
	 LENGTH 000104
ADCT®F 000000 INTEGER*2 AFRAY (34)
OPTIME 000044 TNTEGER*2 VARIABLE
@PCNT1 000052 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
HPCNT
	 0000+4 INTEGER*2 VARIAPLE
GASCSP 000000 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
EXHALE 00000? PTEGEP*2 VARIAeIE
SVTORS 000004 INTEGER*2 VARI M E
FVC
	 000006 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
PUSHES 000014 REAL* y
	VARIAeIE
PFT	 000016 I N TEGER*2 VARIABLE
HRTHRS 000024 INTEGER*2 VARIAeIE
WL	 000036 REAL*4	 VARIABLE.
AS	 000046 REAL*4	 VARIABLE
SEC330 000070 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
StCS
	 000066 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
LFLSI-P 000072 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
110








0001 SUBROUTINE %PKACJfi i i i i i i i i f! i i i i i i i•• i i i f i! i i i i i i i i i f i i i i f i i!!! i! i! iii i• i
C _AUTHOR:
	
CHARLES NAAN	 CCNSULTANTSt PAULSCHACOTEP
C T)ATEt	 JULY 26,	 078	 STAN FI NK
C PURPOSEt TO ACJLST THE hCFK LOAD CN 	 THE BICYCLE SC THAT A
C SUBJECT'S HEAPT RATE MATCI-ES A GIVEN 	 TARGET VALUE
C AT A GIVEN TARGET TIME.
C SUBROUTINE: SNATCF	 (A33EN@LY LANGUAGE)





0006 COMMON /AOCOKI/ IACCAT
_0007 ComfoOP /POATA/	 ICAL19












C C HECK FOP	 TREADRILL-iTF18 RCLTINE ACRK; CNLY FCR TOE 8IKF
0019 IF	 tIC A LIRCl2).NE,1)	 RETLAN
C SHIFT OR	 INTO ARRAY




C GET THE 144 L *L CATA 3TOREC EY	 THE ACI3R
0025 CALL SNATCNCIHPAO,IKLAC,IHFCKT,IKLCAT)
C CHANGE AID HEART FATE INTO EF0













0040 IFCICCUkT,E0.720	 GC TO	 120
0042 IFC(240.LT.ICCLNT).AR10.(ICCLNT.LT .3Ca))	 G (±	 TO	 t10
0044 IF((480,LT.ICCLNT),AND.(ICCLNT.LT .54C))	 GO	 TO	 ti!
0046 TF(C720.LT.ICCLNT),AND.(ICCLNT.LT .7E0))	 GO	 TO	 li!
0048 IF	 (IC0LNT.GT, 9t0)	 GO	 TO	 103












	 U01C-03A__ FRI 19-FES • tl0 14131114	 PAGE 01'2
C CALCULATE ORS(SOCCYO OR AVG.)
0051
	 Do 60 1926030
0052 60	 NQSX"a +HRART(1)
0053
	 MRS8100316.
C C"ECP TO SEE IF OF I3_CLOSE.EACUGM
0054	 IF tA33( FLO A T(IhRCtINOCOT))-"R3).LE.1.0) GO TO 994
C OON • T LET 04 CPAhGE TOC GLICKLV
0054	 IF (A8S(NP3-O93CLC).GT.5.0) GO TC 999
C CALCULATE REw KL
0059	 ALOLOSAL
	 13AVE CLO ML
_0059	 WLshLOLO+CONSTI*(FLCAT(IhRCtIORCOT))•h08)+CCNST2*t(FpS-OPICLO)
i	 /A93(FLOAT(IH OC(INQCPT))w0AS))
0060 ` 	GO-TO 140	 -
C OETEPMINE THE 0E31TPG HEART RATE
0061 110	 OLFREEsO,







IF (IRECNO.GT.0) GC TO 111
0067	 MAFREEs6S.











	 IF (IRFFEE.LT.4i.) OPFREEs45.






C GO TO STANCAPO AL AOLTINE
0074	 GO TO SO




	 GO TC 140
OOe2 117	 I3TANOs1
OOl3 1i!	 IF (ISTANC.EG,1) GC TG eC
ODES	 GO TO 130
C SET NEW OESIkED fR
0036 120	 IMROPTsIMQDPT+1
C INITIALIZE FL A G TC OCi_C A CCk3TAkT AL
0047	 I3T4&DsO





C CALCULATE T 04 E COASTART AL VALt,E
01, 90	 ALFREEsO.
OU91	 WOFREEsO.










 IV	 _- VOIC •03A	 FRI T9•FEE •80 14131114	 PAGE 003
0096 KLFREEBI►LFREE/30.
0041 al l:( ►LFREE•MLFASTI/t h'RFPEE•MRPAST)
009!► wLCN3Ts^► LFRE'E
0099 IF(3LKL.LE.0) GC TC
	 117
C IF TARGET MR 13 LESS ThAh T1• E CURRENT AVE. NP CP CL03E TO 17,
C 60 T O STANC ARO CCOOICICR NL RATMER TOAA	 A COr;STANT NL.
0101 IF	 C(IFIX(MRFREE) • IFRC(IOPOPT)).GT. • S)	 60 TC	 117
0103 hLCNSTsMLFREE+3L%L*(FLOAT(IFRC(IoRCFT))-"PFFEE)
C ?=EP *OAK LOAD CCKSTANT
0104 130 WLsALCh3T
C OUTPUT ThE *L VALLE TO TOE FICYCLE
C C"LCK FOR MAX MCRKLOAC
010S 140 IF	 (KL,GT.300,)	 oLx300.
C CKECK FOR M IN *019LOAC
0107 IF	 (OL.LT.0)	 %L209
0104 OUTPUTnIFIX(6,144*ML)
0110 CALL	 IPCKE(OACI,fGTPUT)
0111 CALL IPCKE(DAC2xCUTPUT) 	 :EACKUP CMAKNEL
0112 999 CONT:NUE
CC IF M 0(ICOUhT,iS).hE.0) FETURN
CC TYPE 325, iCOUhT,ACTrR.NR3,i^-RCtifRCFr),aL,ACT ►...: +LFREE,pFRFE
CC62S FOR*AT( •	TIwEa',I^,3X,•IhRs' ,F4. Q,3X•h4$a•,Fu,0,3x,•t+Fha •, I^.3X,
CC •	 *CAL
	




FORTRAN IV STORAGE PAP
NAME OFFSET ATTRIBUTES
MRARY 000014 9EAL *4 ARRAY	 (30)
wLAFY 000204 REAL *4 ARRAY	 (30)
UAC1 000410_ INTEGER*2 VAFIA@LE
DAC2 000412 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
OUTPUT 000440 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
IMPAD 000442 iNTEGER *4 VARIAELE
IWLAD 000446 INTEGER *4 VARIABLE
wL 000374 HEAL *4 VARIABLE
CONSTI 000400 REAL*4_ VARIA@LE
COKS72 000404 REAL *4 VARIAELE
ISTAND 000414 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
I"ROPT 000416 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
MRS 000420 -REAL*4 VARIABLE
I 000452 INTEGEP*2 VARIABLE
SNATCth 000000 REAL*4 PFOCECURE
IHRCNT 000+454 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IWLCNT 000456 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
AJFLT 000000 PEAL*4 PROCECURE
FLOAT 000000 HEAL*4 PROCECURE
ACTriL 000460 REAL*4 VARIAELE
ACTOR 000464 REAL * 4 VARIAELE
MOD 000000 INTEGER*7. PPOCECUNE
MRSOLD 000470 REAL*u VARIAELE
ABS 000000 RE AL*4 FFOCECURE
*LOLO 000474 REAL *4 VARIABLE
wLFREE 000500 REAL*4 VARIAELE
TREST 000504 I N TEGER*2 VARIAELE
IR64 000506 TNTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IKECNO o00510 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
g MRFREE 000512 PEAL *4 VARIAELE
WLPAST 000516 PEAL *4 VARIAELE
H wRPAST 000522 REAL*4 VARIAELE
SLN:L 000526 REAL *4 VARIABLE_
€. WLCNST 000532 REAL*4 VARIAELE
IFIX 000000 TNTEGER*2 PFCCECURE
IPOKE 000000 INTEGER*2 FFOCECURE
CO MMON BLOCK /ADCO W I/ IENCTI- 000104
IADDAT 000000 INTEGER*2 ARkAY	 (34)
ICCUNT 000066 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
COMMON ELCCK	 /PDATA/ LENGT ► C06000
ICALIB 000n00 INTEGER*2 APP A Y	 (1536)
HRSLOP 000310 REAL*u VARIAELE
HRINT 000114 REAL*u VARIAELE
WLSLCP 000320 REAL*u VARIAELE
WLINT 000320 RE A L*4 VAPIANLE
IHRO 000034 INTEGE R *2 ARRAY	 (u)
114
aSNATCH PTi11 MACPO YM4Zi1J	 2ciiFP•!4	 iSt07t16 PAGF	 1
' t iiliiiiii !i iii• iii i ! . ii iiiiii ♦iii iiiiii iiiiiiiiiii 11111 iiiiiiiiiiiiiii
2 .TITLE SW Ca
_ ; tiiiiMiii•iiiii iiiiii iii!!• iiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii•
4 1 ALTF('Rf CMA$LE! I#Akh
S 1 Calls SI PTF11FER 21. 1978
• t PURF03E1 TO GET THE MR a RL DATA STORED IN COMMON Or TOE INTERUPT
1 1 SERVICE ROUTINE A" TO INITIAulf THESE LOCATIOAS JACK TO
2140. _. _... _ .._..
14 t
11 . GLCLBL aA Arc}





IS 00000 146427 SMATCho PIPS $340 1INMI9IT INTERRUPTS
040340
16 04004 016501 MCV 2(49)001 t3TORE ADDRESS Of IMRAO INTO at
000002
If 00014 016721 MCV CMR.(ot)• •GET LOW ORDER WORD Of MR SUM
.... _ .	 ._ ..
... ^... --- ------ -- --
= to 4001 . 016711 MCV CMRI•(01) MT MIGMER ORDER WORD Of MR SUM
000030•
19 00020 016S01 MCV 4(49)001 tSTOQE ADDRESS Of MAD INTO 01
000004
20 40024 O1b721 t•OV CNL!(Fi) ♦ tG:T LOMER ORDER WORM Of WL SUM
` 000076 • _ --
21 00030 016711 MOV CTALi.(P1) tGET MIGMER ORDER WORD Of WL SUM
0001000




'— "23 00042 016775	 -	 "'- MCV ' C1%LCkT•:10(RS)-• 1GET NO. Of SAMPLES FOR wL
000102'
000010 z
= 24 00490 005067 CLR CPR 12140 THE WORDS IN PREPARATION
000026'
2S 00054 00SO67 CLR CMR1 t	 FOR MORE DATA 
--- 0004301. _.... _..	 _
26 00060 00SO67 CLR CNL
0000760 _	 _.	 _....
= = 27 00064 005067 CLR C1%L1
- - 000100 •
28 00074 005061 CLR CARCAT
--- 0000200 _ _.... _......	 --	 --
29 00074 00SO67 CLR C1kLCAT
000102'
30 00100 106427 MTPS so sALLOk A013P TO COLLECT MORE DATA
'-- 000000 -




•RETURN TO WRKAOJ ROUTINE	 - --_
_
.-
— 32 000000' .CSiCT AOCCMI- 'fCCMMON AREA MMEPE AOISR STORES' A/0 DATA
33 . lLKN e!
34 00020 000000 CFRCNTt .hCKO - -
3S .ELKN 2
36 00426 000000 CPR$ .Ncae -	 -	 -
- 37 00030 000000 CNPlt .MCRC
34 9601% ' 1110
39 00076 004400 CWL1 /McRo
115
I
SNATCO hi-11 Msuc V V42. 12	 24•tti•00 IS107110 PACE 1+
a$ 00100 000000 C•t1-S 	 ,MCFC




SNATCF 4T•11 OACRO YMO2.12 24•fE!•!o 1SS07Sio PACE 1 ♦
STrsCI TAVLE
CM11	 0000264	 002 Coach? 0000260	 002 Coal	 000030P	 002
































S 000000 106427 TRSOUF: NTPS 4200
000200
6 000004 010146 MCv R1,-(QP)
7 000006 010246 MCV R2,-(sP)
6 000010 0103+6 NCV R3,-(SP)
9 000012 012701 MC V N AMRCET,Rl
000022'
to 00016 012702 NCv NAHRC,R2
000000•
11 - - 00072 012703 _10Cv 4209*R3
000024
12 00026 012122 LOOP: Mcv (R1)+,(R2)+
13 00030 005303 DEC R3
14 00032 003375 SGT LOOP
Fli
IS 00034 012701 NCV bV020Ri
000000•
16 00040 012702 Mcv 6V02C,02
000000'
.. 17 00044 012703 MCV 47.0,R3
€ 000007
18 00050 012122 LOOPO: MCV (R1)+,(R2)+
19 00052 005303 CEC R3
20 00054 003375 8GT LOOPC
6 21 00056 012701 MCV MAHReCnT,RI;_
000022'
22 00062 012703 MCv 420.,R3
- 000024
23 00066 005021 LOOF1: CLR (R1)+
24 00070 005303 DEC R3
:n
25 00072 003375 2GT LOOP1
._ 2b 00074 016767 MCV AHRTC,AFRT
000002'
= 000024,
27 00102 016767 NCV CHRC,CHR
000004'
000026#
28 00110 016767 NCV CHRIC,CFR1
000006•
000030'
°t 29 00116 016767 NCV BPTC,EPTINF
000022'
000044'
t 30 00124 016767 NCv BPCTIC,EPCNTI
000030'
.— 000052'
31 00132 012767 NCv 410.,EFCNT
000012
000064'
32 00140 016767 NCv SECSC,SECS
000044'
000066'
33 00146 012703 NCv 07.,R3
000007
117
` f~KS ^^. F
RT - 11 MACRO V NO2- 12	 29 •FE@ •eC 15:10:4ra- PAGE 1+
34 00152 412701	 MCV
0 ,00000 •


















46 00022 000000 AMRCNT: .WCFO
47 00024 000000 AHRT:
	 .NCFD
48 00026 000000 Chet:
	 .l%CFD
49 00030 000000 CNAI:
	 .aCFD
50	 .8L KW
S1 00044 001046 --
 9PTIiKE .NCFD
S2	 NLKw
S3 00052 000000 9PChT1: .%CFO
54 .eLK*
SS 00064 - 000012 9PCnT: .%CF0












63 00000 000000 AHRC:
	 .%CRC
64 00002 000000 AHRTC: .WnFC
6S 00004 000000 CF.RC:	 .NCFD
66 00006 000000 CHR1C: .NCFD
67	 .ELKW
68 00022 000000 8PTC:
	 .ACFD
69	 .eLK%
70 00030 000000 SPCTiC: .WCFO
71	 .eLK%














































PT-11 MACRO VNO2 . 12 29-FFO-10 1St10W PAGE 1•
SYMBOL TABLE
AHRC	 0000008 COS AORCNT 000022R 002 A14RT 000024R 002
AHRTC
	 000002R COS BPCRT 0000644 002 SPCNT1 000OS2R 002
8PCT1C
	 0000308 COS SPTC 0000ain 005 ePTIME 000044R 002
CHO	 000026R 002 ChRC 000OC4R 005 04Ri 0000308 002





LCOP2 000156 8 PC 22000007
RO	 X2000000 R1 21000001 R2 21000002
R3	 :2000003 -- R4 , X20000C4
_	 _
PS X2000005
3ECS	 000066A 002 SECSC 0000448 005 3P XX000006
TR38UF
	 OOOOOORG VC2 OOOOCOR 003 V02C 000000R 004
...V2 X 000001
. A88.	 000000 000
000200 001


















C AUTHOR:	 CHARLES NANN
C DATES	 SEPTEmeER 1A,	 1975
C MODIFIEC BYt	 iNILLIAN	 G.	 CROSIER
C DATES	 _	 10 SEF	 79
C PURPCSEt TO CFTER N INE THE CXYGEN CCaSLOPTIOP 	 AND THE CAPBON





0004 __	 COMMCA /GASCCN/ GASPUF
0005 COMMCh /POATA/ GA L Ie
0006 COMMON /GA330/ V02,VCC2 * YCL#IBPTH	 r,
0087 COMMON /'I MCNT/ TINE














0022 EQUIVALENCE	 (TIaE(0,IEC0FG)	 :END OF	 FREATH FLAG:	 COU N TS BREA"-







0027 1 F O kt0 AT(/,IX pe (lx ► I5))





THE BREAT)- CCU A!TER	 FCR TrE	 3C	 SEC	 REPORT
0030 TBPTt-_I2RTh+1










0040 IEkC-i	 1SUESCRIPT	 CF	 NAX	 VCLUNF
120
1








































C AVERAGE GAS CONCEATRATIONS AT LAST 5 PCINTS CF PREATt r

















C	 AVERAGE LAST 3 SPIRC, VC. SAMPLES TC GET TICAL VCLUNF
IF CIENC.GE .13) MAXVOLx(GASEUF(IENC-4)+GASeLF(IENC-e)
2	 +GAS@UF(IENC-12))/3
C_















INCREMENT THE 02 CCk8LNPTICh AND CC2 PROCLCTICN
STPVOL s STFC * VCLCiJT
V02 = VC2 + STPVOL * ((O2 A NE/ N 2A N e)*N2CLT - 02OUT)
VCO2 a vCO2 + STPVCL * ( CC2CUT - (CC2AN8/h,24NP)*h2OUT)
CHECK TC SEE IF Tt-ERF IS ANCTt-ER eREATI- TC CEAL V M-
IF (IEOeFG.EG.0) GC TO 40C	 1 NC N CAE PREATHS, RETUR"!
IF(IECeF.EG.0) GO TC 200	 1 KC PRICE PREATHS




TF (IPOINT.LT,41) GC TO 160 !RAEATt- .LT. 0.1 SEC, LONG


















FORTRAN IV	 VOIC-03A	 FRI 29-FEe-e0 1 4 13et55	 PAGE 003
0086 Ito	 IEOeFGsIE08FG-IEOeF	 iCOLLCK#T FIND PREVICLS EOB(S)
_0087 .200
	
IF CIEOePT .GT, IECeP) GC TC 5
	
i A NEh SREATh 18 FIPT8hED





- FCQTRAN IV STORAGE NAP
NAME OFFSET ATTRIBUTES
N2 000102 REAL*4 VARIABLE
N20UT 000106 REAL*4 VARIABLE..-
IEO8P 000112 INTEGER*2 VARIAPLE
IPOI!VT__,000114.__JNTEGER *2-VAR-IA2LE
IEOBF 000116 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE









I 000126 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ISTART 000130 INTEGER*2- VAPIAPLE
102 000132 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IN2 000134 INTEGER*2 VARIABLF
ICO2 000136 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
- IOIF 000140 _INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
02 000142 REAL*4 VARIABLE
_ FLOAT 000000— REA00—__._ PR.CCECU R E	 ._ __....._
CO2 000146 REAL*4 VARIABLE
VOLCUT 0001S2 REAL*4 VARIABLE
ALL OOO1S6 REAL*4 VARIAELE
02OUT 000162_ REAL *4 VARIAPLE
CO20UT 600166 REAL#4 VARIABLE
STPVOL 000172 _REAL *4 	 LL-. VARIAELE_
IREF 000176 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
g t COMMON BLOCK	 /GASCCN/	 LENGTf-007640
GASP.UF 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (2000)
COMMON BLOCK	 /PRATA/	 LENGTH 006000
CALIS 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (1536)
-=	 3_ STPO 000220 REAL*4 VARIABLE
STPS 000224 REAL *4 VARIAELE.
e 02AM8 000230 REAL*4 VARIAELE
N2A00 8. 000234 REAL*4 VARIABLE
CO2AM8 000240 REAL*u VARIABLE
VOLSLP 000250 REAL*u VARIABLE
VOLINT 000254 REAL *4 VARIABLE
02SLP 000260_ REAL *4 VARIABLE
02INT 000264 REAL*u VARIABLE
N2SLP 000270 REAL*4 VARIABLE
N2INT 000274 REAL *4 VARIAELE
CO23LP 000300 R E A L * 4 VARIAELE
CO2TNT 000304 RE A L* u VARIABLE
CONMCA BLOCK	 /GA$30/	 LENGTH 00001E
V02 000000 REAL *4 VARIAELE
VCO2 000004 REAL*u VARIAELE
VOL 000010 REAL*4 VAWlAeLE
IBUTI, 000014 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
123
FORTRA k Iv	 STORAGE MAP
NAME
	 OFFSET ATTAIdUTE3
COloMON KOCK /TIMCNT/	 LENGTH 000014
000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (b)
_.. c08FG -_00001+2 INTEGER*a VARIABLE _
COMMON BLOCK /AOCOMI/ 	 LEKGTM 000100
IEOEPT 000000_ iNTEGER*2 VARIABLE
Iat,M*r 000002 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (33)
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FORTRAN IV VOIC-03A	 FRI 29-FEP-eo 14:441!7 	 PAGE 00!
COO
_. CC-- SUBROUTINE TO PRIKY _THE 3C SEC ` REPORT
C - -





0002- .- INTEGER MUP.INLYtIBLK	 ----
= 0003 INTEGER DATBUF(20)





OOOfl. REAL `h+R, wL, AS, SFP, C8P
T 0009 COMMON tGA330C/VO2,VCO?,VCL,IARTP
0010 _-	 .-.. -- COMN= ON _ /POATA / ICATA(iS36)
0011 COMMON /ADCO02/CATBLF






0014 -. EQUIVALENCE	 (ICATA(72)PAL11)
0015 EQUIVALENCE	 (irATA(73),PCATA(1))•(ICATA(52),wT)
0016 DATA IBLK/210






0028 IF(NR.NE.O.)NRS(NR/FLOAT(AhPCF'T)) *RCATA ( 1S) +PDATA(lb)
- 0030 IF(%L.NE.O,)ALs(KL/FLOAT(C6LCNT))* PG ATA(17)+RDATA(iP)
_ 1 0032 IF(A3.NE.O.)ASS(AS/FLOAT(CNLCNT))*NCATA(19)*PCATA(20)
0034 _ IF(.SeP. hE.O.)SeFs( 3eP/FLOAT(BPCNT))*RCATA(21) *RDATA(22)
0036 IF(DBP.hE.4.)C@PS(CEP/FLCAT(BPCNT))*PCATA(23)+RDATA(24)
0038 IF(P'UR,EQ.1)TNLx0,


















FORTFAla I V 	 vO1C •03A	 FRt 29•FE!•8O 14144:57
	
PAGE 002
0001 IFt1RE^+. E0,0)Ek-t nCE(2•	 -I ,# I'
	 NAIIt






	 . .	 TV OLsVOL*2.
	- -- . -
	








_, .	 ._	 ,_	 _.
0078 IS9PstF1X(38P+.S)
0070 IOdPsIFIX(O8P+.S)
0080 IF(IOATA(12).EG.2)GC TO 200
-_ 0082 _ _ TwL*TWL+t+nL/2..)	 _	 ----
0083 ITwLsIFIX (T%	 +.S) 
-0044 1WLsIFIv(rL+.51.





0090. 300.= , -.T-YPE 4 00,I NUM •II-R • IBPP • ICOP.wL • TAL•vO2LM . VO2MKM* VCO2LM.
3TVOL•RER.IRR.Rkvc2•RMvCOs`.YC20.Re
0091 400









CC TYPE 450•IDATAC 64) . IOATA (6!).NUw:NPT,X.KR^KK,IREM
0098 450 FORM AT(/.1x.'	 ICATA 64	 ICATA 68	 NLM	 NPT	 004(1X0IS).
f- .%/01X.1. K .	 KR	 KK ._.IRE M	'•4(1x•15))
0099 IF(IREM.E©.0)GC TC SSO
4141 KKKsK+19
0102 00 500 KZsK,KKK
0103 500 IOATA(KZ)20
0104 550 IF(NUO.NE.0)ICATA(K)s(NLPi2)+IREN
0106 If tIhR . AE.O) I CAtStK +1);(iCA_TStK+1)*IMR) /KK
0148 IFti38P,kE.O)ICATAtK+2)s(It`ATAIK+2)+I8BP)
0110 IFtICOp. NF. e)ICATA(K+3);tTCSTA(K+3)+IO pP)
0112 IF(IkL.NE. C) ICATA(0+4)s(iCATA(9+4)+I$%L)/KK
0114 IF(IRR.NE .O)ICATA(K+S):(ICATA(K+S)*?PP)/KK
0116 IF(VO2LM.NE.O)CCATACKR)z(CCATA(KR)+VC2Lw)/FLOAT(KK)
0118 _ IF(VCO2LM,NE.0)COSTA(KR+1)s(DOATA ( KP+I)+VCC2Lm) /FLOATCKKI
0120 IF(TVOL.14E, 0)CCATA(kP+2)9(CCATA(KR+21+TVOL)/FLOAT(KK)
0122 IF(A3.aE.O)OCATA(KR+3)2(CCATA(1(0+3)+AS)/FLOAT(KK)








tV STOR A GE MAF
OFFSET ATTRIAUTES
INUP 040016 INTEGER*2 VARIAeLE
IBLK 000014 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE










- -38P 000222 REAL*4 VARIABLE	 -
08P 000226 REAL*4 VARIABLE
IAJFLT 000000- INTEGER*2 FROCECURE
FLOAT 000000 REAL*4 PROCECURE
s_ TvfL 004132 .. .PEAL *4 VARIABLE
V02LM 004230 PEAL* 4 VARIABLE
VCO2LN 000282 REAL*4 VARIABLE1 V02MKM 000246 REAL*4 VARIABLE
TVOL 000252 REAL*4 VARIABLE
I- REP 000258 REAL *4 VARIABLE
IRA _... ,000262 -.-.INTEGER *2 ..VARIAeLE.
RMV02 000264 REAL*4 VARIABLE
RMVCO2 000270 REAL*4 VARIABLE
=
-= V02NPR 000274 REAL*4 VARIABLE
IREM 000300 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
0000 040000 INTEGER*2 F40CECURF
NNUM 000302 INTEGER *2 VARIAMi. IMR 000304 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IFIX 000400 INTEGER*2 PFCCECUQE
ISBP 000346 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
I08P 000310 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ITWL 000312 IN T EGER*2 VARIABLE
IKL 000.314 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IREST 000316 I N TEGER*2 VARIAFLE
$£ IEX 000320 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
NPT 000322 INTEGE R *2 VAKIAFLE
K 0003?4 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
KR 000306 INTEGER*2 VARIAeLE
KK 000330 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
KKK 000332 INTEGER*2 VARIAeLE
Kz 000338 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
COP*ON BLOCK /GA33OC/	 LEAGTN (00016
V02 000060 REAL*4 VARIABLE
+CG2 000004 REAL*4 VARIAeLE
VOL 000010 REAL*4 VARIABLE
^- IORT14 000014 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
COMMON eLCC K /PCATA/	 LEKGTI- 006000









RCATA 000220 REAL*u ARRAY	 (24)
mT 000146 REAL*4 VAOTAeLE
I
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FORTRAN IV STORAGE MAP
NAME OFFSET ATTRIBUTES
COMMON BLOCK /A00002/ LENGTI- OOOOSO
DATBUF 000000 INTEGER*7 A9PAY	 (20)
AMR--- -000010 IhTEGERO VARIABLE
CmL 00OC14 INTEGER*4 vARiAeLE
-COLCNT 000020 INTEGER*2 VARIAeLE
CsPD 000024 lk'TEGER*4 VAPIAPLE
- 8PC&-Tt, 000030- INTEGER*2 vARIAeLE
casp 000032 INTEGER*4 VAPIALLE
COOP 000036 ANTEGER*4 VARIAeLE
8PCNT 000042 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
.AHkCNT 000000 I%TF ?,ER*2 VARiAeLE
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C•• SU@ROUTINE RPThCR, VERSION 2.0 	 29 AUG, 1479











1TO	 'UM5 IBTHDY(3 AGE NAME(14) iTCATE(3)
I






, j C DATA	 k D/'JA', • N	 ','FE','E	 ',' M A', • R	 ', ' AP ', 'R	 ', $.` -- C _.. 2 •.MA','Y _','Jll',•N _r,.'Jl',.'L _•.'AU:,_'G	 '.'SE','P	 '.
C 2.00','T	 • ,'NC', • V	 •,'DE•,•C
1 C * * * PRINT PAGE hEADING *
C * * * USE TMX CR Rx hEADER *
C ITSTYP(1)=BIKE





0010. 180 FORMAT(48x, • EXERCISE	 RESPCNSE	 TEST:	 TREADkILL')
0011 GOTO	 190
0012 210 TYPE 200
0013 200 FORMAT(48X, • EXERCISE	 RESPCNSE	 TEST:	 ERGONETER')
0014_ 190 TYPE 220
0015 220 FORMAT(SOXp'JSC CARCIOPLLkCNARY	 LAFCRATCRY')
0016 TYPE 230
0017 230 FORMAT(56x,'30	 SECCND	 SLMNARY')
0018 IWMx2*(IT0ATE(1))
3a oolq IMM121 mm- 1
C *	 *	 * PRINT	 SUEJ	 INFC	 *	 *-*
T- 0020 TYPE	 240,ICPIC, ( NMSSEC (J),J=1,3),
@ITOATE(2),NC(Ikki),ND(IkM),ITCATE(3),(LNIC(I),I=i,2)
0021 240 FOR M AT(/,'	 CPiC	 NC:	 •,I5.^2x,
@'SS	 NCO:	 '.I3,'••,I2 ► ••'.Iu,ex,
@ • DATE
	 OF	 TEST:	 ' , I2vlx,2A2,I2,
alox,'UNIQUE	 NC:	 A2,141)
0022 TYPE	 250,TESTRT(1),TESTRT(2),TESTRT(3),kT,AGE
0023 250 FORNAT(1X,'START	 TINE	 OF	 TEST:	 ', i2,' :•,I2,':' , I2.




C *	 *	 * PRINT	 CCLLk N	i-EAOINGS
s C IF	 Tkx_ TEST,	 PRINT	 TMX	 HEACIN!GS
0024 IF(ITSTYP.EG.1)	 GCTC	 260
0026 TYPE	 270
0027 270 FORMAT(//,'XMIN#,Sx,' HR •,ux,•SP_P',SX,0C8P',4x,'ELEV',






FORTRAN IV	 VOiC-03A	 FRI 29-FEE-e0 1424600	 PACE 002
0028	 TYPE 2eO
0029 260	 FORMAT(* AVG • ,4X,'ePM • ,3X••P M HG',3X, 0 NM 14G',3X,
a'% GR0'p3X•'MPF+'rSXs'L/vK NL /KG/Mk•,3X,'L /NTN••
414X,•L/MIN',tOXr'RATE',22X,'NL/BEAT')
0030	 GOTO 290
_0031	 260 -- - TYPE.30,0_
0032 300	 FORMAT(//,• XMIti', SX,' HR•,AX,'SBP••SX,'0@P',4X,'PC%ER',
b12X, • wL SUM•,3X,•\--- V02 ----\',3X,'VCC2',SXo'M VOL',
23X,'RER•,4X,'RESP',SX.'NV/VC2',2Xr•NV/VCO2',3X,
0033	 TYPE 310
0034 31-0	 FORM AT(-' AVG',4X,'BFM • ,3X,' NM HG',3X,'NM HG',3X,
a • WATTS',3X,'h-MIN',3X,'L/ Nk ML/KG/MN•,3X,'L /MIN',
a4X,'L/MIN',lOX,,•RATE',22X,'NL/BEAT•)
0035 240	 CCNTINUE











J	 001404 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
I 001406 INTEGER*2__V,AR.IABLE__
COMMON BLOCK /PDATA/ LENGTH 000220




NMSSEC 000004 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (3)
wLSUM 000012 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
UNIG 000014 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (2)
NMRTSI 000020 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
ICPID 000022 INTEGER*2 VARIAPLE
IMODE _ 000024__..INTEGER *_2- VARIAPLE
ITSTYP 000026 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IOUM3 000030 INTEGER*?- ARRAY	 C2)
IHR4 000034 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IMRB 000036 INTEGER*2_VARIAELE
IMP12 000040 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IMR1b__ 000042 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IDUM4 000044 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
IhRMAX 000046 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IDUMS 000050 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IBTHDY 000052 INTEGER*2 ARRAY
	 (3)___
AGE OOOObO INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
NAME OOOOb2 *2__INTEGER ARRAY	 (t4)	 _.
ITCATE 000116 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (3)
IDUMb 000124 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (7)
HT 000142 REAL*4 VARIABLE
WT 000146 REAL*4 VARIABLE
AMTEMP 000152 REAL* u VARIAELE
IOUM7 _ ._ 000lSb__- _INTEGER*2 _VARIAELE
AMPRES 000160 REAL*4 VARIABLE
IDUM8 000164 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (2)
TESTRT 000170 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (3)
NREST 000176 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
EXSTRT 000200 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (3)
NEXREC 000206 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE	 _.
RCSTRT 000210 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (3)
NREC 000216 TNTEGER*2 VARIAELE
COMMON BLOCK
	 /X/ LENM- 000060
MD 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (24)
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FORTRAN IV VOIC•03A	 FRI	 i9 •FEe-FC	 14s47:14
0001 SUBROUTINE TIMSET
_ C PURPOSE: SET TIMERS TO-KEEP TRACK OF TIME
C OF DAY WITHOUT CHANGING SYSTE M CLCCK











TIME. FFOM THE TIME CODE.GEREPATOR/RESC"IR
%(HR:NN:SC)
	 7•,S)
_0009 ACCEPT	 120.HR.MN ,SC
0009 120 FORMAT(I2#lX,I2r1X,I2)
_ C	 .._ -_GET NO. OF SECGNDS SINCE SYSTEM BOOT OR CLOCK SET
0010 TO=SECNCS(0.)
0011 _ IF(SR. LT. O. OR.FF.GT .23.0R.NN.LT.O.Ok_.kR.GT.59.OR.
ZSC.LT.O.OR.SC.GT .59)	 GO	 TC	 10
0013 T1=TO•(FLOAT(SC)*60.*FLOAT(kN)*3600.*FLCAT(hR))
001 4 RETURN











SC	 000134 TNTEGER*2 VARIABLE
TO--- . --___000136 _ -REAL*4	 VARIABLE.__-
SECNDS 000000 REAL*4	 PROCECURE
FLOAT	 000000, REAL*4	 FROCECURE
COMMON BLOCK /TIN/	 LENGTI, 000004
T1	 000000 REAL *4 	VARIABLE
T°
FORTRAN Iv V01C-03A	 FRI 24-FEE-E0	 14147:23
	 PAGE 001
C
0001 SUBROUTINE TiNRC(rR,MN*8C) -
C PURPOSE! READ TIME CF DAY. LSING SYSTEM CLOCK ANO
_ C PREVIOUSLY CALCLLATEO TIME CIFFERENCE BEThEEN

















"R	 000014 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VARIABLE
_	 MN	 000016 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VARIABLE
SC	 000020 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VARIABLE
_REM	 000026.__ INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
T	 000030 REAL*4	 VARIABLE
_ -	 SECNO3 000000 REAL*4._	 PFOCECURE
IFIX	 000000 INTEGER*2 PFOCECURE
FLOAT .000000 REAL*4	 PFOCECURE
COMMON BLOCK /TI M /	 LENGTI- 000004














0003	 DROUTB s "167772
0004	 L s IPEEK(0ROLTE).AKD. "177400 .OR. L	 =`
OODS_	 _ _CALL_IPOKE_(ORCLTB•L)
0	 TRIPE i•L




FORTRAN 1V STORAGE NAP
NAMEa OFFSET ATTRTBUTE8
L 000014 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VARIABLE
GROUTS 000016 INTEGER*2 VARIAPLE
IPEEK 000000 INTEGER*2 PFOCECURE










C * TECFAOLCGY	 IKCCNPORATEC
C * LIFE SCIENCE CIVISICN
C
(, ##AARAARAARiA4R##^4###A#R####R#########R#A##A##f#RR#R#1k#kikt##### ###t
C + PROGRAM NAVES .................
	
REPORT f
C * AUThOR: ....................i..
	
R C Y 	 A.	 REED +
C # pATEl ......................... 	 2/NOV /75 #
C * A
C A i i i i i i wi i i i i i i w i i i i i i i i i i• i i i i i i i i i i f i w i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i w i i i i i• i i#
C
C * COMPUTER SYSTEMS .............	 CEC	 POP	 1103	 "LSIi11" +






#• i w w i f i i i i i i i i i i i i• s i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i w i w i• i i i i i i i •iii • i i i i w• w• i i r R
C
C * COMPILING_ SEGUENCEs
C # f
C * OR FORTRA <CR> #
C * *NEPORTsREPORT,CATA /L <CR> t
C t R<CP>
C + #
# i i i i i i i i i i w i i i i w i w w i i i! i w i i i i i i i i i i i• i i i i i w i w w i• i i i i• •iiiiii • i• w i#
C. *
*
C * PUN MOOUAL LINKING SEGLEPCE: #
C i f
C + OR LINK <CR> t





C A i i i i i• i i i i w i i i i i i i i• w i i i i i i i i i i i i i w i i• i• i i i i• i i i w i i i• i i i i•• i w• i w w f
C # #
C * CALLING SEQUENCES +
C * +
C + OR REPOR T - <CR> +
C + +




C_ * PRINTS A NA PO CCPY CF	 THE MIKLTE SUMMARY QEPCFT. +
C * ALSO,	 PROVIDES TFE LSER AN ECITCP	 TC CHANGE	 I & CORPECT +
C + DATA. +
C +
C t! l ti f#AfAR+#t ##tttt RttA#tftRtRitfR#tttttt tt#ffRAtAf#fRtftttit+t #tt











T 0003	 INTEGER NMSSEC(3)•NAME(14)•ITDATE(3)




OOOA	 COMMON_	 CCNNOA /PDATA/ICATA
E	 0009	 EQUIVALENCE (I0ATA(257).RCATA(i))
0010•	 EQUIVALENCE tICATA(2),ISEX),(IDATA(3).kMS3EC(1))
s_	 0011	 EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(6).wL3I.N)
0012	 EQUIVALENCE..CIDATA(7)•LNIC(i)),(IDATA(9)*NPRTST).(IDATA(10),ICPID)
0013	 EQUIVALENCE (ICATA(ii),INCCE)•(ICATA(12),IT3TYP),(IDATA(25)•AGE)





0017	 DATA OUT/ • OUT • i•IN/'IN •!












Al	 F ORMAT(I,iX.'VERIFY CORRECT SUBJECT DATA READ FROM rISK•,
%//,IXP*3,3. KLN. •,i3,•••.i2,•••.IA.SX,•UNicuE NO. •,A2rI4.
%SX, • RETE3T NO. '.IS,SX, • CPIC NO. 1 .I6.5WTEST DATE '.
xI2,'/'•I2,•/•,22,5X,' TEST TYPE '.I2.















0026 6	 FORMAT(WS ECITOP RE©UIREC ?? YES OR NO ?? ')
0027	 ACCEPT 5•IA&S
0028	 IF(IARS.EO.YES) CALL EDIT
con




C•• GET TOE NUM RER OF REPORTS NEEDEO
C•-
0031	 TYPE 12








FORTRAN IV	 V01C-03A	 FRI 29•FEI-00 14:5154e	 PAGE 002
- -	
C-- INSTRUCT ThE LSEF TC ALIGN TOE PAGE
Con
003?	 TYPE 14
0035 14	 FORMAT(/,iX•' PLEASE ALIGR TOP CF hfo PAGE OITM PRINTER NEAD••
%/•' TYPE A "RETLRN" %14EN FEADY ')
.-003q
	__ .__
 __ACCEPT S• IAN'







C	 * * * PRINT PAGE FEADING * v
C	 * * * USE TM% OR 4X OEADER * *
0043	 WLSUwsICATA(6)
0040 170	 IF(IT3TYP.EG.I) 00 TO 210
0046	 TYPE 180
0047 180	 FORMAT(48x,'ExEFCISE RESPCKSE TESTS TRFADNILL')
0048	 GOTO 190
0044 210	 TYPE 200
0050 200	 FORMAT(4SX,•.E.XEFCI3E.PESPCNSE—TE3T: -EPGOPETEPI)
0051 190	 TYPE 220




FORMATtSSX•'ONE 10 1WE 3LNMARY')
C	 * * * PRINT SUBJ I%FC * * *
0055	 TYPE 240,jCPICp(NR33EC(J)•J8i,:),
AtITDATEtJ),Jsl•3)•tINItI(I)•Isi•c`)
0056 240	 FORMAT(/•' CPIC No ',I501 2X•
2 . 33 N0. ',I3r'•'•I2•'• '.I4•ex,
VDATE OF TEST ',I2,'/ •,I2«'/
aI2,lox, • UNIGUE a0 '.•2,14)
0057	 TYPE 2S0•_tiDAT*A(J),Js61,63)•NT,AGE•nLSUM
0058 250	 FORMAT ( lX,'START TINE OF TESTS •. 12,'s',I2 •' s',I2,
%14x, • *EIGHT	 (KG) s ',FS.i,
%14x,'AGE ( YR$) s • ,I2,7Xr'WCR K LCAC St'N ',I5)
C	 * * * PRINT CCLL M N MEADI%G$ * * *
C	 1,` TNx TEST, PAINT TMX 0EACING3
0059	 IF(ITSTYP.E0.1) GOTC 260
0061	 TYPE 270
0062 270	 FORMAT(//•'Xi+ IN'.SX,'MR•,4x,'38P',SX,'COP',QX,•ELEV',
83x•'SPEEO',4Y,'^••• V02 --•-1•,3x,'VCC2',SX,'M VCL',
a3X,•REa•, ux,• RE:P',5X ♦• wV1VC2'•2X,'NY/VCO2',3X•
0063	 TYPE 2C0
0064 afo FORMAT(' AVG',4X,'EF M ',3X,'M N NG',3X,'MN NG',3X,
id'% GRD'.3Ys, • MPN'•5X,'L /M A NL/KG/MN',3x,'L/PIN',
14X,'L /NIN*,tOX•'RATE',22x,'ML /BEAT')
0065	 GOTO 290
0066 260	 TYPE 300
0067 300	 FQRw AT(// ' XNjA•,SX,' MF•,4X,'38 P'rSX,'CPP',4x,'PCNER•,






0064 310	 FORMAT(' AVG • ,0, ' P.F0',3x, ' MN NG',3x,' MP OG',3X,




















































	 vO1C -03A	 FRI 29-FEl - 84 !4151:68
	
PAU 003









FORMAT (/, 1x,'* * * PEST * * *	 REAL TIMES • rI2,'s •, I2,'s•,I2)
IF(J.EA.2)TYPE S0I,(I0ATA ( IT),ITs65,67)
FORMAT(/,lx,'* • * EXERCISE + ++ * 	 PEAL TIME1 •.
XI2,'1',I2,•s•,12)
IF(J.EG.3) T ^* E * 5
* 2 FECOvERY I
* ) ; i *s69,7
^EAl TINES •,FORMAT(/rlX#
XI2,'s•,I2,'s•,i2)

























































FORTRAN IV STORAGE MAP
NAME OFFSET ATTRtAUTES
AGATE 000006 REAL*4 ARRAY	 (3)
YES 000022 LOGICAL*i VARIABLE







-VARIABLE... 	 _.-	 --
VARIABLE
IN 000030 LOGICAL*4 VARIABLE
EXSTNT 002614 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
RCSTRT 002616 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
TESTRT 002620 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
_ DATA 000000-,. REAL_*4	 _.	 . PRQCECURE
I 002622 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
J-__ 002624 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
EDIT 000000 REAL*4 FROCECURE
GATE 000000 REAL *4 PROCECURE
NUMRPT 002626 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
EXIT _Q000.00 ___.REAL*4._..__._FROCECURE.
K 002630 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IWLS 002632 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
LINE 002634 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IPT 002636 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
I3 002640 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IE_ 002642 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ISR 002644 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
OLS 002646 REAL*4 VARIABLE
IT 002652 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
wL 002654 _REAL*4 VARIAELE
V02MKM 002660 RE A L*4 VARIABLE
REP 002664 REAL *4 VARIABLE
RVMO2 002670 REAL *4 VARIAELE
RVMCO2 002674 REAL *4 VARIABLE
-- V02HRO 002700 REAL*4 VARIABLE
IHR 002704 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
FLOAT 000000 REAL*4 PFCCECURE
.. 02 002706 RE A L*_4 VARIAELE
CO2 002712 REAL * 4 VARIABLE
VOL 002716 REAL *4 VARIAELE
IRR 002722 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IP 002724 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ID 002726 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IL 002730 INTEGER*2__VARIA_ELE ._
COMMOk BLOCK // LEAGTN	 00.0004
COMMON 000000 REAL *4 VARIABLE
COMMON BLOCK . /PDATA/___	 LENGTH	 006000









NMSSEC 000004 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (3)
WLSUN 000012 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
143













































FORTRAN IV VOIC -03A	 FRI	 24 -FEB-60	 14:52!41	 PAGE 001
CC••
C • - EDITOR SUBROOUTINE
C-•
_ C-- 'ALLOWS THE USER TO CHANGE ANY OF THE SUP.JECTS DATA
C-- STORED IN THE SLEJECT'S CATA FILE.
C • •_._...._
0001 SUBR"TINE EDIT
= C•- SET UP VARIABLES
Cftm








C-- SET UP COMMON BLCCKj:
.s C--
0007 COMMON /PDATA/ICATA
C • - SET UP ECUVIVALENCE STATEMENTS
0008 EGUIVALENCE
	
( ICATA ( 257),RCATA(l))
- C••
_• C-- SET UP DATA VALUES
C.-
0009 DATA	 IN!'IN	 '/.OUT/'CUT
.0010 DATA	 YES/lHY/.%C/11-N/
34 0011 DATA	 SECT/'REST	 ','FXERCISE','RECOVERY'/
CC •-




0013 100 FORMAT(/,ix,'SELECT SECTICN









	 IN	 THE	 NL M BER	 CF	 ThE	 SECTION'	 TO	 BE	 EDITED	 ')
0014 ACCEPT 200,ISEC
0015 200 FORMAT(I3)
0016 IF(ISEC.EG.0)GC	 TC	 1000






	 IN	 THE	 N'LMBER(S)	 OF	 THE	 NI INUTE(S)	 TO	 PE	 EDITED	 ')
0024 305 .TYPE	 310





0029 IF(IVIN(ICNT).LE.MREC)GC 	 TO	 350
0031 TYPE	 325
0032 325 FORMAT(/,lx,'NINUTE
	 REGLESTED OLT	 OF	 PANGS:	 REGUEST	 ICNOPFD'j













0038 DO 500	 IEDsi,ICST
0039 IF(ISEC.E0.1)IPT= IMIN(IEC)





0048 395 FORMAT(//,1X,'*	 *	 *	 • ,A84 ,.'	 aINUTE	 ',I2,'	 *	 *	 *•./)
0049 TYPE 400




0053 IF(IRES.NE.YES)GO TC 410
0055 TYPE	 406,IDATA(IS+1)
0056 406 FORMAT (•$ __	 OLC	 a .', I3,'. NEh_ =	 ' )
0057 ACCEPT	 407,IDATA(IS+1)
o05A 407 FORMAT(I5)
0059 410 TYPE 415









0066 420 TYPE 425










0073 430 IF(ICAT A (12).EG.1)TYPE	 435















0088 440 TYPE 445




0091 IF(IRES.NE.YES)GC	 TC	 450
0093 TYPE	 406,IDATA(I%+S)
0094 ACCEPT	 407,I0ATA(IS+S)
0095 450 TYPE 455
0096 455 FORMAT(	 'I	 .OXYGEN	 CCNSL M PTIC&	 •)
0097 ACCEPT	 405,IRES
0098 IF(IRES.NE.YES)GO	 TC	 460
146
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0100 TYPE	 417#RDATA(ISR)
0101 ACCEPT 418 0 11TA(ISR)
0102 460 TYPE 465
0103 465 FORMAT( • $	 CARECN CIOXICE PRODUCTICK	 •)
0104 ACCEPT 405,IRES
_0105__ IF(IRES.NE.YES)CO	 TO	 4170	 _-
0107 TYPE 417•RDATA(ISR+1)
£` 01W ACCEPT 41S.RD4TA(ISR+1)
0109 470 TYPE 475
0110 475 FORMAW S	 MINUTE VCLUMN ')
0111 ACCEPT 405•IRES
0112.. _ If (1RES. NE.YES)GO_TC. 480
0114 TYPE 417,RDATA(ISR +21
0115 ACCEPT 418.RCATA(ISA+2)
= 0116 480 TYPE 4eS








0124 GO TO 10





FORTRAN IV STORAGE PAP
NAME OFFSET ATTRIBUTES -
I M IN 000014 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (40)
SECT 000134 REAL*B ARRAY	 (3)
YES 000174 LOGICAL*1 VARIA@LE
NO 000175 LOGICAL*1 VARIABLE
IRES 001310 LOGICAL*1 VARIABLE
IN 000164 LOGICAL*4 VARIABLE
OUT 000170 LOGICAL*4 VARIAFLE
ISEC 001312 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
MREC 001314 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ICNT 001316 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IED 001320 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IPT 001322 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IS 001324 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ISR 001326 INTEGER*2_ VARIABLE
ELEV 001330 REAL*4 VARIABLE
FLOAT 000000 R E A L* 4 PPOCECURE
IFIX 000000 INTEGER*2 PFOCECURE
DATA 000000 REAL*4 PFOCECURE
COMMON BLOCK 1PDATAi LENGTt-	 006000
IDATA 000000 INTEGER *2 ' ARRAY (1530)
RDATA 001000 REAL*4 ARRAY	 (640)
148
I
C i#iit### t#t## t#t##ti####i*ti#t##i*i## ##ttt #i#iiti###itt##itttit #t #*
C_ # #tii t*ttt##tt##it#####ti**R#ttt##it # ttt# # ## ## ii #### #i #t# it ** tt#*#•
C * #
C_-* TECHNOLOGY	 IKCCRPORATEC




*- PROGRAM	 NAME: .................
	
PLOT
C t AUTNORs.... ...................	 Cl-ARLESPANN #
C # RCY A * REED




_ C t .. i . . ......... i. i i. i .... a i. i .... i .... i .. i i ... • .. i w .. i. i i. w i ... t
C
C * COMPUTER SYSTEM : ............. CEC	 POP	 1103	 "LSI.11"a.






C * COMPILING SEQUENCES
C * t
C * .R FORTRA <CR> i
C * *PLOTsPLOT,OATA/U <CR > i
C t *SORT=SORT <CR> i
C- * __*TITLESsTITLES <CR>	 -
s C * *GRAPMxGRAPH <CR> i
C * *ONE=ONE <CR>
C * *TAO=TwO <CR> i
C t t<CR> i
C
C t i
C * RUN MOOUAL LINKING SEQUENCE:
C # i
C * OR LINK	 <CR> #
_ C * *PLOT=PLOT,SORT,TTTLES,GRAFa,CXO:SYSLIO/F/C <CR> i
C * *ONE.TWO
C i *<CR> i
C * _ +C
C
C * CALLING SEQUENCES
C
C * OR PLOT <CRs
C +












FORTRAN IV	 V01Cf03A	 FRI 29-FEB-80 14 m1 3n	 PAGE A01
^fliiifiiiiif iiiiiiiiiii•fill iiffiiliif if •1111 ••iiiiiiif 1111111 • ii ffi
C	 PLOTCilfiliiiiiii iiiffifiiffiiiiiiiif••!ifl f i i if if iif••f iiiiiiiif iiffif •!i
C.
C	 AUTMORs CHARLES VAAN
-- _._C_ _ DATEt ,	 OCMEF . 19.1978_
C	 PURPOSES TO DRIVE TOE PLCTTING ROUTINES FOR COAS
C_



























































C ZERO OUT PLOTTING SUFFER





































































C PLACE DATA INTO ARRAYS 3CALED.FROM 0 TO 50
DO 100 I=1,49
r.	 IYMRtI) = tIOATAC258 + CI•i)±► 20)t2)/4	 _
IYVOL ( I)*IFIX( ( RCATA(6+(I-1)*10)/4.)+.5)
LYwL ( 1)21FIX( (FLOAT ( IDATA(261+(I-I)*20))16.)+.5)
IYSSP(I)2(IDATA(259+(I-1)*20)+3)/6
IYDSP ( I)2(I0ATA ( 260+(I-I)*20)+3)/6
IYVC2(1)81FIX((RCATA(4+(I-i)*10))*10.)
IY02wT(I) : IFIX ( CCRCATA ( 4+(I-1)*10) * 1000. ) /WT)+.5)
IYVCO2(I)=iFIX((RCATA(5+(I-i)*10))*10.)
IYRESP( I)=(ICA . TA(262 +( I- i) *20)+1)/2
100	 CONTINUE
C ._PRINT THE CHOICES
110	 TYPE 105
105 _FORMAT('0 0--RO_PLO`T3 (STCP_)',T30,' 7--58P VS wL',/,
*	 ' 1--REGLLAR 4 PLOTS',T30•' 8--SNP V8 IR',/,
* - • 2--MIN. VOL. V8 TIME',T30,' 9--S8P V3 V02',/,
*	 3--RE3P. RATE V3 TIME',T30•'10--VCO2 VS VC2'•!•
*	 4--VO2-
- V3-TINE ( ML/KG - MIN)•,T30,'11--WIN. VOL. VS V02',/,
*	 ' S--VO2 VS KL • ,T30, 1 12--MIh. VOL. VS VCO2',/•
*	 --^ --6--HR V8 . hL', //,.'. HAKE A SELECT ION--' • 3)




IF (IPICKI.GT.12) GC TO 110
IF (IPICKI.E0.1) GO TO 30C




A SECON D SELECTION--•,S)
ACCEPT 115, IFICK2





C- •THIS SECTICN MOVES TPE CORRECT DATA INTO THE FIRST PLOT ARPAY, JYi
GO TO (110.200.210.220.230.240.250,260,270.280.290#298)•TPICKI




220	 CALL 30 Q T(0tIYO2AT•IYO20# IYl)
GO TO 400
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0085	 GO TO 400
0080 270	 CALL 30RT(l#IYVC2#IY3lPvIV0
0087	 GO t0 400
0088 280	 CALL 3ORT(i,sYVC2.IYVCO2,IY0
0069	 GO To 400




0092 293	 CALL 30RT(I*IYVCO2*IYVOL*IYII
0093 400	 GO TO (110,406#410,420,430f44O,4S0.460,470,480,490,49A),IPICK2
0094 40a	 CALL 30RT(O#IYVCL#IYVOL*IY1)
0095	 GO TO SOO
0096 410	 CALL 30RT(.O#LYRE3P•IYRE3P•lV2)
0097	 GO TO SOO
0098 420	 CALL 30RTCO,LYO2WT#IYC2%T#IY2)
0099	 GO TO 500




0102 440	 C ALL 30RT(1,IYfAL*IYFR#IY2)
0103	 GO TO SOO
0104 .450	 CALL 30RT(lvIV%L#IY8BP#IV2)




0101	 GO TO SOO
0108 470	 C ALL 30RT(i,IYVC2#IY38P#IV2)
0109	 GO TO SOO








0114 498	 CALL 30RTC.1,IYVCO2PIYVOL*IY2)
0115 SOO	 CONTINUE




0119	 IF (ICOPY.GT,O) GO TO 510
0121	 GO TO 110
C FIND OUT MON MANY COPIES ARE KANTEO
0122 300	 TYPE 30S




0127 25	 FORMAT(* ALIGN NEK PAGE OITh PRINT I-EAC.'.















_ -0136 TYPE 35
0137 IF	 (ICOPY.GT.0)	 GO TO 30








IMR 000006 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
SOP 000150 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
D8P 000312 INTEGER*2 &FRAY	 (49)
OL _ 000454 _INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (919)
IRATE 000616 REAL *4 ARRAY	 (3)
V02 000632 REAL*4 ARRAY (49)
VCO2 001136 REAL*4 ARRAY	 (49)
IYHR 001442 INTEGER*2 ARRAY.(49)
TYVOL 001604 INTEGER*2 AFRAY	 (49)
_	 LYAL 001746 INTEGE R *2 ARRAY	 (49)
IY39P 002110 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
IYOSP 0022S2 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
IYV02 002414 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
IYVCO2 002SS6 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
IYRE3P 002720 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
.IYi _ _...003062_ _INTEGER*2. AFRAY _(41)
IY2 003224 INTEGER*9 ARRAY	 (49)
IYO2wT _003366 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
ICOPY 004442 INTEGER*2 vARIAM
IN 003330 INTEGER*4 VARIABLE
I 004444 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
DATE 000000 _ .REAL*4_..- .__FFCCECURE _.
DATA 000000 REAL*4 FROCECURE
ITOT 004446 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IFIX 000000 INTEGER*2 PRCCECuRE
FLOAT 000000 REAL*4 FROCECURE
IPICKI 004450 INTEGE Q *2 VARIABLE
IPICK2 004AS2 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
SORT 000000 REAL *4 PROCECURE
GRAPH 000000 REAL*4 FFOCECURE
ICPID 004454 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ONE 000000 REAL *4 PROCECURE
IDUM 004456 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
Tw0_.
	




IDATA 000000 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (IS36)
RDATA_ 001000 __REAL *4 ARRAY	 (640)
CPID 000022 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
I33 000004 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (3)
LUNG 000014 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (2)
IMODE 000026 I N TEGE R *2 VARIAELE
MATE 000116 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (3)
WT 000146 REAL *4 vARiAB6E
IRST 000176 INTEGER*2 vARiABLE
IEXR 000206 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IREC 000216 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
154







0005 COMMON /PDATA! IPATM 1536)
	
1	 THIS IS PATIEkT DATA.
- 	-
C
C0006 DATA OUT/* OUT	 •!
0007 _ DATa_IFILEk'_D'r'X','1',_' 	 ','	 ','	 ','	 ','	 ','	 ','D',•A *.'T'/
C
0008 IF(IGSET M AE.0) STOP 'CLEUE ALLCCATION FALIURE'
0010 IF(IOSTAT.EO.CUT)GO	 TO	 10
0012 __z. -TYPE 1025
0013 1025 FORMAT VI 	PLEASE TYPE PATIENT DATA FILE NAPE (UP TO 6 SYNPCL3)1•;







-- --	 - C -3- C--CONVERT ASCII
	
FILE BANE	 TO RADIX	 50
C




0019 ICHAN 2 1GETCO
0020 IF	 ( ICOAN	 . LT.	 0)	 STOP	 ' KC	 A VAILABLE	 Cl-ANNEL'
0022 IFA LOOKUP(IChAA,FILE)
	
.LT.	 0)	 STCF	 'FILE	 ALLOCATION FAILUPF'
C




0024 IF ( IOSIAT . EA.CLT)	 GC	 TO	 IC50
-_ 002 6 IF(IREACW ( 1536,IPATKT,e,iC^-AN) . LT.0)	 STOP	 'CISK	 READ ERROR'
0028 GO TO	 1060
0029 1050 CONTINUE










































































0001 SUBROUTINE ONE(CPIC,SS,UN6,ITDATE , IF-R,I88P,
ICSF, IDATE, ICCPY )
- C
C _ THIS_-8USPROGRAN.. . TAKES. _ ARGLN ENT 3 PASSED
C FROM MAIN PROGRAM *PLOT" ANCGENERATES
C GRAPH& OF HEART. RATE VS TIME ANC BLCOD
r C PRESSURES VS TIME ON ONE PAGE OF 	 i5




_ _ . TIP. E _- I.S	 A..CONSTANT	 50 _PLIES..
	 --
C ARGUMENTS PASSED:
• _ C. 	 . CPID __-	 __	 ___ __ -_ CARDICPLLMONARY	 IO	 NO.
C SS	 SCCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
_ C_ UNG	 _	 ..-UNIQUE TEST NLkeER
C ITOATE	 DATE CF TEST
C _- - ___I F!R _ 	 F'E.AF.T_ RATE_. t_BP N )___
C SEP	 SYSTOLIC BLOCC PRES.
C	 _ -DOP	 _.	 DIASTCLIC BLCCD PRES.-
C ICOPY	 COPIES CF GRAPH REO'D




C BUTT	 JUN 78
C _	
-
0002 DIMENSION	 IDATE ( 3),IYLABL ( II),IBAF(11),
aI HR(49 ),I1DASP(49),I18LNK(49),I20ASP(49),
a1I28LNK ( 40),I.TINE_( 50)_,ISBP ( 49),ICE'P(49),
e)ILIN(49)
a 0003 REAL	 IDATE
0004 INTEGER	 IYLBL2(it),SS(3),ITCATE(3),LND(2).CPID
-- 0005 DATA_ITIME/18*1!-	 ,1hT , 1N




- - -0007 DATA	 IChAR2 /11F
- = 0008 DATA	 IBAR/11*1N\/

























&•	 .•.	 • r •	 rr•	 .r•40•,
i
(	 &r	 , r .	 r r •	 r r r	 r/




C	 * * * PRINT PAGE HEADING
0020_.	 TYPE- 951-
0021 951	 FORMAT(15Xr •JSC CARCIOPULMONARY LABCRATORY'r
24SX. •_JSC CARDICFULMCNARY LABORATORY•)
C	 * * * PRINT GRAPE TITLES
...0022 _.._. TYPE-900—
0023 900	 FORM AT(/,18Xr • $eP(X) 9 DBP(C) VS TIME•,51X,
& • HEART RATE VS..TIME•./)-
0024	 TYPE 910
0025_--910--- FORMAT(18Xr • 6LCC0 PRESSURE (MM 0Gl•,52X,
a1 • HEART RATE (eFM)•)




_	 82)(,13,19X, l2,.4Xr I2, 3X, I2. -
d3X,I2,2X,I3.2Y,I3,2X,I3,2X,I3,
_--	 _ -- _&2X,L3,2X,I3,2X,I3) .
C	 * * * PRINT Y LABEL MARKERS
0028	 TYPE 927,IBAR,IPAP
0029 927	 FORMAT(2Xr11(4XrlA1)r17X,11(4X.1A1))





C	 * * * SET UP THE PLOT
0032
	 DO 100 I=1,44
0033	 IMULT=O
C	 _*_* * CHECK IF LIKE MULTIPLE OF 5
C	 DIVIDE BY FIVE ANC TEST.
C	 EVEN MULTIPLE. TNEK USE CASHES IN
C	 LINE ARRAY INSTEAD CF PLANKS.




0037	 IF(XL0IF..GT.0.01) GCTO 140
C	 * * * SET LINE ARRAYS:CASHES
0039.	 00 200 JJ=1,49 -
0040	 I18LNK(JJ)2ICHAFI
. 0041 200_	 I200K ( JJ)2IChARI
C	 * * * SCALE HR TC FIT 50 SPACES
C	 AND ROUND OFF.
C	 IF IHR=O 00 NCT PRINT CATA POINT
C	 PRINT 49 BLANK$ OR 49 OASHES
C	 OTHEPAISE INSERT AN X TO FEPRESEN.T
C	 HR AVG FOR T ►* AT MINLTE.
158
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C *	 * *	 TEST	 IF	 It-R:O
0042 140 iF(IHR(I).LT.0)	 GOTC	 150	 -
0044 XOIS 2( Il'Q(I)+2)14
0045 IXOIS=XCIS
0046 XOIFsXDIS-IXOIS
_ 0047.- _ __. IFCXDIF.GT.0.5)._IXCIS=IXCIS+L
0049 JsIXOIS
0050 IieLNK(J)sIX
.^ C * * * SCALE SeP TO FIT 49 SPACES
C--- ROUNOOFFF_IF SP.P=0 CO NOT PRINT A CATA POINT.-
C PRINT 49 BLANKS OR 49 CASTES.
_ C INSERT _ AN "X" __IN	 THE- LINE TC _ REPRESENT_
C SBP FOR THAT MINUTE.
C< * * *-TEST FOR S8P=0 * * *7
0051 150 IF(ISBP(I).LT.0)	 GOTO	 it0
0053 XDIS1=(ISBP(I)+3)/6
0054 IXDI=XDIS1






_C	 _ *	 * .* _-SCALE_ D BP TO FIT 49 SPACES
C ROUNOOFF,	 IF CeF=O CC NOT PRINT A CATA POINT.
-- C_--- PRINT_ 49	 OASE-ES OF . 49 BAR$.	
_.
t INSERT AN X	 IN	 THE LINE TC REPRESENT
C _ __C8P FOR	 THAT MINUTE.
C * * * TEST FOR CEPaO







C * *	 * TEST	 IF S8P=CBP
_. 0069 IF(JI.NE.J2)_GOTO_,leO
0071 128LNK(J2)zISTAR
C * * * LETS PRINT A CATA LINE
^- 0072 leO TYPE	 190,ITIVE(I),ILIN(1),IBAR(1),I28LNK,
aIBAR(1),ITIME(I),ILIN(I),IPAR(1)PI1ELNK,IBAR(1)
0073 i q O FORMAT(IX,A1,2X,A21AiO4cai,Al,16X,Ai,2X,
._@A2,A1,49A1,A1)
C *	 * * RESTORE LINE
	
ARRAYS









C *	 *	 *	 OK	 .	 .	 .	 TACK	 ON	 THE	 SUFJ
	
INFO
0080  TYPE	 800,CPIC,CPIC,SS,SS,LNG,UNCrITCATE,IOATE
159i
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S	 ,ITCATE,ICATE
0081. eOO	 FORMAT(/,SX, • CPID	 t',17.53X#
a1'CPID	 10,I7,/,SX,•8S NUMBER t •,
_-	
1I3,-••'.I2.•••.In,neX,•SS NUMBER s •,i3,'•',I2,'•'.In.
a/,SX, • UNIOUE NC.s '.A2,I4,S3X,•UhIGLE
i _NO.t__'.,A2,i4,/.Sx, • TEST_C ATE t •,I2.•-/',i2,•/•,i2.
i8x, • REPORT DATE t ',2A4.A1.
@l-9X, # TEST DATE s •,I2,• /•,I2.:'/',I2,




0083 810	 FORMAT(20X, • NCTEs AN ASTERISK ( * l
_ ...	 _	 aP_LOTTED ON ANY GPAP.F__INCICATES BCTh _ -








FORTRAN IV	 STORAGE NAP
NAME
	 OFFSET ATTRIBUTES
MATE	 000032 REAL*4	 PARAMETER ARRAY (3)
IYLABL 000036 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (11)
ISAR	 000064 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (11)
IH8	 - _.__._0.00024_ INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (49)	 _.	 _-
I1CASN 000112 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
IiBLNK 000254 INTEGER*2--ARRAY	 (49)
120ASM 000416 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
I26LNK 000560 INTEGER*2 ARRAY.(49)
ITIME 000722 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (50)
ISBP 000026 _INTEGER*2 - PARAMETER ARRAY	 (49)
IDSP 000030 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (49)
ILIN 0010bb INTEGER*2. ARRAY	 (49)
IYLBL2 001230 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (11)
SS 000016 INTEGER*?, PARAMETER ARRAY	 (3)
MATE 000022 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (3)
UNO ____ 000020___ INTEGER*2_PA96METER. ARRAY	 .(2)	 . .
CPID 000014 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VARIABLE
ICOPY 000034 INTEGER*2 FARAMETER_VARIABLE
ICSARI 001256 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ICNAR2 001260 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IO 001262 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
Ix 001264 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
ISTAR 001266 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
I 00255b INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
I MULT 002560 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
XLIN  002562 _ REAL *4 VARIABLE
FLOAT 000000 REAL*4 PFOCECURE
IXLIN 00256b INTEGER_*2_VARIABLE
XLDIF 002570 REAL*4 VARIABLE
JJ 002574 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
XDIS 00257b REAL *4 VARIABLE
IXDIS 002602 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
XOIF 002604 REAL*4 VARIABLE
J	 ._	 --_ 402610 _IN T EGER*2 -VARIABLE-
XOIS1 002612 REAL*4 VARIABLE
IXD1 002616 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
XDF1 002620 RE A L * 4 VARIABLE
it 002624 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
XDIS2 002626 REAL *4 VARIABLE
IXD2 002b32_. INTEGER*2_ VARIABLE
XDF2 002634 REAL*4 VARIABLE
J2 002640 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
JJJ 002642 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
t





_ C THIS SUEPROGRAM TAKES_AKGLIO ENTS PASSED
C FROM MAIN PROGRAM "PLOT" ANC GENERATES
C GRAPHS OF wORK LOAD VS TINE AND GASES
C V02 & VCO2 VS TIME CN ONE PAGE OF 15
C INCH PRINTOUT PAPER.
C
_ C -TIME	 IS. A _CONSTANT 50 MIKLTES.
C ARGUMENTS PASSEC:
C CPID	 CAROICPLLMONARY	 ID N0.
C SS	 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
C UNG	 ___ UNIGUE -TEST NLNEER
C ITDATE	 DATE CF TEST
__. C _WL_	 -_-	 __--	 __WCRK	 LOAD	 ()AATTS) --




C ICOPY	 COPIES	 CF	 GRAP ►- REO'0
C IDATE	 __	 REPOFT(TOOAY•S)
	
DATE
C IMODE	 BICYCLE OR TREADMILL
C
C









0006 DATA	 ITIME/ie*il-	 r 1F+T, lt-	 r lhlr lh	 ,
R1HM r11+	,iHEr25 *04
0007 DATA	 IChARI/11•-/
0008 DATA	 ICFAR2/11-	 /
0009 DATA	 IOAR/11*1F\/
0010 DATA	 I18LNK /4q*'
0011 DATA	 I28LNK /4q*•
0012 DATA	 IICASH/4q*'-'/
0013 DATA	 I2CASH /49*•-•/
0014 DATA	 IO/1HO/




0018 DATA	 IYLA8X /0r8r16r24,32r40,48,
&56.64,72,90/
0019 DATA	 IFIV/'0.','0	 • ,'0.'r•'S	 ',
l'1. • r'0	 • r'i.'r'S	 'r'2.'r
@'0
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I
0020 DATA	 ILIN/'	 I t'	 too	
o
• •	 S•#
at	 # t o 	 f f 	 off	 •*•loop;i f	 f 0 0	 • f 0	 • 0 0	 • 0 1 1 s • f
a 0	 0 #-!- - # o *	 -* P, #	 * o # 20' t
al s 	 o f f 	# t o	 too	 00'25*o
•r•30',
i0 t 	 0 " o	 o f f 	 too	 •0•401•
al e	 0 p 0	 f 0	 0f0	 'I.45•, 
0021 10 ICOPYZICOPY-1
C * *	 * PRINr PAGE HEAOIKG
0022 TYPE 951
0023 951 FORMAT(ISX*'JSC CARCIOPULROKARY LAeORATORY•,
ol4SX * • JSC CARDICFULPCNARY LABORATORY')
*- * -*	 PRINT	 GRAPI-,--.TI,TLES
0024 IF(IMODE.EQ,I)TYPE	 900
0026 900 FORMAT(/o17Xv • VC2(X)	 L VCC2(0)	 VS TImE'#S4Xv
a • WURK LOAD	 VS	 TIME*•/)
0027 IF(IMODE*EG,2)TYPE 901
0029 901 FORMAT(/#17XP-'VC2(Y)	 9	 VCC2(0)	 VS	 TIME',54XP
&'VO2 - ML/KG	 VS	 TIML*P/)
0030 IF(IMODE*EG.I)TYPE	 910





0035 q ll FORMAT(21XP'GASES	 (L	 /	 MIK)•p59xp
@'V02	 ML.	 /	 KG.	 EOCY	 wE1G1-T•)









C * * PRINT	 Y LAFEL	 NARKERS
0042 TYPE	 927vI13AAPTEAR
0043 927 -FOPM.AT(2Xoll(UXplAl)ol7)(o,11(4x#IAI))






C * * SET UP THE PLOT
0047 00	 100	 121,49
0048 IMULTXO
C * * CHECK	 IF LINE PULTIFLE OF S
C DIVIDE	 BY	 FIVE	 ANC	 TEST.
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C LINE ARRAY INSTEAD OF BLANKS.




0052 _- IF(XLOIF.GT.0.01)	 GCTO	 140
C r * * SET LINE ARRAYS;OASFES
0054 nO 200 JJ*1,49
0055 Ii8LNK(JJ)2TCHARI
0056- 200 I2BLNK(JJ)=IChARI
C * * * SCALE AL TC FIT 50 SPACES
C --	 - --AND- RCU N O	 OFF	 .
C IF WLsO 00 NOT PRINT DATA POINT
C PRINT 49 BLANKS OR 49 DASHES
C OTMERNISE	 INSERT AN x TO REPRESENT
X _WL..AVG FOR .THAT 	 MINLTE..
C * * * TEST IF %LBO * * *








C * * * SCALE V02 TO FIT 49 SPACES
C ROUNOOFF,	 IF VC2 2 0 CO NOT PRINT A CATA POINT.
C PRINT 49 BLANKS OR 49 CASHES,
C INSERT	 AN	 "x"	 IN	 THE	 LINE TC REPRESENT
C V02 FOR	 rMAT NINUTE.
C * * * TEST FOR VC2 2 0 * * *?





C * * *	 SCALE VCO2 TO FIT 49 SPACES
C ROUNDOF "*, 	 IF VCC2 2 0 00 NCT	 PRINT	 A	 CATA POINT,
C PRINT 49 DASHES OR 49 BARS.
C INSERT	 AN x	 IN THE LINE TO	 REPRESENT
C VCO2 FOR	 THAT MINLTE.
C *	 *	 *	 TEST	 FOR	 VCO2=0_-*





C *	 * *	 TEST	 IF VC2=VCC2
0081 IF(J1.NE.J2)	 GOTO	 180
0083 I28LNK(J2)2ISTAF
C *	 * * LETS PRINT	 A	 CATA LINE
0084 180 TYPE	 190,ITINE(I),ILIN(l),IeAR(i),T28LNK,
aIBAk(1),ITIME(I)#ILIN(i),IeAR(1),IIeLNKplOAF(1)
0085 190 FORMAT( tX ,A1 ► 2X,A2,A1,49A1,A1,16x,Ai,2X,
PAGE (103
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aA2rAi,49Ai•Al)
	C	 * * * RESTORE LINE ARRAYS * * * 	 -










_. _. .C_	 * * * _OK , , . TACK ON _.THE SUBJ INFO •
0092	 TYPE 800.CPIO,CFI(,S3,S3pLNC#UNG•ITCATE•IOATE
-^	 •ITOATE•ICATE
0093 800	 FORM AT(/PSX,'CPID	 :',I7.53X ►
:'. I7• /•5X, ' 33 NLMBER t to
813r'-',I2•'- 'pI4.48X • • S3 A I+NBER i ',I3•'^'•I2•'•'•I4r
_	 d/•SX,'UNLQUE_KO.t .',A2vI4.53X•'UhICUE-
a NO 0 0 rA2•I 4, /,5x, • TEST CATS	 ' . I2•'/•,I2 ,'/•, I2,
&8X•'REPORT DATE t •,2A4,Alr
il9X•'TE3T DATE i 'rI2 •• /• rI2•'/'rI2•
&8X•'REPORT DATE : - '•2A4,A1)
0094	 TYPE 810
0095 810 _ FORMAT(20Xr'NCTE:.AN ASTERISK E*)
&PLOTTED ON ANY GRAPH INDICATES BOTH




FORTRAN IV STORAGE MAP
-	 NAME OFFSET ATTRIBUTES
IRATE 000032 REAL*4 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (3)
IYLABL 000042 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (11)
ISAR 000070 INTEGER*2 &PRAY	 (11)
wL 000024 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (49)
BRASH 000116 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
I18LNK 000260 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
I2CASM 000422 tNTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
I28LNK 00OS64 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
ITIME 000726 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (SO)
V02 000026. REAL.*4	 __PARAMETER ARRAY	 (4q)
VCO2 000030 REAL*4 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (49)
ILIN 001072 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
IFIV 001234 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (22)
IYLABX 001310 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (11)
38 000016 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (3)
UN® 000020 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (2)
ITOATE 000022 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (3)
CPID 000014 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VAR*ABLE
ICOPY 000034 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VARIABLE
IMODE 000036 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VARIABLE
WT 000040 REAL *4 PARAMETER VARIAOLF
ICMARI 001336 INTEGEP*2 VARIABLE
TCMA V42 001340 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
IC 001342 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
Ix 001344 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
13TAR 001346 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
I 003002 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
I MULT, 003004 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
xLIN 003006 REAL *4 VARIABLE
FLOAT 000000 REAL *4 PROCFCURE
MIN 003012 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
XLOIF 003014 RE A L*4 VARIABLE
JJ 003020 INTEGE4*2 VARIABLE
XDIS	 _ 003022 _REAL *4 VARIABLE_..
IXDIS 003026 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
XDIF 003030 REAL*4 VARIABLE
J 003034 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
'XDISi 003036 REAL*4 VARIABLE
IXD1 003042 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
.J1_ 003044 INTEGER*2 .VARIABLE
XD152 003046 REAL*4 VARIAELE
iXD2 003052 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
J2 003054 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
JJJ 003056 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
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C RUBROUTINE TO SCRT THE X ARRAY DATA. 	 AVERAGE THE CORRESPONDING
C s ARRAY DATA ANC THEN STORE THE AVERAGE VALUE IN THE CORRECT
= C WORD OF THE OUT ARRAY.
C

















' 0 +^	 S(10(ix,I6)/),l.SX,•	 -••IOA••••,I,
D *	 5(10(1X.I6)/))
0.003 00 100 IZ a l.49	 1600P TO ZERO
0004 100 IOA(IZ) a0 	 _	 1	 THE OUTPUT	 ARRAY
G
C
0005 IF(3FLG.E9.1)	 GC TC 300
	 1	 TEST	 TO SEE	 IF A SCRT	 IS NEEDED,
C
_C
0007 00 200	 IT -=1.49 	 1	 NO	 SCRT	 NEEDED
0008 200 IOA(IT):IYA(IT)	 1	 00	 A	 CIRECT	 TRANSFER OF DATA
.0	 _ TYPE__.800,.IXA,SFLG,IYA..3F__LG.TOA,SFLG
0009 RETURN	 1	 FINSHEO RETURN TO CALLING ROUTINE.
C
C
0010 300 00 600	 IWati49	 i	 SCAT NEECEDI SET UP LOOP TO SORT-
= C 1	 VALUES FROM SMALLEST TO LARGEST.
_
0011
 AV.GsO•	 _. _. 	 _ _...
	 . _ _ -__ . w 1	 ZERC	 THE	 ACCUMULATOR	 FOP	 EQUAL
C 1	 VALUES.
0012 ICNTsO	 1	 ZERO THE CC 0 TER FOR FOLI AL VALUES
£° C 1	 IN	 THE	 X	 ARRAY
C
C
0013  00 500	 1331#49
	 1	 LOOP TO GET
	 ALL EGL A L	 V A LUES IN
C 1	 INCREASING ORDER.
0014 IF(IXA(IS).NE.IN)	 GC	 TO 5C0	 1	 IF	 TFE	 X	 VALUE	 IS GREATFR THAN
C I	 THE	 TEST VALLE BRANCH,
0016 AVGaAVG*FLOAT(IYA(IS))
	
1	 SUMATE	 ALL EQUAL
	
VALUFS











0019 IF	 (ICNT.EG.0)	 GO	 TC	 600




	 FRI 24•FER*80 14t5eS40	 PAGE 002
C	
_.	
I AND STORE TI-E AVERAGE IN
C	 I Tt4E CORRECT WOPD IN OLT
C	 I ARRAY,
C
0023	 RETuRa	 I ALL CONE RETUN TO CALLING ROUTV E
.-0.024.	 _ ENO	 __..	 L
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FORTRAN IV STORAGE NAP
NAME OfFSET ATTRIBUYES
IXA 000016 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (49)
IYA 000020 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (49)









IT	 - 000026 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
IN 000030 INTEGER*? VARIAELE
AVG . 000032 REAL*4 VARIABLE
ICNT 000036 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
IS	
_-. 000040 INTEGER*2 VARIAELE
FLOAT 000000 MEAL*4 PROCECURE
IFIX 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCECURE
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0001 SUBROUTINE GRAPH(IPICKI,IPICK2,IYI,IY2,ICPID,
*	 ISS,IUNO,ITCATE,IDATE)
C -•-- - •• .....................................................•-•---•------
C AUTHOR!	 CHARLES NAtN
C DATE:	 OCTO@ER 31,	 197@
C PURPOSE:	 THIS IS A GENERAL PURPOSE ROLiTINE FOR PLOTTING wNATEVER
C DATA IS PASSED TO IT FOR THE COAS PUTS,
C
0002 INTEGER	 IY1(49), IY2 (49),ISS(3),ILKG(2),ITCATE(3)
0003 INTEGER	 IHEADI(12),IHEAC2(12),IXLAdl(22),IXLA02(22)
0004 INTEGER	 IYLA@t(22)rIYLAei(22),ICASNI(49),IOASH2(49),IX
0005 INTEGER	 IBLNKi (49),IBLNK2(U9),ICASr+,I8LANK
0006 REAL	 ICATE(3)
0007 DATA_IDASHi/49*•••/rICA;;F2 /49*'•' /,IPItiKi/49*'	 '/rI8LNK2/49*'
0008 DATA	 IX /'X' /,ICASH/' •• /,IBLANK/'	 •/
0009 DATA	 IBAR/IH\/
C TYPE	 800,IY1,IPICKI,IY2,IPICK2
0800	 FORMAT( •	4soxsk	 GRAPH	 00064A	 ••/,Si10(1XrI6),/),/.
C *f	 •-••	 IY2	 •--',/,
C PRINT CLINIC	 TITIE
0010 TYPE 25
0011 25 FORMAT('0',T19,•JSC CARCICPLLMOKARY 	 LA@CRATCPY@,
*	 T83,•JSC CAFDIOPULMCRARY	 LABORATORY•,/)
C GET THE LAPELS FCR THE PLOTS
0012 CALL	 TITLES(IPICKI,IHEACI,IXLABi,IYLAPI)
0013 CALL	 TITLES(IPICK2,IHEAC2,IYLAE2,IYLAE2)
C PRINT THE FLOT TITLES AND Y	 AXES
0014 TYPE	 35,IMEADIrIHEAC2,IYLAEI,IYLAp2,IXLABi(t),TXLABt(2),
*	 IDASHI,IXLAB2CI),IXLAE2(2),ICASE-2
0015 35 FORMAT('0•, T22,12A2,T88,12A2,/.'0',2X,11(iX,2A2),
______ *	 .T68,11(ix.2A2)•/,'_	 ',11(4x,'\•),T67,11(ux,'\'),/,•	 ',
*	 " A2,'\• •49A1,'\',T67,2Ae,'\•,49A1•'\')
C-----PRINT THE PLOTS -----
0016 00 40 LINE=1,45
0017 IF	 (MOD(LINE,S).NE.0)	 GC	 TC	 20
C USE	 A DASHED LINE
0019 IF	 (IYI(LINE).LE.0)	 GO - TC	 5	 .
0021 IF	 (TYt(LINE).GT.49)	 IYI(LI^F) =49
0023 IDASHI(IY1(LIKE))=IX
0024 5 IF	 (IY2(LINE).LE.0)	 GO	 TC	 10





0031 15 FORMAT(2X,2Ac,'\',49A1,'\',T67,2A2,' \',49A1,' \')
0032 IOASH1(IY1(LiNE))=ICASH
0033 I0ASh2(IY2(LIKE);=ICASH
0034 GO	 TC	 40	 1
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C tiSE	 A BLANK LINE
== 0035 20 IF	 (IYi(LINE).LE.0)	 GO	 TO	 22
0037 IF	 (IYi(LIN£).GT.49)	 IYI(LIKE)s4q
0039 IBLNKI(IYI(LIKE));IXz
0040 22 IF	 (IY2(LINE).LE.0)	 GO	 TC	 23
0042 IF.	 (IY2(LTNE).GT.49)	 IY2(LIKE)s49
t 0044 I8LNK2(lY2(LIKE))=IX
0045 23 TYPE 28r	 IBLNKI,IELKK2
0046 28 FORMAT(bX, ' \•,49A1,'\•,T71,.'\•,49A1,•\')
0047 ISLNKI(IYI(LIKE))= IBLANK
0048 I8LN92(IY2(LIKE))=IeLANK
-- 0049. 40_ CONTINUE
C PRINT THE LAST LINE AND THE SLBJECT/TEST IDENTIFICATION
C * * * NOW ADD ThE SOTTON LIKE




C * * * OK	 TACK ON T14E SUSJ INFC
0052 TYPE SO,ICPIO,ICPIG,ISS,ISS.IUNG,ILKQ,ITDATE,IOATE
&	 rITDATE#ICfTE
0053 50 FORMAT(/,SX,'CPID.	 :',17,53X,
VCPID
	 :,',I7 , /#5X,'SS	 NL N 8ER	 :	 •r
1I3,' • 'rI2,'-'rI4,4PXs'SS	 KUMBER_:
a/,S W UNIQUE KC.:	 ',A2rI4,53X,'UNIGLE














IYI 000020 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (49)
IY2 000022 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (49)
IS$ 000026 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (3)
LUNG - 000030 INTEGER*2 PARA METER ARRAY	 (2)
ITDATE 000032 INTEGER *2 PARA M ETER ARRAY	 (3)
IMEADI 000030 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (12)
IMEAD2 000066 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (12)
IXLABL 000116 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (22)
IXLA82 000172 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (22)
IYLA82 000246. - INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (22)
IYLA82 000322 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (22)
IDAShi 000376 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
IDASM2 00OS40 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
IBLNKI 000702 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
IBLNK2 001044 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (49)
IOATE 000034 REAL*4 PARAMETER ARRAY	 (3)
IPICKI 000014 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VARIABLE
IPIC92 000016 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VAFIARLE
ICPID 000024 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VARIABLE
Ix 001206 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IDASN 001210 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IBLANK 001212._.INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
I8Ak 001214 INTEGER*2 VARIAPLE
TITLES 000000 REAL *4 PROCECURE
LINE 002134 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
MUD 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCECURE
J 002136 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
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C .r. mamma .....rr ......... .....................r..........
0001 SUBROUTINE TITLES(ICOGE,It•EAD,IXLAEL17IYLAEL)
C
C AUTHOR!	 CHARLES NAKN
C _-.__
C
_ DATE.	 _.	 000S ER_.31 •- 197@
PURPOSE:	 TO STOFE	 TI-E TITLE AND AXIS LAB=LS IN
_ C THE APPROPRIATE. ARRAYS
C
0002 INTEGER	 IHEA01(12,11),IXLA@L(22)tIYLAOL(22) ► IYXVAL(2,11)
0003 ___ INTEGER	 ILABEL ( 22,5),IHEAC ( 12)
0004 DATA	 IHEADI/
sif
1	 •	 •,^	 • ,•N I', • N	 • . • VC 9 ,'L • ,_ • VS','	 T9,•IM•,•E .,. • t •	 .,
1 2	 •	 .t.
	 R', # ES • , # P	 ','FA','TE•,• V','S	 •,'TI9,'ME9,' . t .	 .^
3	 ___	 'VO't # 2	 ',. • VS • , • 	T • ,'IN','E 't'(M•r'L/','KG',•- M','IN9,')	 ',
- 4	 .	 o f f	 • t .	 .t.	 V • ,'C2',' V',•S	 . t . M, L , t . • t .	 . t . .,.	 .^
^• - - -
..	 .	 .	 .	 .	 •	 .	 .	 .
5	 -	 -- _	 V. - _- r —	 1. _ r_FB.
.	 .	
.	 W	 .r	 V	 ^ . _S.,	 r ,_	 L	 t .	 .	 .	 .	 .► 	 r __
.	 .
^	 ^
6	 .	 .t•	 .t•	 •t.	 S • ,'eP',' V•,•S	 t p twL• t • . t .	 .t, . t •	 .t
7	 't 0._	 ','	 0 t'	 S 0r • dP' /'	 V','S	 •,'HR',• , t •	 • t • . t •	 •t
8	 .	 . t .	 . t •	 •t•	 S • r'eP', 0 V','S	 ' " 'VO' " '2 #
aQ 9._.	 '_	 ','	 '_V','CO:r'2--0,'VS',' V•,'02•"' , t •	 . t • . t •	 .t
A	 .	
. t .	 .t•	
w't'IN • , • 	 V'17'OL',' V • ,'S	 ',9V0','2 .,. .,.	 .t
e	 .	 0 17 0	 01#kI','N_0,'VO', _'L	 0r'VS'" •	 V'.'COP ,02 . t 0 0 0 17	 ./
'Y 0005 DATA	 ILABEL/
1	 '	 't •	 0 0 , 0	 '179	 5','	 'r'10',' ','15'17' 0 , 0 20',' 017025'17
8	 •	 • 17 . 34 • , •	 • , 0 35 • , •	 '1 0 40',' ','45'.' ','S0'.
2	 '	 ','	 0'. 0	 '. • 20'_,'	 0,0 u 0'"0 0 ,060 • ,' 9 " 0 80 0 "' 1•,000',
1 • ,'20' " 9	1','40','	 1','60 . 17' 1'17'80 • ,' 2','00',
_
0','	 0 ,'30'_,'	 ','60'"' '17'90 • ,' 1','20'. 1'_,'50',R	
1•.'80'.'
	
2', 9 10 0 ,'	 2','40',' 2','70'•' 3','00'.
4	 .	 0 ' , ' .0 • , •	 0','.5' " '	 10,'.0',0 1 • , 9 .5 • .' 2','.0 9 " ' 2'.'.5',
8	 '	 3'17'.0'"'	 3 0 , 0 .5','	 40 , 0 .0',' 4'"'.5' " ' S0 ► '.0'.
_ 5	 0t.	 0•t•	 0 , 0 10 • ,'	 ','20'.' 9 " '30',' '. 0 40'17'	 ••'S0'.
g	 •	 • 0 . 60','
	 '17'70 0 , 9	 '17 . 80 . 17' '17 ` 90', • 1'17'00'/
_ 0006 IYXVAL /2"1,.__-5,1,- 1,117_	 4.3, 2.3"	 3,3,
*	 3,2.	 3174. 4,4,	 2,417 2,4/
D TYPE eOO,ICODE
- CeOO FORMAT('	 NOX980	 TITLES 460004 ICCDE='17I3)
0007 JCODE=ICOOE•1
0008 DO	 100	 I=1,12
0004 100 ;HEAD(1)=IHEA01(I,JC0DE)
0010 DO 200	 I21,22
0011 IXLABL(I)=ILAEEL(I,IYXVAL(2,JCODE))
0012 IYLABL(I)=ILABEL(I,IYXVAL(117JCCCE))




FORTRAN IV	 STORAGE NAP
NAME	 OFFSET ATTRIBUTES
IMEADI 000024 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (12.11) VECTCREC
IXLA8L 000020 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY (22)
I1rLAdL 000022 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY (22)
__IYXVAL 000434 INTEGER*2 ARRAY (2,11)
iLABEL 000510 iNTEGER*2 ARRAY (22,S) VECTORED
IMEAD	 000016 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER ARRAY (12)
ICODE	 000014 INTEGER*2 PARAMETER VARIABLE
JCODE	 001104 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
I	 001106 INTEGER *2 VARIABLE
174
E- C _*w+rtwtt*,► *ttwtt*****w**:t,r,r*ws*tt*ttt*wtw**+*ttwwt^tt**wt,► twttwt *ww
C t*,e*t*t*w***w,tw***+,tw*tt,tw,r*w*twtwtt*w*tt,^twt*t*wttttw*twttttttt *tw
- - C
C * TEChAOLCGY INCORPORATED





C * - PROGRAM	 NAMEI.•_..._•...........
	
ECICONC *
AUTHORS ....................... 	 RCY	 A.	 REED




C * COMPUTER	 SYSTEMS .............	 DEC	 POP	 1103
	
"LSI-11"





C * COMPILING SEQUENCE!
C
C * .R FORTRA <CR>
C * *EDICON-EDICON <CR> -





C * RUN MODUAL LINKING SEQUENCE:
C * t
C * .R LINK <CR>
C * *EDICON=ECICONpCXO:SYSLIB/F <CR>






C * CALLING SEQUENCE:
C








C * ALMVS THE USER TC MODIFY THE CONSTANTS USED BY THE
C .- - * CALIBRATION	 ROUTINE
	 IN	 THE M AIN PRCGRAN	 PPOCES.
C * THE	 CONSTANTS ARE	 STORED	 IN	 THE	 DISK	 FILE CALCON.OAT.
C
C *tt*tt.tttttt w* ***tt*t**t**t*t*****w*ttt*****,t*t*t**:*t*t****•*t ***
















































IF(LOOKUP(ICMAN,FILE).LT.0) STOP 'LOOKUP ERROR'
IF( IREADA(25e,CALBUF,i,iCrAN).LT.0) STOP 'DISK READ ERROc,
TYPE-2






FORMAT(/,1X,'CALIBRATION FOR WORD 0 ,12. 0 IS ',F10.2)
CONTINUE
TYPE 6



















FORTRAN IV STORAGE MAP
NAME_. OFFSET- ATTRIBUTES -
FILE 000006 INTEGER*2 ARRAY	 (4)
CALBUF 000016 REAL*4 ARRAY	 (256)
IAN$ 002412 LOGICAL*1 VARIABLE
_
YES 002016 LOGICAL*1 VARIABLE
NO 002017_ LOGICAL*i VARIABLE
IRADSO 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCECURE
ICMAN 002414 INTEGER*2 VARIABLE
IGETC 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCECURE
LOOKUP 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCECURE
IREADW 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCECURE
T I .002416INTEGER *2 VARIABLE-
IWRITW 000000 INTEGER*2 PROCECURE
:LOSEC 000000 REAL*4 PROCECURE
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